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Energy drives technological societies. Developing countries such as South Africa are 
caught between the desperate need for economic growth and the emerging obligations 
to the environment. Efficient technologies can be used to mitigate the impact of these 
seemingly conflicting requirements in urban and rural environments. 
In this thesis the commercially available white light-emitting diode (LED) with its 
inherent efficiency, longevity and mechanical strength, is used to show, that success 
in energy efficiency can be obtained. 
Two cases are used to illustrate the need for efficient demand-side technology: the 
electricity shortages of the Western Cape Province in South Africa and a white LED 
pilot project in Namulonge, Uganda. The Namulonge Solar-Home System (SHS) is 
analyzed with the intention of creating a more acceptable general lighting solution. 
The concept of appropriateness through self-determination is discussed within the 
context of location-specific information integrated into a design procedure. 
The major thrust and contribution of this thesis, however, is the design of an interior 
luminaire for Golden Arrow Bus Services (GABS). This is in part based on the 
hypothesis that application-specific information will lead to implementation and 
human-needs success, and is researched, designed, fabricated and then laboratory 
tested. The biggest challenge to be overcome was the spatial light distribution of the 
LED array. Thus non-imaging optical lens design became the main focus of this 
project as it held the key to utilizing available light while conserving the light-systems 
energy. Circular Fresnel and Linear Fresnel (an adaptation of the concentric design) 
lenses were designed. Electrical, mechanical and thermal aspects of design are also 
detailed. 
Far-field, horizontal plane detection over the specified area is used to best gain the 
uniformity of distribution. The four criteria namely luminance, illuminance, intensity 











configuration is compared to, are extensively explored and eventually lead to a final 
design. 
In the first designs, the area of the spatial distribution between 50% and 80% of its 
relative intensity is collimated. The Hybrid Circular Fresnel and Hybrid Linear 
Fresnel lenses now redirects the relative intensity in two areas, from 50% to 70% 
(creating parallel rays) and then from 70% to 100% (away from the central axis), 
renders a distinct difference is spatial uniformity and a reduction in the peak and off-
axis located intensity. 
All four criteria are met, with a minor adjustment of configuration within the bus 
internal luminaire spacing, with the hybrid designs. It is proposed that GABS employ 
polished designs of the Hybrid Circular Fresnel, in any of the configurations, which 
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A CASE FOR WHITE LIGHT-EMITTING DIODES 
1. Introduction 
Two case studies related to the application of white light emitting diodes (LEDs) are 
introduced; the energy problems of the Western Cape Province in South Africa and a 
white LED pilot project in the village of Namulonge on the outskirts of Kampala in 
Uganda. They form the basis for the theoretical and practical aspects of the final thrust 
and example of this thesis; white LEDs used in a retrofit for the Golden Arrow Bus 
Services (GABS) transportation vehicle's interior lighting luminaires. 
In the South African case, the efforts towards lighting efficiency have been detailed. 
These points are introduced in order to understand the need for efficient demand side 
technology. Namulonge's pilot project is a case in point of the efforts required to 
deliver on what is needed. Issues related to the eye as the chief discriminator of the 
lighting requirements have been coupled with the energy concerns of a community 
under-serviced. 
The case studies rely on the comparison between conventional light sources and solid-
state technology. They are based on conversion efficiency, energy consumption, 
costing and integration challenges Concepts within human-perception such as 
usability, lighting adequacy and a needs-based approach to LED specification are then 
investigated and form part of a design procedure. The literature review of essential 
concepts is then tackled. Hence, the aim of the research has been to specifY points not 
often considered within the traditional design of lighting systems. 
1.1 Western Cape Energy Crisis 
1.1.1 High Capital Investment (increasing generation) 
With rolling power blackouts, a rapidly growing economy and environmental politics 










on a retrofit campaign to install 5 million compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) in an 
attempt to decrease the power generation deficit. There had also been increased 
pressure for investments in new generation capacity, with all options including the 
Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR), the Open Cycle Gas Turbines (OCGT) as well 
as renewable energy technologies being proposed. Despite all these efforts it is quite 
evident given the post-crisis contingency plan that demand-side technologies, along 
with educational programs, subsidies and research funding, have greater scope for 
achieving success as they tackle the root cause rather than the symptoms [1, 2, 3]. 
The light-emitting diode is a new energy efficient option in the lighting sector. 
Whether from white LEDs or from a mixture of LED-based monochromatic sources, 
this technology promises superior attributes that include a longer lifespan and higher 
energy conversion efficiencies when compared to incandescent and fluorescent lamps. 
A simple example is the retrofitted LED lumen-equivalent traffic signals installed in 
Cape Town's Central Business District (CBD). The retrofit consumes 10.6% of the 
electricity when compared to the incandescent (i.e. 5.8W compared to the 
incandescent 55W alternative). The small scale of this 10 year long project is 
expected to yield savings on both electricity and maintenance costs in the region of 
R300 million over an operating period of27 years [4]. 
The white light emitting diode inherently possesses characteristics that make it energy 
efficient [5, 6]. Other advantages include its usability, functionality and applicability. 
With respect to the light production mechanism and the component advantages, it is a 
lighting technology unlike any other. However, for potential residential and 
commercial users, the case for energy efficient technology uptake must be brought 
down to financially quantifiable terms. The economics behind replacing common 
devices (such as incandescent lamps) with new technology (WLEDs) seems to be 
comprehended via cost versus savings analogies. This is referred to as life cycle 
costing (LCC). 
In light of the energy crisis the Western Cape experienced, the scope for demand-side 
technology is great. With the aim of increasing electricity security as a short and 
medium term goal, this chapter contends that the crisis is cause for widespread 











In this regard the City of Cape Town must be applauded for their foresight in energy 
efficiency, as they have begun to search for more sustainable development options. 
As a case in point the CFL, despite its limitations, defects and environmental hazards; 
these have not been cause for the lack of penetration. Rather, it has been the user 
perceptions. The author does not wish to deter users from CFL technology, which has 
improved greatly, but to make those in the energy sector aware that even though it is 
by no means perfect, it has still found room for uptake. 
1.1.2 A background 
At 75% of South Africa's peak load, residential consumers of electricity of every 
income sector are threatening the security of electricity networks. This sector has been 
the target of media campaigns to load shift and be more energy conservative, taking 
into account that they push utilities to invest in greater generation capacity. A number 
of reports on demand side issues relevant to this country and province directly state 
that efficiency on lighting will significantly reduce this peak [7,8,9, 10]. 
Constraints in electricity supply to the Western Cape find their roots in the breakdown 
of two major functionaries, the transmission network to the Western Cape and half of 
Cape Town's only generation Unit, Koeberg. Peak power cannot be supplied because 
the available peaking units (Acacia, Palmiet, Atlantis and Steenbras) are inadequate to 
substitute for the loss of major supply. Consequently, blackouts and load shedding 
(controlled and uncontrolled) have occurred since November 2005. 
The short-term goal during this energy crisis is to save 400MW at peak periods. With 
the increased use of heating loads, motor loads, and the prolonged lighting loads 
because of the longer nights and weather conditions (poor visibility on roads, etc.), 
winter posed a great threat to this target. 
Strategies were devised to best tackle this crisis. This demand-side management 
(DSM) action was reactive as opposed to being preemptive. These costly 
interventions included purchasing 5 million CFLs from China for residential and 











Generation Plants (diesel-powered generators) and the refurbishment of gas 
generation plants at Athlone and Roggebaai [2]. These ad hoc measures are to cost an 
estimated five to ten times more than Eskom's standard generation costs. 
1.2 Understanding other artificial light sources 
Four main types of lamps exist. These lamps are used for different purposes but all 
essentially to illuminate environments. Not all of the mentioned lamps in this list are 
suitable for indoor use. 
I. Incandescent (including tungsten halogen) 
2. Fluorescent 
3. Sodium lamps (low and high pressure) 
4. Mercury vapour and metal halide lamps 
Incandescent lamps radiate heat and light when power is applied through its filament 
made of tungsten. A fluorescent lamp on the other hand has a mixture of fluorescent 
powders, which coats the interior of the tube. The powders convert the UV radiation 
of the mercury discharge into wavelengths suitable for human perception of task. 
Two requirements are needed in the conversion process: 
1. A fluorescent needs a starter to preheat the current to provide a high voltage 
peak for ignition. 
2. A ballast is also needed to limit the current flow through the fluorescent lamps 
Sodium lamps have similar start-up and operational characteristics to a fluorescent 
lamp. They also require a voltage peak to initiate the lamp. The voltage peak ranges 
from 500V to 1500V. This is dependant on the sodium lamp type. The internal gas 
mixture (Neon with 1 % by weight of Argon) heats up and renders an illuminated task. 
The efficiency of a lighting device is its ability to transform electrical energy to 
visible light. The efficiencies may be calculated from two perspectives, the devices 
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requirements fall between 200-5001ux and tasks with demanding visual requirements 
fall between 500-1000lux. 
For residential and commercial applications, despite its high initial cost, there is scope 
for its uptake in what the SABS standard on interior lighting refers to as "simple 
visual requirements and continuously lit visual purposes" [12]. These are rated below 
200lux. The author contends that once these markets have been achieved the domino 
effect of lower prices and higher flux LED-based alternatives can be reached sooner 
in the future. 
1.4 Previous efforts at lighting efficiency and demand-side intervention 
The author initially went about trying to understand the efforts made by Eskom and 
the Local Authorities to initiate and institute DSM in the Western Cape. This research 
proved that the attempts made by the public utility did not have the required strength 
to genuinely reduce energy consumption. Despite having the knowledge of the 
impending shortage of electricity supply and the potential disaster that could strike 
given how critical Koeberg is to the Western Cape during the winter months, 
noteworthy efforts are not known to the author. 
Electricity supply and economics go hand in hand and the vested interests in selling 
more electricity have become evident today. The political interest in delivering 
electricity to the unelectrified has proved to be too great a distraction for politicians, 
and even the National Electricity Regulator (NER) themselves confess their 
negligence in this regard. 
The knee-jerk reaction to the Western Cape's Electricity Crisis proves that the Utility 
has the ability, when they desire, to affect change. Now, it comes at great cost with 
further potential for disaster. Issues will arise in the future that make people reliant on 
these sorts of subsidies and handouts. Handing out CFLs as if they are applicable to 
every household is also inappropriate. User safety, implementation standards and 
confonning to regulation lighting level requirements should be considered [13]. In 











compatible with them. Their sizes and shapes, colour temperature and colour 
rendering ability vary and are not as impressive as the incandescent. 
CFLs became available to the world during the 1980s. Since then, the product has 
developed and matured. Local efforts to install CFLs began in the mid 1990s. DSM 
moved towards implementing a more energy efficient residential lighting technology 
by researching the economic and system impact of implementing CFLs. Market 
potential and user acceptance were key factors in implementation and understanding 
the appropriate action, requiring substantial market surveys. Market surveys, beta-
distributed models, scenario-formulation, and demand coincidence and unit 
consumption factors made up the range of research [14]. 
The research commissioned by Eskom's Integrated Electricity Planning (IEP) process 
needed to gain insight into the future of the peak demand, energy consumption and the 
subsequent electricity pricing schemes. 
There were efforts to get all sectors of energy users to buy into an energy saving 
lighting market and hence 'revolutionise' a sector restricted by the prevailing barriers. 
The program, known as the Efficient Lighting Initiative (ELI), was housed in 
Residential Demand Side Management (RDSM). The Efficient Lighting Initiative was 
designed by the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and funded by the Global 
Environment Facility (GEF). The question may be raised: Was the initiative suited for 
our local context? Or was it just another international agency ready to get involved in 
a Third World program and us accepting because money became available? RDSM's 
goals were to better manage energy usage because of the increasing evening peak load 
due to the country's Electrification Programme [15]. 
The ELI sought to tackle the lack of investment (all role players and future ones), 
penetration, technical knowledge, awareness and other distributional and institutional 
issues [16] to set an energy and cost conservative lighting market onto a sustainable 
trajectory. Bonesa (Pty) Ltd, an energy services company (ESCO) had been tasked 











With lighting, unlike for geyser control and various other heating loads, the shifting of 
its use-time from the demand peaks is not possible. Thus, conservative practices and 
energy efficient lighting devices is a must. Given the nature, cost and time required 
for increasing generation capacity and strengthening transmission networks efficient 
energy use will assist in delaying the eventual upgrade in a very tangible way. 
In 1997, 95% of South Africa's domestic electric light sources were incandescent 
lamps [15]. Up until May 2006, in Cape Town alone, 1.5million incandescent lamps 
had been replaced with CFLs [17]. This shows the value of an energy efficiency 
action strategy. 
1.5 The City of Cape Town -Bold and foresighted 
Developments within the City of Cape Town, the most populous Municipality of the 
Western Cape, towards an environmentally sustainable and energy-conscious future 
become evident to its residents [18, 19]. Responsible governance is an important 
aspect of politics that proves to its electorate that government goes beyond just 
delivering services. In this instance, the driving force behind the energy and climate 
change strategy, are those issues pertaining to foreign trade, investor perception and 
their economic prospects. The author does not necessarily believe that economically 
driven mechanisms to reduce CO2 emissions is a viable route for energy efficiency 
implementation strategies. A more sustainable approach, based on consumer 
behaviour and environmental awareness, is necessary to achieve this goal. The role of 
energy efficiency is thus changing. To abate further energy crises may no longer be 
the primary goal of energy efficiency schemes as we know now that even well 
managed and well-maintained generation units (like Koeberg) face freak accidents. 
Action strategies now look at economic incentives, social entrepreneurship and 
sustainable development. For example, the City of Cape Town's objectives to increase 
foreign investment, local productivity and conform to the global initiatives to decrease 












Considering that 2MW of electricity is being consumed by the traffic system and its 
present technology [20], a strategy to retrofit 1200 of the Metropolitan's Major traffic 
intersections' signals from incandescent bulbs to LEDs is one of the projects initiated 
by the City of Cape Town. This 10-year pilot project, which started early in the 21 st 
Century, replaces 120 intersections per year with a full retrofit of each signal. A small 
step in the right direction (given that Cape Town alone has 100,000 incandescents in 
its traffic lights), it is the local authority's way of reducing its high consumption of 
electricity that accounts for 41 % [21] of its energy mix. 
It is estimated that the additive saving achieved on electricity and maintenance over 
the installation period of ten years could be in the order of R23.8 million [21] with the 
estimated CO2 emissions being mitigated standing roughly at 39,000 tons. With a half-
lifespan2 of approximately 15 years (based on how these intersections change between 
signals), the need for replacement and maintenance will be low. 
The maintenance costs of having teams go out and replace incandescent lamps, which 
have high failure rates, include staffing, vehicle fleet use and maintenance, and 
stockpiling replacement lamps. These are without considering compromised safety to 
road traffic users in the case of the often-abrupt bulb failures. 
2 Half-life of LEDs is the timc it takes to reach half of its maximum lux level. These may vary based on 
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effici.noy ignoranoe, poor 'n'''gy ""age habIts and ""n,.thing th.l1 was ,,,,vel' 
ayailabl e before LEO., nan,.ly highly ,"tisfJctory "ppho"tion-ba>ed lighting, See 
f'igur. .1. 
The disc""sion abo"e pro\'es th.1t these lighting device. fulfill more th"" wl'"t they 
h"ve teen ,et out to "olll",'e. ,Vilh .h" in mind, hghling and dn" e t,chnology 
(circmlTy. progTammabl. hard",a ... aoJ <oftware) h." progr""d tremendom ly. The 
present-d"y lighwng sector" ,'",I and multi-fac.ll ed. TheT" i, ""ed 10 calOh un 10 thi' 
n",,' I.chnulogy. Estimates of all lighting loads in Soulh Africa ,how 11,"1 commerci"1 
entitie, me 35% of Iheir .n.rgy on lighting and r.sidenlial lighting .ccounts for 
almo.t 20% [22J. 
Since Ihe diagnosis of our efficien.cy and lighting problonl has re:lched full oin:l. [23 1, 
the present climate i, now oonduoiye for the applIcation of "hite LHK A. an 












1.7 The truth and problem with CFLs 
The arguments against CFLs include their detrimental harmonic pollution of electrical 
networks, the delayed response after switching and its objectionable colour render 
amongst others. They also contain mercury and yttrium, which have disposal 
problems for the environment. From a purely technical aspect, the efficiency of 
mercury vapour source fluorescents is limited to about 90 lmIW. This is due to one 
critical factor namely the loss of energy incurred when converting a 250nm UV 
photon to a photon of the visible spectrum [25]. Moreover the technology of CFLs is 
not likely to improve given this fundamental limitation. 
During the 1980's the CFL became a global acronym for energy efficiency. 
Academics across many sectors had high hopes and expectations for its widespread 
uptake. Light, they claimed, just light, had the potential to affect communities in such 
a way that poverty would be alleviated, education improved, industries built and 
pandemics a thing of the past. But what has stood in the way of this technology is 
poor user-perception. This issue and not the aforementioned technical or 
environmental factors have been responsible for the lack of penetration of this 
technology. 
Again from a purely technical aspect while conversion efficiencies of incandescents 
stand at approximately 10%, a not-so-often publicised fact is that compact fluorescent 
lamps (CFLs) only have conversion efficiencies in the region of 30% [26]. 
Table 3 illustrates this fact and puts it into context given the rapid rate of research and 
development into more efficient white LED light sources. This has seen white LEDs 












Table 3: Comparison of actual level white LEDs with compact fluorescent lamps [adapted from 
26) 
Items CFL white LED Current white estimate white 
(2004) LED (2007) LEDJ201Ql 
Im/W 60 30 120 >60 
unit lumen 200 - 9000 4 100 >25 
usable lumen 30 % 60% unknown >70 % 
percentage 
life [hr] 3000 - 9000 >10,000 50,000 >100,000 
cost/1m $0.01 $0.35 $0.05 < $0.01 
Given therefore that this technology has reached its peak there is a great need to 
research alternate technologies that have the potential of improving the efficiency 
when compared to CFLs. 
1.8 Light from LEDs 
Today, LED-based solid-state lights producing white light may be achieved via 
several methods. Commercially viable options, as cited by the Optoelectronics 
Industry Development Association (OIDA) in the USA are a blue LED with 
phosphor(s), a UV LED with several phosphors, and three or more LEDs of different 
colors [25, 26]. The latest developments include a quantum dot coating on blue LEDs 
to produce a high colour temperature similar to incandescents. Two diodes of different 
wavelengths known as the binary complementary method may also be used. 
A brief chronology of the production of light from LEDs is given in Figure 4. Table 4 











History of light production by LED 
1907 The Englishman Henry Joseph Round 
(1881-1966) discovers the physical effect of electro-
luminescence. As at the time he was actually 
engaged in a new radio locating process for sea 
traffic the discovery is at first forgotten. 
1962 The first red luminescent diode of type GaAsP 
comes onto the market. The industrially produced 
LED is born. 
1971 From the beginning of the seventies LEOs are 
available in further colours: green, orange, yellow. 
Performance and effectiveness is continually being 
improved in all LEOs. 
19805 to early 19905 High performance LEOs 
(LED modules) in red, later red/orange, yellow and 
green become available. 
1995 The first LED producing white light by lumines-
cence conversion is introduced. 
1997 White LEOs come onto the market. 
Figure 4: Light-emitting diodes, from discovery to industrial production 
[Source: Fordergemeinschaft Gutes Licht] 
Table 4: Two methods for obtaining white LEDs 
Method LED source Luminescent Emission 
materials mechanism 
Blue LED -Three colours (R, G, B) 
3 LED 
chips Green LED InGaN 
Red LED AlinGaN - Injection-electroluminescenceJEJd 
Pseudo-white 
inxGal_xN IYAG : Ce(Y) -Binary complimentary color blue 
Blue LED inxGal_xN IG,R injection EL and yellow emission 
I LED inxGal_xN IY,R photoluminescence (PL) 
chip and -Blue EL and G,R PL 
phosphor 
Near- UV LED 
30 to 410 nm inxGal_xN I RGB True- white 
UVLED multicolour -R, G, B PL 











1.9 A future with White LEDs 
Energy efficiency and the impact it will have on electrical networks, the directionality 
of the device in producing light, and light trespass and glare may now be tamed with 
LEDs. Its rural applicability is also high on the priority list for research. Sebitosi and 
Pillay in [29] succinctly illustrate how this highly advanced technology should affect 
rural communities. To date, many projects3 can claim to this success. But it is the life 
cycle costing that has given the world a most unbelievable realisation. The longevity 
of this device will decrease our dependence on fossil fuels, a key prospect that cannot 
be overemphasized! Market penetration will eventually decrease lamp costs which 
stand at approximately $2-3 for about 60-80 lumens [30] thus only a major effort to 
penetrate the general lighting market will lead to more rural successes. 
An initiative into solid-state lighting in 2003 was the formation of the Lumina 
Alliance whose aim was to raise the case for a national initiative in semiconductor 
lighting. An extension of the Alliance was the South African Lighting Engineering 
Centre (SALEC) [31]. Although the aims of both organizations where noble and 
noteworthy, the efforts to make a success of the industry collaboration were 'pathetic' 
and 'recently forgotten,4 [32]. 
1.10 Life Cycle Costing (LCC) 
Life cycle costing is an economic and financial tool used to achieve better-projected 
outcomes from the use of technology [33]. It is a way for consumers to become aware 
of the costs beyond initial purchasing costs. The environmental impact of the use of 
the technology may also be quantified via the use ofLCC. 
3 The Light Up The World (LUTW) Foundation are pioneers in social entrepreneurship using WLEDs 
on solar photovoltaic systems. They document the technical and social benefits of their work very well. 
They may be searched at the address: www.lutw.org 
4 This information through personal communication between Stelian Matci and the author. It comes out 
of articles (31] and (32] but it is not known whether the articles were published. It was received via 











It is also a way to compare systems with different: 
• Initial installation cost 
• Operation cost (energy, relamping, maintenance etc.) 








Figure 5: Potential savings and Cost relationship [33) 
making 
savings 
Good quality, high flux-maintenance WLEDs when operated correctly shows us that 
through its long life spans it can be used continuously for a number of years. This is 
dependent on chip structure. The financial rebate, due to longer periods between 
maintenance and lower electricity consumption is cause for a concerted effort to 
develop an industry from these devices. See figures in Table 5 and Table 6. 
Table 5: Comparison of light output, electrical input, efficacy and lifetime of the most ubiquitous 
lighting technologies available on the market [34) 
Source Light Electrical Luminous Lifetime 
output input efficacy 
(1m) (W) (lm/W) (h) 
High-Power White LEDs 60-135 1.2-2.6 50-70 50,000 
Halogen lamp (two pin) 950 50 19 2,000 
Incandescent (screw type) 890 60 14.8 1,000 
Fluorescent TI2 2800 32 87.5 20,000 
Compact fluorescents (CFL) 900 15 60 10,000 
A simple comparison between incandescent, fluorescent and high-power white LED 
technologies, based on a specific environment (household kitchen) and cost is 
illustrated in Table 6. It shows, given the lifetime information of Table 5 that the LED 











Table 6: Comparison of lamp type, illuminance, power rcquired for implementation within a 
specific lit environment and cost [351 
Source Lamp type Average horizontal Power per Initial cost 
illuminance kitchen 
(Ix) (W) ($) 
Incandescent 75W Halogen 157 300 $212 
CFL 18W 156 74 $388 
WLED Type A 161 168 $2,952 
Type B 167 200 $2,384 
Type C 151 120 $1,206 
An example shall illustrate cost, energy consumption and required energy for the 
kitchen environment. Data is used from Table 5 and Table 6. A base period of 
50,000hours (in excess of 5 years when operating continuously) is considered. Total 
cost is that of initial and replacement cost, and not energy cost. This is a cost incurred 
despite technology type. 
If WLED Type C is operated for that period of time at a total cost of $1,206 under the 
kitchen environment; 6MWh is the amount of energy used. For the 18W CFL listed in 
Table 6, 3.7MWh of energy is used at a total cost of $1940. For the 75W halogen 
lamp, 15MWh of energy is used costing the consumer $5,300. The halogen lamps' 
initial cost is 14 times cheaper than the most expensive LED! 
In reference to Figure 3 (Path towards energy efficient lighting behaviour), cost finds 
relevance in four of the five base criteria for choice in efficient lighting technology 
and behaviour. 'Technology' does not have that cost component while it can be 
argued that the 'status' of perception of new or different technologies be considered a 
cost variable. 
1.11 Namulonge: A case study ofthe rural application of white LEDs 
Lighting up villages with white LEDs is being done across the world. The white LED 
has given much hope to rural communities in the mountain ranges of Nepal and 
Nicaragua, dispersed villages across China, India, Afghanistan and a subsistence-
farming village in Uganda. The pilot project in Uganda was visited and is discussed. It 











and purpose of use would help solve many of the technical issues that exist there. 
Light is needed, but specifying the area's requirements must form part of the design 
phase, which presently only uses cost related to energy delivery equipment sizing as 
the chief decision-maker. 
1.11.1 The needfor energy efficient lighting 
The primary reason for research efforts into energy efficient electrically generated 
light is to decrease the health issues related to the use of fuel-based energy sources. 
Other issues include safety, cost, maintenance, and increased levels of illumination. 
The dominant system being implemented in the developing world, the PV solar home 
system (SHS), has in excess of 3million units installed worldwide [36]. With higher 
efficacies and better user-related performance, the white LED reduces the sizing and 
subsequently the cost of implementation [37]. The maintenance of PV SHSs, as they 
are referred to in the field, with white LEDs is reduced as a result. 
1.12 Rural Lighting 
1.12.1 Uganda: A brief country background 
Uganda suffers from a severe shortage of electricity. "Currently, only 225,000 
Ugandan households, i.e. 4.3%, are connected to the grid system. In the rural areas 
only about 2% of households have access to electricity, of which less than half is 
provided through the national grid, the remainder coming from household generators, 
car batteries or solar photovoltaic (PV) units" [38]. Rural livelihood with no electrical 
energy is not a sorrowful experience but it does remain an unnecessary burden on 
human beings given the plethora of developments in technology. This was 
experienced from a site visit the author made in July 2006. The country boasts a 
healthier economy, than in earlier times, with positive growth rates, yet is still unable 











1.12.2 Namulonge Pilot Project 
Namulonge, an example of rural lighting and the challenges faced there is drawn on 
for reference purposes. The trip made to the village on the outskirts of Kampala city 
was enlightening. Information on funding, technical partnerships and proposed 
outcome detailed in the documentation received on the planning of this project we had 
great expectations of success in technology. Another motivating factor in visiting the 
site and institutions undertaking project implementation and maintenance was to 
witness the viability of rural/urban partnership. 
1.12.3 Namulonge LED-Solar Home System (SHS) project 
Initially, the Namulonge white LED project came out of a suggestion by one of the 
teachers at the Namulonge Primary School. She remains the liaison between the 
energy services company (Ultra Tec) and the 10 families that are taking part in the 
study. The German Aid Agency GTZ, Makerere University and Ultra Tec, together 
works on the Namulonge Community SHS LED lighting project. Although the area is 
grid connected, the people of the community were not able to afford the cost of being 
consumers of the service [39, 40]. Alternatives to fuel-based lighting, the long 
distance to travel and exorbitant prices for mobile phone charging levied by 
entrepreneurs in the town were sought through renewable energy equipment, mostly 
solar PV. 
Despite the area having been assessed by engineering students from Makerere 
University, the adequacy of light for the given spaces was not properly investigated. 
1 Wand 3W phosphor-converting white LEDs were used inside MRl6-type lamps 












I j~u" 7: ,\ 10" c. lo., ""'p<o'''un', hi~h <oIQ' ,,'",IH (I>:') I n. I.",p pl",,',j "",'''"' ,'no;"nol) i, 
, ,o,n", of 'ho Ii' j"~ 1'00111. 
f. f 1.,/ [liminaire adequacy 
From the construcli on of the lumi n"iT~. it """ ~"hl:. .. nl th"lthc," lamp' ,h"uld <m ly f><; 
ll.",d as dow n- lighters, AdeqllJcy (i_e , the light level specij].,1 for the task) of light 
source, "'"' not invcstigm,d , It """ ,n u, a toc'hlli,al naw Ihal na, led tn the 
installation renJering roor illuminance Inel' and cons"'Iuently poor uscr result" The 
year round "\erage rcM ive humidity for Kamp"la for to;, lll"ming i, g~ "hile in tho 
e\ening i< 64 [41 1 It affected the li ght ,,,,tput "fthe "hite LED" Thi5togeth", with 
the la,'k of dri,'e ,'onlrol. ",ere the cause of the light degrading to less IM n 50% of its 










1.12.5 U,ubHily i-<-<ue" 
The tirm problem thm wa, envi,aged wa, thm relating to u,er acceptance, Thi, 
rcjedlOn by iirsl dme u,ers of elCClriC"liy "eneml",1 lighl coui,1 polenlia!!y IcOO u'er, 
to accept a life linJe ot liJel-ba,ed light, Re,idents of rural communiti .. , with link to 
no expo,ure 10 lhe deyeloped wmld', conyenienc<;<, migh( c",ily yiew an)' 
techn'J)ogical "Ivancement a., impractical under their rural circum'tance" A ;,olar 
powered system al'" ha, it, challenges. from chaTging lne hall~'ry, to de"n iTIg lhe 
p"nel ",,,I alt"ching olh~'1' device, 10,- the u,e by consumer electron ic" the 
fundamental concept' are not readily underst,l0d by l"'",nTIs wilhnul a lechnical 
bac.ground, Goo,1 Ie"els of cducation aTId comprehension me"nt (har many of Ihese 
initial a"umption, where untrue. lIoweve,_ ,ince all TecipieTI1' nf lhe solar hmnc 
,yslem were n<" ,"leT\'icwed Ihe conc lusion is TIot cenmn, 
The 'y'(em i~'clfwa, "ery ba,ic. No uscT·i nierfaccd panels with sigm,I" push button, 
or logic control. The .,olm panel lead., 'tr"ight tn the hatlery (i.e, tHl charge contrnller), 
FTnm the b"ttcTY, cable" with on/off ,witche", lead 10 Ihe lamp', Some 'lid no! have 
any light ,witche, but expo,ed contact point' 
o The concern, oft),., mers wa., related to the adequacy oflhe 'ystem' 
o The ,ize of lhe f"Ltlel and ball~'ry, 
o The "bility to charge mooile phone" 
o Playing lL radio fro m the hallet]' 
o r he independence that they de, ired from haYi ng tn use or purcha,e dry cells or 
cn"Tging limc fTom" H'lldor a num\:>cr of kilomelers away, 
o The adequacy of the light wa, important to the us.er 
1.13 Fram,'work for I lJlp l clJlcnl~liun 
The two CJs.e., haye highlighted m"ny impm1ant i"ue, lhal need tn he ctln,idered 
\:>cfore " "Jlid.,latc lighl",g 'y,lem may b<; implemen~ed, Thi , ,eclion deu, i" two 










/./3. / Se/urion i'rocedure 
[lmkilacchio and DeMiio ckscribe in l43J "syst~m-le"el !low down for p"ck"ge 
(l<Jm;na;n:) d.,;gn and sek"l;on af co mmercia ll y available dllP' for dematld;tlg 
applications, See Figur~ 8 In their view. 'product 'Jl<'cifICMion' is th~ lllost impol1"nt 
.'pect in the ,election procedure. 
I 
,~ .... , .... , "" ... ,.,. 
The ](",.,ive proce", of lll."mi,ing oplIC"1. e"'clrieal, thermal and mechanic"l 
cons iM]'alions to increase manufaclmabilily, r~liability. perform,,,,,. ami cas l aTc 
cons~quenlial to the aforementioned primoI)' activity (pr"'h'"1 specifica lion) LlLX.m~ 
for their LED signal hmp de"b'fl process, cmploy a similar il~rali". J~'ign process 










" " I 
---- --- --- ---- ._-- ---, ---i 
The ,'e"jfical ioll phase ol"lhi' de,ign process cr~at~s ',,!11ima!' solutions. Commonly 
known "' ,Iror d",oking. HO"~"CT, on many u""",io", tllo:; "OnO"pl UJ optimJl 
,oilllillm is nlll met with ,,,cee.,.,!,, l implementation. The site vi,;! III "<amuhlllgc ha, 
led I)", "utilQ r to bdi""" tbat s",minab le approaoh" 10 lInpic mcmatiUll and op"mtion 
sil(]lL ld include site-sp~cific dewil'_ IT is imrermi\'e that "II project' incl ude dewil, of 
thIS ,,,!Ill',, W" ~omrihLJl" \u [hi, 110w cha,t hy ,uggc<lin g lilal withi n the pn>duCl 
s)l<'cification phase, there ,1Kllll d b" infllrnmtioll ',gJ,ding the c')",irunment. 
I .1" En"; ronmen!,,1 eh "Ilcngcs 
Tho:; en.'imm"otlta i o),allcnge, of rural and remote Iocal;"n, .crus;; the worlJ 11.,·c 
rendered ha",iJ atld hardy "prroacl>c., lO , ,,ILJtion , 11",1 allempl 10 con4"er the 
pre,'ai ling energy emos, It is tIl<" "Ulbar's wm,nlLon that ,ewnd to ~\'"llLming the 
ne ed, of pe"ple are lhe lucal i<ation challenges Otherwise known as \11<" 
environmenta l challenge" For e,ample, r'Ciali,'e humidi,}' (RJ!) is a faclOr lhal is 
un<pecified in term, of the chora"Ter;,t;", of o)X'ratiun, IT do;;, h",-c "" imp""t on ti l<" 
long",'''}, (1(][al ,,,able hour, " f u[>Cralion) of the M,'icc, The Jegradal ion uf chip and 










IJltra" lO ld (IN) radiation is another such fOctor h:lVing a similar impa'-t on the ch,p 
14~ I, 
Hoving more environmenm l , ile information w,ll rcdu~e lh~ high eXI>cdatio" of the 
inslailed whit" LED< If ,nformation of thi s mnore i, looked 01 dUring tlle producl 
'I>'cification phase oj Brukiloccilio ci ai's now pn>e~" then lhc consumer i, abl" to 
fully uTl(le"tand that ead, in:;talla,il'" i, u " i ~u~. Thi , IS a" imronant fact in relation to 
technology accepmnc~ "nd hmher market r<netro tion, l\amulon);" ,howed 'Jg'" of 
thi, Mal enor, Th~ projeL1 ,tand, ,lill hccau,c of l nad~quat e ,e lection of LED, 
1.1".1 EIlI'iro"ment_priority .-e/ectiIJn frame"-fl,A 
Ca",olity. as a ",bjecl. i, the '"pre,cnlatinn o f I'h~nomcna through empiricaltestin); 
and ,·crifying th o claim' lh"t specific operating conditions affeet lifeti me. lumen 
output etc. In many ,oases tbese condition:; ar~ know". bl~ ,~ic " lific l>roof is able to 
quanlify thcm and th"" qualify mearL, to avert the negative impa,-js derived from 
those condition,. Testin); or LED, i, done i" C "" lro ll ~d c"vironm"nt' (light boxe" 
sp h"ric-al r hotnm~lcrS "tc.) and under accelerated m ndit ions 145, 461_ To dak th" 
ell.cts current and tomp"rature ha"o 0" IU"1<:n output, 'rewal changes and lifetime 
dcpre~ali('" l1a"" I"'en docume"ted [4 ~_ 47, 49 J 
1.[-I,l lmpaC! vf "-ea'l! ~r ""d umbienl '-I!/Jili,ilJns 
In real wor ld applications, ""riaNe.' (a, stated earlier) and condUions c"angc al 
random. A fun o<:count orthe COn'/rownen/d ,-,,,m-idem/ilm.\' (as opposed to operoting 
w'~lilio"') i, noeded. n,~s~ ha,·c been brietly touched on before. A few are li,ted, 
• Relative Humidi ly 
• Ultra"iolet radiallO" 
• Dynamic lemperatu re cha"g"' 










['he cnmnltlational effect' of th ose ambient eon,li tiaJ1 ' e,m IlC jn ,er{c,1 lOto pmducl 
spceifi""tjon_ 
I. 15 Cu rre,,1 c"Q,ider~l i o"s 31ul future aims 
The "im of thi, ch" p{cr has Ilcen In ,Ienmn,t'a[e th e ,mract [hal LED ['Chtlo ,lnl{}' " 
having acound Lh' world_ The pros reel' that SS I..-I.. EDs may h"H whe n "[>plied!o tho 
'tmod on"ironmont" in parlicu]"" d()mc"ic and commcrcial 'pace, was ai,,, 
cx"mlOcJ 
f he f"asihle revo lution will be tho chango in the hab it of energy"" with" 
fu n<.b menl"] U)lJeL,lan<iing of Ihe ,-isual ne,Js nf LLsers nf [igh l <,o,-",,,n,,"a[ po[icy 
" a major driver Ihm can assi,t in 'his mailer Thj , j, • rc'pon,ibility thm 
goyernment, and ]o<al '''lth(),i"c< mLL,1 rcengnizc ""J oc, LLr()n_ 
tower enorg;_con,umltlg lcch,.,logy " c,,,,,ntial If therc " L() he " maim , hif, In 
u,age p"ne"" and l"ak demand 
A number of point' to consider in the ca," far W J ~J)s in the We'to", Cape; 
o Tal'geting the "mbi em and task 'etting', boca",,, tho lux req nirement' are 
I()wer .mi Ihe tas k req Ll irement fnr lamp' ar. el()"r than no",,"1 '''peeliv,I}" 
is the ti"t ,tep, 
o He""",e South African research gmurs are nol I{etling fu nJ inl{ f, ,, r hy,ical 
and eh'mieal rosoal'ch into LED chip ' tru cturo, "Jld that we are bound to be 
gross importer_, of LED kclH",logy r"e"re h int() the uSer reraptinn anJ 
adartability of vario", u'"" i, important if we desire to ren,lrate 'he lighting 
ma,-kel 
o 1.."".1 go,'ernm"" _,hduld Uln"der imrlernentmg rOOle LEO inst"liation 
pmJect, 
o L,,,,a l g()vernrnent should mcrea" [>ublic aw" rene" "oout the options and 
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LED array' and lununaires where (e't~d in a laboratory I'D,. lfi.c GolJen Arro" hu, 
J'"'b''' probbn. Dark rOOm eonJilion, (slable, wnsi'lenl envLronmcnt) ",T<, ""d tn 
eYaluat" the lumtnaire de,ign, 
Ch"pter 4 Jetail>' lh" haekwoLLnJ in as",ssing the oplical 'y,;tem rcqulT~men l< and II", 
d~'ign hy)X'the,is «1 add",,, Ihe needs of I he bus ,,"d the ar"" to be lit. The 'pacing 
"(mSLraiTll anJ 'palial Ji'tribtilion, a, pal'li~ular problems of lh" J',,'gn, are also 
d<OtoMd, TIli, d~lpter thereF"" i, a ru ll expbn"tio11 of the collimating optic, ,ought to 
g,,'e a besl r,l rnr the lit "nvlTnnt]l(;nl IncilL(kd arc ,;ubi"''' nf li ghl "lilizo"nn ,nd 
light energy capmre, The circuit <ksign~ to nUl th e LED array for the laroralOT)' 
lc,ling wilh lhc Ihert,",1 comiJ""aliom "al,o Jc"lt wilh hcre, 
Chapter 5 Jet.1il' the te'ting ,,,uits of the retrofit luminaiTe after phy,;,cal proJuclion 
of the le11,"' a11d the ma11ipulal inn of th" Ie",,,", Thi, {'hapter hold, inl"nmtion aoout 
the crite,ia against wh ich the phowmetric and optical pmpcrtie., oflhe iumi n"ire were 
check~d. There ore four criteria: illumina11ce. int~nsity 'palial distribution anJ 
eknuue Si nce lhe firSt Jesign of the linear fre'nei "nJ circu lar rre,nd did not meel 
the,e reqLJIremenl<, 0 sc<'Cmd design (with n,w requirement' t"Wlded on Jitferenl 
optical conceptsi w", sougbt An ,d.'pteJ b""ing len, d~sign. 'LSCJ fe" Il uore,cenl 
lune !lghl', " 'c,eareh"'" to .eep a len,; (as opp",~d I" an encap<ulat;11g or reilectmg 
oplicj M.,ign. The hybrid circular ond linear fre,ncllens i;; fabricateu. 
Chapter n Jraws conclus ions on the while LED, its Ixonefi{s anu 'he application re,ull , 
ond ,,,plains further [he n",d [," its i\11pleITI""I'ltion, R""Qmrn~11datiQm for the design 
example ore given, 
An appendi~ holds infonmtiQn Qf tbe white LEDs and equip"'''nt us,J for te.;t ing. h 











ELECTRICAL AND MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF WHITE LEDS 
2. lnt roductioo 
AllnGaN (Al uminum IndIUm (,allium Nitride) arc scmiconducto, material, used to 
make light-emitting diode" Mixtu,", of lh"'" par!icubr demcn!, pnlll,uLiy pr"duce 
bluc, ~rttn, and ",hite light. Whitc l. ED< rmm this matc,i,l c"mposition Jr' ,1'0 
rdemd to a, InGaN, GaN and just nirri{k !501, !n thi, "'"}, litcmtur" m.y he 
c.mfusing for the ne"'C()m~r_ Vanation, in , uppl" tcn~" '"tu,e and product are the 
three lno<t important a' l"ct' to consider when using LED" Other C'Ol11pcting Jom.nd, 
in"luJo "O,t. CUIT"nl malching . nd functionali ty It i, the sin~ le chip;; LED, that use 
phosphors to con \,.,1 the wave length, of spec tral ' mission of tile chip inw w hitc lighl 
that "" will "on,'"n!rote On_ This ,'h"pter a1s" gives a ,ummary or the type;; or cu,,,,,t 
control that may t. cmploy, d to dri .. e ",mic omiuctOI-ba,ed lighting de"ic"" Fl1lltt"d 
l'ghl i, a fun"lion or r"rw.ni "uITent 'i a,~1 "o'''pli.n"e voltage V(_ LEOs gencrate 
light "t an intensity that i, prop<lrIiOll.1 !o !he f"rwaHI cu,,""! dri ,"en th .. "ugh thcm 
2. 1 Anatomy uf LED~ 
1,1'0;;, eml",J.lcd into luminaires, mu.<l be c.m< ide,ed first "n tl"'i' type and then on 
their condition,l chamcteri,tic to ensure ,dequacy for vi,u.1 performan,'", There are 
four pocbg" type, """il.ble On lhe I11OT.e1. Uox,,1 spatial di strib ution have come hom 
lhe ne"er lccnnologie< like snr/"ce mount technology (SMT) and chip-on-bo"cd 
(COB) technology The other av,ibble techl>O logie, or" lhe T·I 3/4 (5mm through-
lde) and ·,upernux· LEOs. The main diffe,wce in the lype' oftechnologi", i, the 
method of cn"ap,ulation, Til" ,"{ilollon patt""" g""" "n ide. "f l.)w they differ from 
each other. Despite a din" renc, in physical stlllcturC. the materia l ","'positi .,., ror the 










IUltI,I Iy the 5mm through_hole LEI) lamp" weTe de_"g neJ for ntenor _, ign,,1 'nd 
int erior colour di 'play "pp lie,otion,_ The ,upcrflux um, were used lor Ihe 'utomorive 
exlerw, lighti ng os " replocement for mini1l ture inc1lndescent IJm!" "tid in 
d",hooard" The SMT LElh weTe 'pccif'ie, ll y de<igned 10 bridge the gap in th o 
illumination market with higher lumen-output per package. Figure 10 to 
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• -. .. .. .. .. • • • .. • , 
FI~u," [l, 1'01" (I'" h' ll) • .oJ . ,,~"I" \<i~ht h' ll) di"dhull". ()[S~1T 'lP' L~D (s.c..,,,: 
O""m). 
Fmm left to right, tile '05p'ctive m llCnlfe of tile pily,ical design, for the aoov<li,teli 
distrihlltion panern, are dISplayed in Figure I J. 
•• ,
r;~ "" 1.1, Phy,k.1 dimen, ;o", of <h, ",.",," or ~,"m ,",""~h_ h"l " ,"p"fl., '''~ II B L~D 
1<'~n"lo~i<' "'~.,ti, . Iy (1,/, to ri~ht). 
2.2 Hig h-hri g htnc", "hik LElh 
The ,url;,ce mountable high-hrightness (liB), cOllllllonly referred to as 'hIgh [""'"re'!" 
wil'le LEDs. WeI< Illven,",i wilh th e r"Tli~ular ailll or ",'''omning lhe shortcoming' of 
signal lamp., and penell'ating the general lighting market [51 , 52]. Tilese terms aro 
inlcl'ch,ugcahle_ They cs>cnlially 1'efer to {he higher curren! liensilie., employed to 
genoMe 11101'0 light from chip,idLe'_ Packages lhal enclose the.,e ChlP., have" numl>er 










concerted e[[M to 1= Ihe ineffLciencios of indicator and iHgnal LED bmps being 
imegraled into di llm in ation rcndcring OXILLfCS; lIB whil,- LEI), have 10 ","'lend with" 
maTkcl ,",,,rmed wilh easily-ins lallcJ and che"p op LHln, A d""acleri_'lic of 'hi' 
lechnology is ii , atillly 10 cmi, in execss "I' HI{) lm"",n, per package, Th" mo,;! 
common commeIcially "vailable lamp' llSC {he pho;;ph"'-comwling proccss 
2,3 Imp lementati o n Considerat io ns 
The ["lIowmg I> pnin" "rc c"",iJercd cri llc,1 fm long-Ierm operation: 
• Tol'llighl ompm 1f', 1 
• Lml1;nom inlem ily l1,J 
• Emi"ion spectrum 
• (:,,1,",,- y"al ily [ R,l 
• Bi", condil io., li t" Vj J 
• .I']nClion lempc'"""e r r; 1 
Tl,. "l-.ovemenllotled chamc{, ristics act a, variahle;; and MC il1nuel1ccd ty Iheir 
Ih' Imal depetl(lences, Opli111,,1 "wlication-b."ed lighting wos d;'clls<cJ in Chapler I 
via a ,ekction procedlue_ In I,a lizing dlllmin.1lcd er"'iI'Ol1mcl1{s ",ilh "hilc LEI), 
[2~l, r,vc arcail a,c to he con,iJcl'ed: 










• L'gh. ",OIl",,,,,,,, "",,,I •• ,, .. ,,, 
• I .,~h'n"'lu"~m~'" 
• Th",,"'11 m."~1g~m"n1 
So il oan b. ",id 111m colour ,"nu",,"S by sY nlhelic while light ,0urce<"nJ Ih" .i,.I\,",g 
m"clt"n""" fo,- Ihe", ~ll pi ny ,n~lOr!ant rol.J in tll. pmd"<li L~l ~r hghl. TIICK fn,· torj 
.'" 'lOW .. hll IIltO c"",Hlcnn",,, ,,'hen industry ,nt.rocI, willi <ie,'<:I.,pcr. Thi .• 
upt"" '.,~" .,;,,, ,oomUy 's I~,-S~ u' d~"dupcd counlric. an,·, ,,d d,~ " .. rid 
Ch,!"-d,,., "'~ lbe h~b'_~"'ln!! ,"""'OOodUC10fJ embedded wllh,n "" LED f)'p..:ally 
h,,,,,,,~1 m ~ Mil":)"'" nbk '0 dISS!V:~ ~ h~~', l j~I" 1'''MluCllon mrch~n .. ".., 1)1 'h""" 
ch,p' ale ,mpon,m'. Hm.'",'"", rh~ fac1o,.' can be s:oid ", ",~".,"'" lose1hu 
d fi c .. ntly ,,"ly if lh.y are :obi. ' " ,~"j (y Ihe \15<" Thi' infmmJllon p,"nl,; lIS ""'. 
again \() ,he 'nit"h il ;l), Olf a hghl 1',,,,iUCllOn 1I""h:onmTI fOf a la,k. hen ce. g"' ,,, ~ 100m 
fOf a lio.;! of LED-based lighlin ~ so l "tlon, 
F:,." I ~, ,\0 " • • '~I< 01' .Ilt " .II . ~I.· " ''' on" fo, 01"", ,,,; , .. d "."n<l'<I.1 ."'. Hh I, .n 
~1 ~ I~" 'J I, i.",1' ,,:,h "h:" U ; IJ, I,,,IM, ISo ... «: """." ."",.nicoll''''p." ,n'l 
2 . ~ Thr CharoClcri<!k. ". I.EO 1 ""h n "Ju~ ~ ' 
1.J.1 I .igh. {},"PII' 
Tmdl1l .. ,ally LElh u •• p' ><,II\'c ~,~J "~M:a,j~~ JW1C1;ons and lb. I"",. '" r ... hall~t Md 
"",,-,ad,al,..' ",combin"uon I ~ 31. lh. em,,,,,,,, lay., of an LED IS maJe I)nn.~"," 
"'a'mal, h " ,n ,hi. reg"'" wlM: .. ~: .. ,,< .. (e,I)",,- d.clron. or l1<.>1.s) recombine I" 











mmeri"l "bsurb, the rest. The entire ch ip . also known a'" 'die '. i, "ppro.<lmotely 0,3 
mm' ito size. with ,ize ' -Jryi ng acc",dlTlg 10 lh~ ,lie ,lr"cture"nd IUme!l requirement 
Ta""'g ",to ae""unl the ,iz~ of other l'ghting devic e,_ {his small size ha' n,·\'~' yd 
been ach ie\ied, 
ri~lIrc 16: !I !TO" , ,,,tion '"rQ"~h • !LLrt''' .. ",O."t LEI} 
\Vi1h respec t white ligh t prudllct ion, the foilowi "g llklhod, ~xr ,t 
• Kew Ill-TV periodic clements tog~lkr ,\'ith pho'phor, 154 1 allow 
man ufaclure"" to pn~iuc,' whrle ligh l rn V"no", mixture, to chJnge emin"d 
wa\'elength, 
• t-,"ar ul l""' iold ~mrtltng LFD, and a mixtu re of high efficiency europium-
based red and blue em itt ing pho'phur, logdhn wrlh gree" emit""g cupper 
""d alumtnum (k)p ed zin c ,,, Ilide renders a ,imilo ,. dkct 10 thaI of nunc,"c,",,, 
lamp'. 
• Simullancou, emi,,,on of blue light from i!s acti\ie region "nd yel low light 
Ii-om {he , ubs{rote (no phuspho,., ore use,i in !his mdh(~1) 
• Co" 'ing ~ I ,,~ IJ-J)s wilh 'l"al1tum 00\' !hol glow white in respun"" to lh~ blue 
lJght hom the LED [55] gi,-es the clo_"~Sl po"tble ~olour_rcnder to an 
i'KJOO escent. 
rh~ high dem an d o f lh~ fi"'l .m~"tio""d wb ite ligh l e"'ac{ion rnethud makes it the 










white light prodlLction and tunabil ity of wav~length to produce a do med c" luur 
to mJ>;'rature "re wme of Ihe ad\'anlagcs of Ih i, I,Fll. 
In Ih" lulu,". researchcrs ".' tim"," Lh"l whi l' li ghl will COme from a combination of 
LED-based l56J monochromatic I'ghl , uurces , Add iliyc cul"lLr rnixirl g LLs irl g Ihe 
p"rnary cui""" of ",d, green "nd b l ,~ \\,11 ho ciLLSlercd togethe,. appropriately to 
render wh il" light. nle ",c"",,,d ability to control white light pHxluclio n at a high 
colour rendering index, tb e a<id iti\'e df"c i UL phut"n pwduclio n from mlLitiple 
so urcc,. and applicat iun-b",od shadc ch"rl ging [57J are ,ome of the pro'pect, ,md 
challenge, that res~arch institute, m" weigbing "p, Thc," "pti"n, carl n,,1 bt; "ch ieveJ 
w ithoul c 10«;<I-I<){)p comroL 
"" wh itc_li ghl proo ucing LFD and LFD-Jrray are without th,i,. inet1icienc ies, 1'0 
oYcl'c"rnc Ihe" in emeierl cie,. luminous -emc ienc}' and photon-cunversion "ffiCIOllC}, 
require, hem'il}, lundod resoarcb ,md dcn iupmcm, rhe Oploel,wonic, Industry 
Don iup mcn l Associ ati"n (O IIl A) li, t the following area, tor long term rese:,rch I ~7I­
These incilLde primary (chip slru clu,") a",1 sec"nd",}, (len, "'H1 refleCloc) comrotl~nts: 
• Matorials re,earch and Ihc physic, OL ligh t genoralion 
• SUbi;tI<li" malcriaL, 
• Reaetor D" ign 
• Light extmction 
• Phu L"n c"nv"Lsiun material, 
• "<ov~1 eO rlcept' of solid state light emission 
• Packag ing 
Light cX lrac lion i, a f" ndamcn,.1 iss lLc lhal lhe ,oli <i-.stal' lighting (SSL) industry i, 
eoncem~d wilh. Lighting units/fixtures. consisting of an arn) "f I,FIl,. a lw f"e, 
ligh l-emittance problems, rh us th o abowrncm",ncJ I'e.",,"rch-area, list fall ' lllld~r " 
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~']" ' ;"", 
],01,] While LEI) Per/ormllncc and Tempcr<lf1lre (Um;,;ng I'aerors and Thermal 
Depcndcn<'~) 
The long li fetimes {hal LED, have been bmnded {o oc hie"e are {he argu in g roilll fmm 
whic h its " Jppm{cl" depart The 'prlieatio'" {hey ' re I(><e_'eell (o he uLil;,cti for, UiD 
lifespan must exceed al'aibble light ,ources while m"intajllL ng a viabl e lumon output, 
I'he,e topic', ,1'0 reiOLe 10 enS" whe,e maimen'"ee 0 I lamp' ha, heeome hLJrtien,nme, 
and in rem,)te a,,",. pmcli""lly impossib le, 
LED thermal junCli,)" te mperature, ambietll temp"ranLre r loncd a)!ai"'l lime anti 







""'J , ~" 
[""". 11,',',' ______ . 
"," do""ib" , 5-."" ~ hi .. L[J> d,h '" .. 10 m-\; ,",v< "0" i, to, • ~;~~-po"u "l1it< LEO 
(. d'p,,,l ['"m I'~]) 
The e,,,,,'effiion eme ieney ;, the mo,l importJn! p"rfol'lnance i"dicotOl' f," all I igil{ing 
LED, 1591 "11h iI, effiCIency dccre"i"g ", j unctioll lemperalure ;ncreIL'e" I'he 
conwrsion .tfLciency relate, inpul power W nU lpul ILJ men , It i, als<' rd erre{i to as 










To produce light, LEDs must be forward biased and current limited to ensure that the 
chip operates and is protected. It should be noted that while these are electrical 
conditions to ensure that light is reproducible, there are thermal concerns of package 
and lead design. The LED is quite dependent on temperature and the general 
relationship for diodes can be given as: 
(2.1) 
where, i is the current through the diode, io is the reverse saturation current, e is the 
charge of the electron, V is the voltage across the diode, k is the Boltzmann constant, 
T is the temperature of the diode, and fJ is an ideality factor which varies between 1 
and 2, depending on the semiconductor and the temperature. 
A current of several hundred milli amperes, like in the case of most high power LEDs 
used for this thesis, passing through the LED with no sinking/cooling can cause rapid 
temperature changes. Datasheets specifY operating temperature range Top, junction 
temperature ~ and thermal resistance at the junction/solder point R8 js. A 
temperature coefficient TVc of the forward voltage is also given. This 'typical' value 
describes in m V /K the rate at which the forward voltage changes within the operating 
temperature range Top at the defined best operating forward current 11 when the 
junction temperature changes 11 VII 11~. It is clear that temperature plays a significant 
role in the operation of white LEDs. 
Higher junction and ambient temperatures affect lumen output significantly and cause 
lumen degradation and the above equation may be used to monitor the temperature 
stability of the LED. Changes in temperature are widely known to cause shifts in the 
spectral response and colorimetric properties ofLEDs. 











T-T RB =_J __ C 
JC P 
(2.2) 
Where, 'Z is the junction temperature, I: is the LED casing temperature and P is the 
electrical drive power. The junction-to-case thermal resistance is the ratio of measured 
light power to the electrical drive power, versus the junction temperature. 
Four things to consider when operating white LEDs. These are cause for degradation. 
• Change in characteristic of fluorescent substance 
• LED chip 
• Optical transmission of resin lens 
• Change in junction temperature when forward conditions change (e.g. 50° -
90° change when current changes from 36mA to 74mA) 
2.4.3 Thermal Management and temperature variations 
Temperature plays a significant role and impacts on the behavior of InGaN LEDs. VI 
stabilizes as the junction temperature stabilizes. The temperature at the junction rises 
because of electrical power consumed by the chip and then stabilizes at a particular 
temperature. This may be influenced by the properties of the type of phosphor used 
[60]. The relationship is given a numerical value and is known as the temperature 
coefficient. LEDs exhibit a change in forward voltage as junction temperature 
changes. For InGaN this coefficient is within the range -3.6mV/K to -5.2mV/K [61]. 
A decrease in voltage occurs as junction temperature increases. InGaAIP (yellow and 
amber-red semiconductor material) display a temperature coefficient of between -
3.0mVIK to -5.2mV/K. There are intensity changes over junction temperatures. This 
is as a result of the changing efficacies of the semiconductor and not as a result of the 
changes in forward voltage over the various temperature changes. This temperature 
change is not linear [60]. 
High brightness white LEDs have many temperature dependent properties. 
Consistency during the lifetime of operation is achieved by running away the heat that 











junction temperature of the LED to rise. An increase in die temperature causes the 
dominant wavelength to get longer. The change in dominant wavelength !1"A. (nm) over 
a change in die junction temperature !1 T (0C) is represented in equation below. 
(2.3) 
For white LEDs the human eye may perceive these small shifts in wavelength. Thus, 
consistent colour and power magnitude are immediately affected by thermal 
management solutions [62]. Light intensity and lifetime are also affected by the rise in 
heat that is a result of the lack of conversion of available energy into light. Losses 
(characterized by heat) can be calculated by P=FR where resistance is dependant on 
thermal impedance and thermal conductivity and thickness. 
2.4.4 LED stack model and heat transport method 
A stack is a representation of the thermal conduction path III a diode. Thermal 
resistance is described as: 
Re . !1Tj - a -I) - a = 
Pd 
while conductive heat transfer q from heat source to air is shown in: 
Where, A is the area of device. 
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Figure 18: Stack model of a typical light-emitting diode [Source: Bergquest Thermal Manuel] 
2.5 LEDs and Efficiency 
The question of efficiency in light production is of utmost importance. The global 
projection of efficiency is now brought down to a microscopic level and is based on 
chip structure. The energy converting process of present LED sources are examined in 
more detail. User efficiency can be viewed from a number of characteristics of the 
device. A summary of the measures of efficiency follows. 
2.5.1 Efficiency measures of LEDs 
Light is emitted when applying forward bias into the p-n heterojunction. There is an 
efficiency associated in the conversion from electrical energy to emitted light were 
one photon is emitted for every electron injected. The power efficiency 17wp' otherwise 
known as wallplug efficiency, is expressed in terms of three physical parameters. 
Schubert's book, Light-emitting diodes [63], has illuminated these efficiencies. 
Internal quantum efficiency is defined as: 
(2.6) 
which is the number of photons emitted from the active region per second divided by 
the number of electrons injected into the LED per second. Pint is the optical power 












where the photon energy Egis the difference in electron energy E e' and hole energy 
E h in order to conserve energy. It must be noted that this is a simplified version of the 
relation between energy and photon extraction. 
The extraction efficiency is defined as: 
_ P/(hv) 
7] extracllOn - P,nt / (hv ) (2.8) 
where the number of photons emitted into free space per second is divided by the 
numbers of photons emitted from the active region per second. P is the optical power 
emitted into free space. The high-powered LEDs introduce problems related to 
thermal management based on the light extraction efficiencies. 
The external quantum efficiency is defined as: 
(2.9) 
It is the product of the internal and extraction efficiency. It gives information on the 
ratio of the number of useful light particles to the number of injected charge particles. 
Japanese researchers have further extended the definition to include voltage efficiency 
7],. into the power (wallplug) efficiency equation. Hence 
P 
7]power = IV (2.10) 












The voltage efficiency 17v is controlled by chip resistance and voltage barrier [64]. It 
is the voltage required to cause electrical conduction in a junction of two dissimilar 
materials. 
5.5.2 White LED lighting, design and efficiency 
Table 8 shows two production methods for white light from LEDs and their related 
efficacies. It is clear that efficiency is chemical compound/composite dependant. 
What is also illustrated is the related rendering ability based on chip type. The voltage 
forward bias is dependent on the die make-up. For example, LEDs that generate white 
light have a typical forward voltage drop between 3-4V while green, red and yellow 
diodes emit light at a forward voltage bias of2-3V. 
These fluorescent-type LEDs have efficacies based on the conversion properties of the 
chip and the colour-render (Ra) and correlated colour temperature (CCT). With 
reference to the people ofNamulonge, these two issues where of particular concern. 
Table 8: Characteristics of fluorescent-type LEDs [adapted from 641 
Average colour Luminous 
Method White light Peaks rendering index efficacy 
(nm) (Ra) Om/Wi 
InGaN + 

















Table 9: Colour rendering ability based on environment and task [65] 
Application CRI 
Ra 
Indoor retail > 90 
Indoor home 80 
indoor work area 60 
Outdoor pedetrian area > 60 
Outdoor general <40 
2.6 Light control 
2.6.1 Current dependence 
The voltage drop across the LEDs affect the circuit design. The aim of design is to 
ensure that LEDs remain lit throughout the range of voltages specified. 
Although the voltage range must remain the same under forward bias conditions, the 
vast variation in forward current makes circuit solutions difficult to manage. The 
steeper the If _ Vf curve, the more precise the capabilities a power source needs to be. 
Figure 19 and Figure 20 are a comparison between commercially available, market 
competing LEDs. The images display the electrical response clearly. 
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Figure 20: Bias conditions of a high brightness LED 
It is well known that LEDs, even though from the same manufacturer and from the 
same batch may vary in forward condition. In order that the luminous output of any 
two LEDs are the same, with the same specifications and manufacturer, driving them 
at the same current and voltage is important. It is relatively easy to do this for a single 
LED. For an array of LEDs, the main challenge that has to be overcome is to drive 
each LED with the same forward voltage and forward current. 
2.7 Variations in supply 
Equations are single-point computations [66]. When considering the types of 
regulation to be used, and the purpose for which the LEDs are going to be driven, the 
range over which the power supply is able to give power is important to consider. 
2.8 Types of regulation 
For the purpose of off-grid lighting systems, DC-DC converting systems are available 
'off-the-shelf. This solution may be based on passive and/or active components. 
Voltage or current may be controlled. Analog circuitry has traditionally been used for 












2.8.1 Linear regulator 
To provide a constant current, a linear regulator must be configured as a current 
source. They may only be used when the input voltage is higher than the output 
voltage. A linear pass element with a feedback mechanism is used that regulates the 
current in a path as opposed to the voltage at a node. The top resistor is replaced with 
a string of LEDs and the lower resistor becomes the current sense resistor. The 
resistor causes the linear regulator to adjust the output voltage until enough current 
flows through the resistor equal to the feedback voltage of the integrated circuit [66]. 
In the design process, sufficient 'headroom' for voltage variation must be accounted 
for to ensure that the available voltage is sufficient to operate the LEDs. The design 
phase is shorter for linear regulators as fewer components are used. There is never the 
question of electromagnetic interference (EMI) as no passive switching components 
are used. 
A current source linear regulator is a cost effective solution to driving LEDs. A 
disadvantage is the large amount of power dissipated by the supply when the voltage 
drop across the supply is large. The efficiency of this circuit solution is thus lower 
than the other available topologies. It is restricted to a 'step down' in voltage only. It 
employs resistors, which have tolerances and are affected by temperature (self and 
ambient). 
The losses of a linear regulator can be approximated. F.)S the input voltage, tj the 
forward voltage of the diode, I,. the regulated voltage and n is the number of LEDs in 
a string. 
Loss = (VIN -nVF)IR (2.12) 
2.8.2 Switching regulators 
Buck regulators is similar to the voltage linear regulator in that it steps down the 











The Buck-Boost regulator is required when the voltage sources varies from above and 
below the bias voltage of the LED (or string of LEDs). These three topologies may be 
used to control LEDs. However, the Golden Arrow Bus design example will use a 
Linear regulator for laboratory testing. 
2.8.3 Circuit efficiency 
When choosing a topology that best suits the application, efficiency is important. 
Figure 21 is a comparison between the linear and switching topologies. The tolerances 
with which the power supplies are able deliver the required current may be seen here. 
------------,---- .------r-----------, 
Specification Linear Switcher 
Line Regulation 0.02%-0.05% _--t-__ O_.O_5_0<0_-_O,_1_%_-----i 
Load Regulation 0.02%-0.1_~_'" __ -t ___ 0._1_%_-1._0,o_<"_------1 
Output Ripple 0.5 mV-2 mV RMS 10 mV-l00 mVp p 
Input Voltage Range ± 1 0% ±20% 
Efficiency 40%-55_% ____ -+ __ 6_0_%_-_9_5°~~ 
Power Density 0.5 Wfcu. in. 2W-10W/cu. in. 
!.~~~_~~.r:.~_~_~cove.ry. ___ r-----,---~?-E~------ ________ ... _ ..._~~~s _______ _ 
Hold·Up Time 2 ms 34 ms 
Figure 21: Comparison between Linear and Switching topologies [Source: National 
Semiconductor] 
2.9 Summary 
This chapter has detailed some of the critical relationships between current, 
temperature, wavelength and the related efficiency in light production. Bias 
conditions must be maintained by the chosen circuit solution, whether digital or 
analog. 
HB InGaN-based white LEDs, as the superior technology, shall be used with a linear 













HUMAN PERCEPTION OF LIGHT AND METROLOGY 
3. Introduction 
Our ability to differentiate between colours, sense light level and various textures of 
objects has led us to develop systems to quantify light's properties. This lighting 
measurement system has been developed over hundreds of years and is one of the 
cornerstones of our development as humans. The perception of light is subject to the 
observer, even under identical conditions, setting the photometric and colourimetric 
quantities apart from purely physical quantities. Thus, there is a need for a set of 
conventions to evaluate environments. These allow the designer (architect, optical 
engineer, electrical engineer etc.) to make recommendations on a number of criteria. 
There has been a dramatic growth in the use of various technologies for lighting 
coupled with new light sources with efficacies that match or exceed traditional 
vacuum tube lamps. The challenge has been set to illuminate general environments 
with them. With the knowledge of the properties of light, its interaction with human 
beings on a psychophysical level, and the fundamental properties of the latest 
technologies; it allows us to challenge this market and achieve reduced power 
consumption targets. This chapter deals with the white light-emitting diode and the 
receptors/discriminators of its quality and quantity in environments lit by them. The 
unique measurements of white LEDs are considered within their geometrical 
properties, spectral distribution and operating conditions. 
3.1 Human perception of light 
3.1.1 Radiometry 
Radiometry is the science and technology of the measurement of electromagnetic 
radiant energy. This covers the entire spectrum of physical radiation from ultraviolet 
(UV) to infrared (IR) and is the vehicle through which visible spectrum light may be 











and colourimetry describe intensity with respect to the energy or optical power of 
radiation. The human eye's perception of that optical power and the strength of colour 
respectively are thus critical in order to understand artificially lit environments . 
... X-rays Microwayes ~ 
100 Wavelength j, 1,000 (nanometers) 10,000 
Figure 22: A linear representation of the electromagnetic spectrum. The visible spectrum lies 
between 380nm and 770nm 
3.1.2 Photometry 
If an LED emits light in the visible spectrum the photometric analogue of the 
radiometric quantities use the photopic response of the human eye. The corresponding 
luminous quantities fall within the narrow visible spectrum of 380-770 nanometers. 
The eye sensitivity function V(A) describes the spectral luminous efficiency for the 
photopic (store, office and outdoor light) response within this spectrum [67]. Two 
other responses exist namely scotopic (dim or overcast light) and mesopic vision 
(moonlight or early twilight). Under the mentioned lighting/ambient conditions the 
spectral sensitivity of the eye is mediated by rods and three types of cones. When 
luminance (luminous intensity in candela (cd) over projected surface area (m2)) levels 
are greater than 3cd/m2, photopic vision and the cones perceive colour. Under 
scotopic vision the higher sensitivity of rods do not render the same colour perception 
as the cones. Luminance levels are below 0.003cd/m2. Illuminance levels between 
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Figure 23: Commission Internationale De L'Eclairage (CIE) photopic and scotopic sensitivity 
curves 
The photometric unit, always with subscript 'v', is defined as: 
(3,1) 
Where <l>v is the spectroradiometric power distribution of a signal (expressed in 
"watts per unit wavelength interval"), Km = 6831m/W, which establishes the 
relationship between the radiometric (physical) unit watts and the photometric 
(psychophysical) unit lumen. V(A) is the relative photopic luminous efficacy 
function normalized at 555 nanometers and A is the wavelength (usually expressed 
in nanometers). All radiometric quantities have corresponding photometric quantities 
and may be attained by integrating and weighting them with V(A). 
3.1.3 Colourimetry 
Providing a quantitative and qualitative description of colour in relation to the human 
eye is known as colourimetry [60]. The human eye's sensitivity to radiation is not the 
same for each of the wavelengths (colours), the intensity of the light or the field of the 
view [68]. It is also sensitive to colour differences across a lit surface. The most 
important function of colourimetry is the quantification of colour-rendering properties 











Based on the analogy of the photometric system, a colourimetric system can also be 
built on additivity and proportionality. Thus to describe colour three independent 
variables are needed to describe colour or to obtain a match for it [69]. 
Three integrals of the referred to photometric form are thus required. 
780Jm 
Ti=k <I>e."t(A)dA, i=1,2,3 (3.2) 
380nm 
Where, t( /L) is the three monochromatic weighting functions of the stimulus (colour-
matching functions), and T; describes the colour stimulus in the trichromatic system. 
The above equation may be gained via the following procedure. The units of the 
matching stimuli have to be set (done by setting so that the mixture of the unit 
amounts provide a colour match with a particular white stimulus). Using the symbols 
[R], [G], [B] for these unit amounts of matching stimuli, 
(3.3) 
where, lj, g" h, represent the amount of light taken from the [R], [G], [B] matching 
stimuli (called the tristimulus values). C, has a spectral distribution [Cl-i)]. If one 
calculates for every wavelength band of the spectrum and add them up we can obtain 
C,. The additivity and multiplicity of colourimetry permits this. 
3.2 Commission Internationale I'Eciarage, International Commission on 
Illumination (CIE) 
The CIE is a standards authority on illumination, and the international organization 
that undertook the task of developing specifications for colour and colour matching. 
They have developed important conventions over decades. For example, two colour 
stimuli that look similar under one viewing condition might look different when seen 











In I ~.11 ,I", (,I[ est,hli"r.,d Ihe lristimlJ l,,, ') ""111 Do,,,d 011 Ik o"umption that " 'ry 
colour i, " "omb tnat ion of the three primary colour> [701. Tile integral 01' '1""lral 
1"'" tt di'lril>wion of rad[mion S( A) "nd 'k thre" response eu,," e., x( -1), J ( A)_ "A) 
o,"r 'il" ,i, i~ 1c , ,,,,ctrum ","ydength TOllge "ill gi\e tile tl'i"i1111,11I' I"",,, X , Y. I ,. 
The eoloLLr mordina!e, x, ,_ / are g"ined fro111 I"" ,,, Iri'li m lJ lu, y"l u<o<, T1,."e mJ) be 
rlo' led)n L"" chromatici,y 'p"co, Sc, Figure 24, 
II SM IJId I>cn OLed ,""I o, r..."' Chrcl)l1JLicity 'pJCO' "xi, 1 for e~ample" \" and L'a'h' 
thm ,'all b<: cabJaled by 1he trJn,form~tinn of ,I", x. y, , \'ah",. [71l. The", ar" 
funiler deHlopmeuh of lk CoonJi!l:lle syslem ('"a' ,"'curn-J ill 1976 "nd I~H6 
. , ' resfICol;w y) 
lit). 
fJn..." ,nqw,;cr into thc", ,,,odo,", I'or '[""'" Th, pU'i"'" " Lh", ", "' ,,~' t"~ t"'" i, "mx: 
















J .J While lighl and Ihe coordinaw system 
"'., ,- _ t" 
' ...... "" "'''''><~ ; 
'c •• ",,' 
Th~ 'pcClTUTTl of "h' l~ hghl, "m)W11 '" th o bi llekbody rmli"l ion line', llppcars in 
various ,hade" Colour i, mapped onto the chromaticity diagram with three 
c(lOrdin"k,_ Jnterm, oftl" lr;·, l;mu lu < v"I LLo, (X, 'I ll11d Z), ""ighl Y r~rro,c (* lh~ 
pcre~iv~d I",nino,ill' o f th~ light s{H,rec, "nu weighl' X and Z repre,ent !he colour or 
chrmna!ici!y of lhe 'I",crrum [72]_ 
-"- X / (X I-Y ,Z), 
y - Y / (X +Y +;,,). 
z - Z/(X +Y -i-Zj, 
_< f Y '2 _ (X f Y I-Z)/(X + Y - Z) ", I (34) 
• ni, "",,,~(Im~ '" 'h, 1%4 or CV , ,,~, I ,"," ' Y"'<'" w),ie!, i", I,,,",, ,0< , I ",k",~p" I,ll< ''''or, 










z - I -(x-y) (3.5) 
lienee, lh" chrommicily c(~"di nme may he e~rre,"ed hy x Jnd y. These 
simplifi"lions of the Coo"h""le sy'tem "re Ihere to illuslra le how ,o lou," may h • 
• ohi ,v,d. Syn ll" tic ",hi," light on Ihe olh'f hand, J!though hav in g oooniinales, is the 
on ly f"mily of I,gilt 'OUT"., lilal "an b. ,imply repTO'enloo by ii , I.ml"'mlure rnl 
3.4 Chromaticit}, Colour Renoiering (R OI) anoi white light from L. EDs 
Cilfom,wicity 15 • d.,crip lion of Il,e qu.lity of colo"r, in"ependenl of 
hr ightn.s&!l ighln('" A whi t, LED is an aniflcial black body mjiator. wilh a 
correlated co lour t.mperature (CCT) .'I"".".d in Kelvin (K). Th . CCT giv", 
inform.l ion ahoLLl lhe ,..sual OLLIl(K)l of til, LED and it' 'whiteness' an{] ""fl "'ty 












F; ~"n' 27, ,.".,I.,,·,! ""1",, ,- h 'mp',,"' '''''' (l cr) 'h"'lL~h ',...,form>1;oo from LIE "_, ( I ~611 'n 
CI~,-) (I~J 1 IPI,". 
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S"nl,~IH pic; ,k,'I'gilt 
Its rc[~"'"ng ahi IlL,. " ,ltseri"",1 ,,-, its "hi Ill,. m Te11deri11g Ihe Inl<' coloUT of an Ob~CI, 
""d is b\Own "s the "o[our_relldning ilTd~x (CRI) , A 'y'tem to ebaracler;ze Ih;; 











reference lllum",,,nl renue" colnur (which incluJes hue, saturation and addltiollally 
brighme.,,,;'lighmes, [67J_ These ale thell recorded "IIU from here llle CRI may be 
~altul akd. There are ditTerem me"smes to calculate CRI depending on whether the 
illulllinJm somee he, on or ott the pl","'hm locu, l67J, It" ,,, f[Jciellt tn ,ay tha t lho 
",n renue'" the lie" oo lour ""U lhu, ha, an Illdex of CR I-I (Kl 
., CRt 
,iI ";1>1"'''''''''''; 
P.!'!~_ C;;-_____ ',o,.,',oo~ ___ ~ 
",,,",,,1 ill"",i"Olio" 
"""II 
lower qll ,I ;,), 'I'p l,,,, ;,,,, 
rou,d"",,) 
3.5 OllticaI proprrtirs 
7~-()(l 
< 70 
The energy Ihal " d"tribuled specl",lly " do",,,",,d by "p"clral' or 
'spcctrorad,ornetric' [(;rms. The I [ght ""trCeS wavelength-dependent respon,e can thus 
be qu"mified via inSffillllOIlTS like ,pec lwmdinmeter" 'pectroscope n' rnLLll ifllte, 
raUlo"'ek", There is "n dired way of c lass ifying LEDs became of the speC/rut 
dis/rib/Ilion of the optic"l mdl"tioll eJ11II1eu by them, It i, neither a t,ue 
monOdtrOmaliC sOurce (a, eTllllleJ by l a.'~r'), nor broadband (as with incandescem 
lamps) bul really "'lllething h<elweellihe 1"'0 [711, n,. relali"e 'pee,,"1 uislnbuti{lrlj; 
,I~)w "e,y [\arroW band, (20-50 nanO"'Ole,,! fOJ lighl OLLtput De,igners alld ""''' 
Iequire Ihe spectral propertie, to determine the corTect LED for"n "pplic"t1on_ 
The ,pectral tests of LEO. with ,-arious Co~Ol'" of Table 12 are illu,trated gwphJc"lly 















:Olue 3G qreen ye llow reel 
' \'\ '\ (\ II 
\~I \ i"·, . '\ j'l, 
J )~ Y~/J-A-\::t \ "' O. 1 
"" 
F;~"," l~, Hd .. I.,. (pca. [, 'Q •• I to 1.0) po"" '1,«\,.1 di,,,I]),,;o. of ,no"",h",,,,,,', ... 1 
"hi« LED, 
A tow definitions"ro nee",,",," 
Peak wave/eng/I; A, . '[11C wa,-c!mglh of dlC maXl[n UJT1 spcc!ml power (sec rei"!i,," 
'pcc!ral J ,,(rihulion of figure 30). Tile reak wavelength ha_, lillie ,;gnifLcancc for 
practi cal purros" S;I"-'" 1"10 LED, rrmy have tho same p"ak wavelength but di fferent 
C<.llo "r pcrccp Li<m_ 
Filii Widlh Half Maxim"m (FWHM) The spectral bandW L<\'h a[ hal f peak, 11.2" is 
ca lcu lated ff(lm the two wa\'. leng!hs A',,, and -<"" on eithel' .,ide "r A, _ 
.:l.A_X"_T',, 
eWler Waw/engrh )"., . : '[ he CCn IC[' wavelength i, (lie ""a,-elenglh ha l fway between 










Centroid I!'QI'elerwh " , ' The centroid wavelength i, the moment or tlw mean of lh~ 
srectral puwer di.mibutiun 
:1, '\ " " , " ,. 
/ 1 I' II 1 , f , , I I ' , i ." , , I I : 
, , 
i 
, , i I ' " I I ' " ! ! , ,, 
I I 
, :1 ... / I • '~' , , 
j 
, , , , , (i , I i , , , , I , , , , 
0 , , _c.J ! ! I , , , , 
~ - .to "'" '.'. '.' 0' '" ~ 
D"min~nl w~vel"nKlh: Th~ duminal't wavelength is de{.[min~d trom drawing a 
q"n~ht line through the CO IOUI ooof(linate., of th~ ",felen"e ill uminanl (\l.;U"liy dH>,''''' 
as iliLLmln""{ E) al\d lhe me",LL[ed chromaticity c,~)rd i nat~s of the LED in the ClE 
I ~31 ohromallcity diagram. Th~ mlc..-,C"tK:tn of {hi, .,{raighl Irn~ un lh~ bOLLndary un 
the chromaticity diagram give" the dominant wavelength , It is a me,mlYe of (he hue 
.'~n'"tion produc,-,I in the human eye by the ["EI), 
PMIr,,: Purity i, detined 0' the ratio of the di,t,mce from reference jllumin.nt (u,ually 
arbitrarily coo,en "' illuminant f-:) 10 {h~ mea,urcd chroma{iClty CL~"d in.1t~s and lhe 
distance from [eforence iliLLmil"1nt to the intersection with the boun<lary of the 
"hromatlOily diagram, M"-'t LED, aT~ nam,w band radialms. with a puri,y of nearly 
100"/; i.e. the colour cannot be di,tinl,'lLi,hed hom " monochromatic beaTTl, 
Pulychrmnatic ,"" urC~' ha\'~ luw p l~ ity appruaching Zero. 
V'cwing .1ngle or Hearn Angle (al.,o knOWl\ "' ~ull Width Half M:uimLLm Angle (2 
Ij , l): Th~ tou,1 cone "pe~ m <Ic~rc~, enoomp."ing lh~ o~n"al, hi ~h mt.,." it.,. po'tiun 
of a direction.1 be.m, from the on-.xi, peak out to tlw off-,,",,, angl~ in buth 











Ilal! c111j;{,': The incl u,hl angle i, d~gr~e, belwec" Ihe peak a",1 the point on one side 
or the beam "xis at whIch Ule luminous inlensity is 51)% of maximum or holf of the 
viewLng angl~ 
I''''k W"" elenglh, Full W,,~h H"lf .\faximuLll, Center W"velerlgth and Centroid 
W",cl~ng!h arc all plOHcd 011 a .,""1. of (power/A) v,, 0,), 
,1.6 LI': O i\lca<uremcnt and Acruarcy 
Tho l1"c""i!y ror rd,"bk measurin g melh",l, and "quipmenl [or LED dovelopment, 
\Osting arld certiticatioo ho" gairled momerltum giYen the rapid rote of uptake . Ba<Lc 
me"suring term, will bo di,cussed, 
Lummou,_in!"mity (or ju,! Intc",,,i!y), considered th~ mosl impoll"nt quantity for its 
ch"mcterizmion is defmed as Ihe visible energy flux per lUlil soli,l angle in a given 
dir""tio11 from a ,ource. It i, typically de,cribod ill unih a' cand"la (or millicandela), 
11uee co",litions "re impoll"nl to consider for IUlllirlou"-inten,,it)' Lll"a'urelllenl •. The 
1ll""SUT<;m"nb involv" "poi11t '-'JUrc", Ih " invc,"e '4uare I"w a",1 the "ssumption of 
cOrlslani illumir>ance across the detector. The prop<:n;e, of the ,ource ar" d;, cu""d 
and defi11ed in the s<;clion '1'h<)lom"lric l'ropeltie, of LED,' in thi' Ch"pl~r The 
dotedn" orld various 'tarldards for detection O1'e \'iewed here h"ed 011 the 
guantific"tinn or lumlnou, .intcn,ily 
rh" lumi"ou' ~u' per det"ctor ar"a h",' b"en g-i,'''" Ihe nam" illumin"nc", rhe unit of 
irradiance, orld ;lluLllinarlce has beerl giv~n" '~cial unit, lhe lux (- llIv'm) 
A poin t ,ource need "0' Ix: ,m.111711, II i, depe11dent on ,Ii,wnce t,om 'O U1'Ce to point 
of detection. r he "ngulal ,Ii,n'ibution of ""rious point sources with rototional 











1=I, co<!-' O (J .6) 
wherc, 10 is thc intensity nom,,1 tu Ihc source il""tf and 'g' can be: 
g~ l for an isotropic (property of a somcc haYing: (he samc ""tllC whe'll measured in 
Lli frerc,,, d"ec liollS i.e. bcing independent of direction ) pnint oo"rc,,_ 
g- 2 lOr a Lamberti'm ,ource 
g>30 fnr an LED roim ,nUlce 
Fi~ur< 31, A "~.I", dimi".,io", P",,"'", ' 01' "di>1o" "ith ro''''ioo. 1 '! m "'''r}' 1711 
Gi\'en that illuminance} aI a roint on a surface of a calibrated det~ctor normal to 
the snUTce, ,'"ne, according to inte,,, ily I of the ,nurce and {hen invers~ly as the 
squarc nf (he Lli<tancc d b<tween source and det~ctor, illumin,mce can be calculaled os 
fullows when q- O; 
(3. 7) 
Th~ I;,r fiold distance 'd' e,m only be detcrmined by finding: thc l/r' irradiance 
(radiometric quantity) fall-off region through m,,",mement, Even in th e b r-kld 
deteclion, mCa'urement error can ,{ill occur, especially if th~ illuminanc~ delector " 










surface area of the dc'1ector ran b" ,ninen and ,"Ived ti"r as tile "'lid angle '" btended 
by lhe dclcclor is token is ,ero. 
E (0) = d¢'" d,t - 1(0)dH' ... 1i>" (U) 
When approxLnlOltng lhe int~n" ily panern of an LED by 1=1 cos'-' 0 o • 
derived by: 
( ),9) 
The new part to Ihi, . quaLi"n tin' illuminanec aecounl' ti,r Ihe averagin g cllcd for 
uncerl"inty Wilh rcspect (0 lhe true intensity \'al"e One can olso derive Ihe 
relalionship belween Ihe required radiu, ,,( lile deleel,,, "nd Ihe ' lar-fJ eld' 
mea,urenlenl di,lance as: 
d· r 'f(i: ~ 2),.:'(4;)1 (3 10) 
Where. ~ is the uncertainty in q\lc1'lion. Therd',re. ,,, lving ti,r g ba,cd on lil . kn<"wn 
fact thOilho half-angle ofth~ LED for q (ckteolor point. gi\'en that orienWlion is 0°) 
ond realizing 11101 1(8),.:'1. al th e hall:angle i, 0.5. 
(3 I I) 
wh",~, A" lhe holf angle. 
Sol"ing for g' 
g = I ~ Ln(0.5)/Ln (0'''( half_angle)) (3 12) 
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On. unLl radilL' ,p herc. The <olid angle defined hy. whol~ sph~re is 4,. and. h.lf 
,ph~.,.-e i< 2". 
hlO" 32: So lid . n~I' "i.h ito 'P" " 'h' ",,',r of •• ph." of "d!o , r, d,n"" • 'phcrlcol 
,,, rf,,. S. ' '''h 'hot W - S/ r' 
Flux; Olhct-wise knuwn as l.lIminous ,' lux is ~ lim~' Ihe 1~ 1~'tl "!)' of ,o urc~ tn 
direction of the norm.L II corresponds to !h~ jhlwer un i, ·W.ll · in radiometry In 
r~IO!ion I" Ihe huma n eye, Ihat "'.!!Oge is weighted ill "ccordmx:e with i!s s{"!lsi!i"i!)' 
1O gi\' en wa\,elength, of the source. Lumen i, th e , (."dard lLniL 
["minlm.1 fmen,"iIY I,., Flux per ,olid .ngle. Th~ ~xaot dcfiniti on of intensity of Ihe 
light ,"JUTee" Ihe lill1 il "r lumino 'o; filLx ill • , ,,lid a~g l c divid",,1 by soli<1 ,nglc as Ihe 
solid angle app,ooch~' zero. Our c"lcul.tion will consiMr.n . pproxima!C measurc of 
ml~'tl,ily 11\,,1 "J ,o; llile ILLntiMu, filLx in. ,,,lid angle (h'iided hy 5u li<1 "~glc. II' uni l 
is candel" and i, a v" lu~ at " point ill ,poce in 0 palliculor direction. It mlLst be w>!ed 
Ihal lunti llOU' fiu, " de"" rilx:d by n lime", the illlell, ity of Ihe , oun;e in I h~ <lireClion 
of the no,maL 
The v"lidHy oftllc "alcul.li,,~ of i~len,it)' i, hosed on Iwo conditions. 
• T1,e di,lanoc between SO urOe . "d delcolOr , hould be delcrm illcd proc"dy 1\ 
goniome!nc center, the precis~ position of the cmis;;ion cente,. must be 
dcleTnt i~ed. Thi, " • di fi10lLlI ex erd,e. 
• DislOoc~ hetwe~n S<Jl""~ and <Iet~"tor m,,,! be lorgo witb [<spect to tho sp.tial 
'" idth of the light ",urco (for fj~ld condition). 
fliuminonce E . .-. 1'lu, per "nil .roa ()~ a ""foco whell 'he ,uur," j, rem ole from Ib~ 
, urface. In 5tot"I",,1 u~jls Ib~ unit' ore lux (Ix) or lume n, per sq uare me!er. L is it' 
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I(fl)= I. c"'~:rl) O. I ~) 
wh~re. f . i, the maximum v"lue of!be imensi!}, in !be dil'e,tion norm"I!O the surfoce. 
Emi!"lflc~ (ofa llnitormly ditlusing "ni-.ee): As stoted "Gove, ,b;, tllminous i, <quol 
'0 ~ 'nne, the inlc,,,ity of the '''urce ill the di l'eclion of the lIarm"i. The ~mi!!~"ce is 
!he luminous tlllX pe, un i' o,eo. For Lambertian ",urce' it (ottow, tbat tbe emi ttance i, 









3.8 [ltumin3n"" photometer lind (hc neccssary conversiolls 
The IIlumin"nce photometer meo,mes lights in lllx (Ix). Ibe Sllll1;' tin ,ll lImio"nce. 
which is the lIumer ic "1 val lie for lUm< n per "Iuo" m<ler (Im/ m'). H<nce. illu millonc. 
con,ide" 'be il1cidC11ll umllLou, nux at a poi nt with in " defined ol'ea (usually the arca 










.. ,-.. " "'-_to, 
l ~ " 
Converting In. into tile re'l"'ctlve value, of lurlllnou, inle n, ity (cd) and luminou, flux 
(1m) .,e tedious ta,h 
Step" 
• First take reading 
• ~k",urc di,tance from 'ouree tn , " rf.ce of Mtectioo 
• Calculate area ofphotometer head 
• Caloubte the hyp04enn,e of th e fx:.m of projected liill! fmm ,ource and 
covering the area of detect ion. 
• Work aU! the half angle of the cone of detecl ed light 
• The solid .n~k, who,e SI unil is the ,le,,,dian, C"ll be C"icuialed by ,ol\'ing 
the double integral equalion of a licmisphere. 
,., " 
f f'in aJaJ(i = L!r J'in (t/(/ = 2!r[ - co, Ii] = 2!r(1 -- cos 8) 
" 
(3 .1) 
I",elting the half-angle "iewing angle into a "f Ihi' e4nalion would give a ,,,lid allile 
In sler.dian, Lume n Can be calcubted through the product of Ille measurcd 
illuminance and dCleclm area. L umin" n c~ can then be calculated by di"iding lumen, 










methods_ Divid ing th" me:tsUI"d lumen value by the calculat~d steradian , II c"n ai,,, 
f>e ohtoined via lhe I n\'erse Squa[e Law which giw a very olo;;c arPm, imatc ,'a l "C' 
Totol luminous !lux "an t>.; "" )<;,,lawl \'ia the Lorentzian or Cosin~ a pprox i m~l ion 
l11eth"d;; excep l lhal th e e",i ne ap[>l"H,mati')fl i, Ie" cum/J ""ol11e. II h a val"" 
abwlutely n."~,,ary for quantifYmg values [elated to optical eftici~'IC)', 
The othe[ meth od is thro ugh putting ,ource, imide an intcgrating ,phere_ however, 
_'uch l"clmology i, vcry cxpens,,'e. 
3.9 SUllllllHY 
The ;;cienoe of ue teClion, ,een in lhi;; ~h"plCr a, radiom ctry and "0Iouril11,,tT)', ar" 
essemiJI topics for a designer. They h~lp unde['tand the n~ed, of the Le,er an d qualify 
a ,et of solution.:< based on Ihe "l'pliO',tion, Visible-sp~ctrum LED, hJ\,e unique 
con,<iderati"n' when detect ing li ghl fmm th cm_ Th"e hav" b,,~-n d~~ailcd "nd", the 
heading of photometT)' This "hapter h'" 0150 dNail~d th e din~rel\cc in consU'uction 












SPECIFICATION AND DESIGN OF THE GABS 
LUMINAIRE 
4. Introduction 
Golden Arrow Bus Services (GABS) is a South African transportation company. 
Initial work by GABS on a white LED-based retrofit was not successful. The 
problems encountered were related to human perception. Prototypes for a new design 
have looked at perception extensively. The design of the electrical, optical, thermal 
and mechanical aspects of the lumina ire are described in this chapter. Included are 
details of the: 
• Choice of LEDs 
• Amount of LEDs used for the application 
• Circuit design for laboratory testing 
• Lens dimensions and constraints 
• Optics lens design 
• Etendue and light capture calculations 
• Optimal placement of white LEDs based on thermal and optics considerations 
4.1 Luminaire Design Hypothesis 
A luminaire is a complete electric lighting unit. It includes power supply, light 
source(s), casing and a lens/cover. A luminaire is able to direct, distribute and focus 
both direct and diffuse light [77]. This chapter details the theory and method of design 
of the optics using appropriate LED light sources. 
Inside the bus, light's purpose includes ingress, egress and reading without causing 
unnecessary glare for the passengers or driver. GABS, in its 76 seater buses, use 7 











LED has put it into a general lighting category [78, 79, 80]. Design and test is done to 
answer the two questions. Are commercially available HB LEDs suitable for general 
lighting applications? Is the optical system able to distribute the light onto a desired 
area with a desirable distribution? 
Although HB LEDs claim to be for the general lighting market one actually needs to 
verify through empirical testing whether they are acceptable within three parameters: 
quality (human acceptance), quantity (part count and energy efficiency) and 
environment (operating conditions and thermal characteristics). 
In previous tests by GABS white LEDs were powered below rated values of current 
and voltage with no scientifically produced optical system. Without a diffuser cover 
the lights were distracting to passengers on the bus. A diffuser was then used to 
reduce glare to passengers but resulted in major energy losses due to blocked light. 
For uniformity of distribution, it would be ideal to redesign the entire bus lighting 
system. A retrofit is being considered instead because the redesign would be too 
expensive. The condition for acceptance is that the white LEDs must first prove that 
they can give similar or better light levels with better maintenance trade-offs than the 
fluorescent tube. 
4.2 A Review of Past Research and Application Background Information 
4.2.1 Maintenance and Application concerns 
The utilization of light from LEDs embedded within luminaires is more efficient than 
the fluorescent and incandescent based luminaires and requires less maintenance [81, 
82, 83, 84]. These points must be restated at this juncture as they are very important to 
a maintenance team that services a large fleet of vehicles which in this case is in 
excess of 1000 vehicles. Fluorescent tubes? are not efficient because they degrade 
7 At this point, it is important that the reader distinguishes between different types of fluorescent tube 
technologies. The long tube type and the modern 'energy saving' folded tube lamps. There are Low 











quickly due to bus vibration. The rate is not known numerically but is estimated to be 
20% based on maintenance information from GABS [86]. 
Extending the lifetime of onboard energy storage devices is another factor being 
considered while researching alternatives for lighting. If it is possible for a new 
technology to increase the storage device's lifetime by reducing the load on it, this 
will improve the performance and energy efficiency of the energy delivery system and 
reduce fuel consumption. 
4.2.2 Background review of optical concepts 
There is a lack of literature on 'general lighting' retrofits using white LEDs. It is not 
known if there is any success in this regard. That said, there are task lighting 
applications that use Fresnel lenses. Cheng and Uang in [87] have created genetic 
algorithms to optimize the groove angles for a task lamp to ensure uniformity of 
distribution and illuminance. Narendran has been the principle author of many journal 
and conference papers relating to visible spectrum LEDs and in particular application 
issues related to white LEDs [88, 89, 90]. 
In terms of optics and etendue calculations specifically for LED systems, Fallicoff 
[74], Brukilachio and DeMilo [43] and Kaminski [91] have been illuminating in their 
analysis of the constraints posed by their specific examples. They have detailed 
clearly the challenges faced in ensuring efficiency for optical systems incorporating 
white LEDs as light sources for illumination (as opposed to display applications). 
4.3 Determining distribution 
Considering the entire design and integration of the new luminaire into the bus 
required a set of design steps. These are listed below: 
1. Define an area to be illuminated 
2. Measure distance to source 











4. Choosing an LED light source 
5. A power solution (based on available energy source) 
6. Choosing a heat sink 
Tabulating results allows one to understand the first three concepts. In relation to the 
Pythagorean right angle triangle (a two dimensional take on height, lit area and light 
distribution as listed above), the opposite is labeled as y and adjacent as x (see 
Figure 35). The adjacent value increases while the opposite remains constant in the 
columns of the hypotenuse (r). 
The values in the x range between zero and 2m and the corresponding change in the y 
range sits next to viewing angle 8 in the table. If the intention to make the distribution 
of light from the white LEDs efficient, the viewing angle must be reduced so that light 
of specific intensities is not wasted away from the specified lit area. Three tables 
represent the information for heights 1m, 1.3m and 2m respectively. See Table 14 to 
Table 16 
~otenuse ;1 y LJ opposd • 
• 
x adjacent 
Figure 35: Pythagorean triangle where the detection point for the light source moves vertically 
and horizontally from point u. 
In trying to reshape the rays that fall outside the reglOn to be specified a more 
'effective' distribution is sought. What is first needed is a clear understanding of the 











Table 14: Observing the change in viewing angle when changing height and distance from 
detector when the height is 1m 
x r Projected Theta 
Viewing 
m when y=l Area anfle 
m m' \"=1 
0.10 1.00 3.17 5.71 
0.20 1.02 3.27 11.31 
0.30 1.04 3.42 16.70 
0.40 1.08 3.64 21.80 
0.50 1.12 3.93 26.57 
0.60 1.17 4.27 30.96 
0.70 1.22 4.68 34.99 
0.80 1.28 5.15 38.66 
0.90 1.35 5.69 41.99 
1.00 1.41 6.28 45.00 
1.10 1.49 6.94 47.73 
1.20 1.56 7.67 50.19 
1.30 1.64 8.45 52.43 
1.40 1.72 9.30 54.46 
1.50 1.80 10.21 56.31 
1.60 1.89 11.18 57.99 
1.70 1.97 12.22 59.53 
1.80 2.06 13.32 60.95 
1.90 2.15 14.48 62.24 











Table 15: Observing the change in viewing angle when changing height and distance from 
detector when height is 1.3m 
x r pro.iected Theta 
when Viewing 
m y=1.3 area angle 
m m' \'=1.3 
0.10 1.30 5.34 4.40 
0.20 1.32 5.43 8.75 
0.30 1.33 5.59 12.99 
0.40 1.36 5.81 17.10 
0.50 1.39 6.09 21.04 
0.60 1.43 6.44 24.78 
0.70 1.48 6.85 28.30 
0.80 1.53 7.32 31.61 
0.90 1.58 7.85 34.70 
1.00 1.64 8.45 37.57 
1.10 1.70 9.11 40.24 
1.20 1.77 9.83 42.71 
1.30 1.84 10.62 45.00 
1.40 1.91 11.47 47.12 
1.50 1.98 12.38 49.09 
1.60 2.06 13.35 50.91 
1.70 2.14 14.39 52.59 
1.80 2.22 15.49 54.16 
1.90 2.30 16.65 55.62 











r,bl, 1(" Ubwn' ; "~ lh, ,·h.n ~, ; , ,;c" h" ."~l' " h,,, 'h'"~;"~ h<i~ ht . "d d;!t"n«' from 
~<t"'.r" hon th' ~,,~~ t ;, 1m 
, 
m 
, 1 0"" 
\,;,~;.~ 
' "~I< 
-1 .-1 Ill uminance Photomeler, Non· lIniforrnity and Speci fying t~s f area for 
Dete c l o r~ 
4.4.1 P/oolmneler un d 1IIl1llil'/~ so urce. 
Due to Iheir ullique 'patia l distriblL1ioll LEDs po,e p"mcul", pmbkm' whell 
quanlifYlllg Iheir inte n>Jly Oulrul al a dislallce. descr ibed a, ex/ended sow'a 
det"clioll. This beha\'i(>1L! is due to companelll , 01 " lkCllOn and cOllcenlTallOll ill 
,Llme light emi lie" pt.l. Whe n a secolld ;,curce ' s l>tam (>f light intersect' the migill"l 
l>tam. but at all angle, Ihe measureme nt (>1 fl ux in lbe consmnl ""lid angle wi ll I'>e 
different giycn Ihe spaci ng. Figute 36 ,hows IhJI deteclion of inl ensily will Ix 










Imensity change, with; 
• Dis!anoe t>olWC.~ LED and detector 
" , -
• Angle with rc.'peet to LED at which the mea.suremenl i. laken 
• Size of solid angle used for detection 
4.4.1 Specifying Iii area 
The ,larling point for an)' optical system dc., ign i.s in aSSeSS whal [he OPl'ilooljon i, 
trying to accompli,h. Our aim h", been to illuminate on are" of approx imately 1.75 m' 
(a rcClangular ",ca 1m X 1.75m) ,I a distance,,[ I", from the ,nUT"". T",t> WC'" don;; 
with a variable height semp. The vertical arrangement al lowed tiS to test ,I different 
h.ight, "nd at dirr"r"ni angk, from the mechanic"] axis with ""'c. The maximum 
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..\.5 lIlurnina~ion req"ir~rnen~s and luminaire dimensions 
./.5.1 lJimemi""" uml illilmination re'l,,;reme/11S 
Our aim wa' 10 Lksign a ;;;ngle lumina;,e using commercially bought LED 
technology_ Tht illuminance (lux) le,-ei in the bus W"' t"ted under" number of 
,oooitio"" DC'<Jn Soheep"'" (h~ R"uio/I'.lc,,'n'THC Sy'ttms )l,b"ag~r from GABS. 
gmhtwLl thi. data. Tobie 17 i, the average lux level of three different buses. Th~ dala 
is lohn at a distance of 1.3m from source, i,e . di't"JlCe Irom pa"cngers' lap, 10 
ceiling Til<; tilr"e condiri ,)n, u;;cu h) check anLl (h~" comp"w wh~n th~ fluorescent 
waS ,)Tl WOT~ lI"d~T daylight, iTlSLdt tho Gi\HS ",,"ksho.-.p and an outdoor 'haded a1'e,,_ 










cictected illlLmin~ncc "'"' the reaWll why a single Iliminaire wos te'ted Ul a dark roo",. 
[)ata of Ihis kLnJ W(>IIld gi "e th. readcT a f~il' "ss.ssment of what is currently installcd 
and to whm Tequ" eUlC'nl., lOC new de"ign nITJ~J to malch Or 1"'11er. 
l.bl, 17: A ".,.~,- iIlHmin'"o< I" d, ,,[ lh,,·c h.", "'co ."do< (h .. , ,o,,~[(;oo. "h,oli~ht' ar" 
"" ."d otl, ~.y l i~ht, wor~,hop 0001 ,hod,'d 0'" 
.• ,..' .. ' ~., , .• ~, 
s",." r,.',,," Co, 1 C".' , """ C"' , lox -' Co. , Co< ' Co< , l."o j 1 " 10 " ,,~., 
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Far th e retrofil. lighting up the hu-, will rC4U1re Tnnre than One LED I'~r filling. This 
i nCl'e~s., Ihc complexity af design. which mu, t c,,,,,,der mul hple point ,,"'ree, and 
the impac t they will have!ln each !lther a, wel l a, th e light di,tribulOci_ Multiple ['<lint 
""'tee,' Can calLse ~ "",iatia" in the inten , ity af th. olllrlll ~nd dec","se usability 
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MO'1 oflbe ne" bu,e, ha"e Iho follo"ing layout and are Ihe paromClers wilbin which 
we have de,igned a new luminaire with a ,etling to 11"0[ d"tan,e "I' 1.95m and a 
,-eiling to ,,,,,a'UTm~ poinl (laplop heighl) of 1.3m_ 
F,guro 40 illustrale, an arl",'s impro"ion oflhe bu, Inyoul The IIg hling layout i, a, 
follow!: 
• 7 light linin);, down the lengtb of tbe bus, 4 on the driver 'ide. 3 on Ihe 
OJ>PO,ilc ."de 
• Appro~ i1llatcly 83cm betwcen tbe two ro", . _ 
• Appwximatdy 174cm ,opara,in); li);hts wi,hin the row_ 
t-i~ur. 40: ,\. orri>!'> imp .... ,io" ol'n, ~,,,' ,"I ... "n~"H".' of Golde" ,,,"~ h.,e, 'h'''u~h • 
""<1-10<11.,,_ Tho hoilhl ['0" 110" to <tili.~ (1.~5m). ,pooi.K .. ,,,,,. lun1in .ir t> 11_ 7~m) ... 1 
'P";"K r",m ",h '''~ "r I;~hl '"''H''' 10X"_);, ,ho"n 
-1.:>.3 Lum;"a;r~ a,," !~'" lim;rulhm.-
The,e are phy,;col limit' in relation to the width "r tho luminaire, Ihe uepth of 
pla.;emen' and effo""vely cap,uring the ray, of light from thc ,ource Tbere are al,o 
I"nih to the ,il in g of the luminoil'e LO tb e depth of );IOOVe, and it, thickness, Tho 
o,her physi,-al fae-IorS 10 ,onsiuer arc the heal ,mk ,ize and mounting, ,,"roboard 
Icn);th, and Clrcuilry, Li);hl 10,1 Jue 10 ,he,o limitallon, HmO! be IYeighod up. TI,e 
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-;" ""~,, 
r;~"" 41, " he lOp ~;.~'"''' , h.", " ,;d, ,k~ ~ ";1, '", 10",,,,,,, ;, • top' ;." rrp,,,,n''';oll of tho 
m"!>' <",m~ r,,, 'h" Inm;", I"" film,",;',", ." I ;,tt~ "jthin th. ligg,'" 
4.S..$ Le~, J)inle~.\'i"Jl.' awl UI";C Material 
Polycarho""te i, uhiqutlous in the rnrward I;ghling len'e, of motor vehicle,_ !lased on 
a te,t bed able to mill polycmborwe with dimension, 2()()mmx l_lllrmTlX5(lrllln our 
imention was to fahric"k the I~ns In [OUT piece, and then join them_ Loc"l in<tuSlry 
(\\,u7e,.', ,,,,d )'I'''t;mid) advi,ed not (0 mill polYC"lOOnale a, its Ir""mi,,inn 
eftic iency "tier milling would he t"}()!' It wa, ,ugges(cd thm making a mol,l for 
injectinn.TTlnl,li"g "nd Ihcn f"bri"aling a , ingle lens lL,;ng t")lycarhonak would be a 
beccer option ;n Cerm, of eirLciency ile"cc , lLpO" lnduslry >d"ice, we m ed acr)'lic 
(commo"ly lnnwn '" Perspex or I'lexiglass), Its transmission dTLc ic"cy i, ,aid 10 l'e 
beClel eYen atler the macerial is milled_ Pc"pe,' ;, a good >olu(;on, desr ite lleing 0 
,e""'HI optinn, bec",,,c il i, che''P'ce Ihan polycaloonate ond can he TTl il led with ease 
The lef,act;\'e index 1110' o~T)'lic is hetwec" 1.4<i{1- 1.494 while thac ofrolycJfoonate 
is 1, 5R4 - l.5R~_ 
J.-'i.'i Fahriea/i"" 
The initia l monufact~ri"g nf len"", w"' done on milling machine., Th",c mochine, 
arc the properly of Ihe h ,bLab, 'l1lC "";'t,ml, Jt thi' opon reSOlLrCe Ceme, cnnve,lcd 
tbe computer-based de,igns (Rhino CAD) mode hI' the a"thor inlo ,wdol' acceptab le 
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U,"", more than what i! wO lild C05t to bring them 10 SO<llh Alriea !hrollgh an inieme[ 
pureh",e_ n", chollen g~ that was bc~d. and th~ r~o.,ons why we mriYed at th~ 
following- three typc> of ,urfa"" mount Lh lls, was [hal of import ing LEDs at a 
reasonable price ond within a striet time fmme 
The table, below hol d critical dc>;ign informal",n of the bought LED, The 
informat ion held within the,e tables relute 10 nux, t~mrer:nure phenomella. ,kctrical 
chJmct~r;,ncs alld optica l pmp<."fllC>, -I he <la""he,[, for e.ch of !he !hree LED c.n be 
fo und in Appc."dj, B 
,,,',~,, 
n" n",,,,,",~, 
L ... , ,,,, ,. .. , 
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euncep!. A smgle Lu'eon K2 . LXK2.P""14_UOO. di"ipa'e, 3.n W when dnven al 
lA and emits a towl of lOOlm. It has a towl emeacy of2G.88 lm-'W and a life!ime of 
50.lX)()h wilh :10 % lumen depreciation over that perioo of time [?:J] TI ,i, timdrame 
eq uat .. to S.7yr, of continuou, or<r"liun. 
4.7 Integraling I. uxeou K2 I.E lls into de';gn 
4.7.1 Dcxrading ,·ondi/hm. 
The fM'rcepl ihility of task under d"gradillg condiliol1.! is a design COnccrrL Heoce. 
de.'pite knowing what type of oplical 'yslem i, to be implemell!ed. we lim had!O ask 
whelher" high inknsity heam of li ~lll inherem 10 LED SOUrCe., is a dlSad"anl"ge for 
bns lighting'! The,e dogradmg cundiuom ",ith directionality might be 
disad,'amagcollS on Ihree ground, namely !!I~re •. 'pc!IIin;: and 1Iniji!rmily oj 
dislribulio" , 
Cl.re i.' the high conUmt iJ.<twoen ambien! lighl and ,ource (directlighl into the eye), 
Glare may C"use people to ho di,lurb ed hy the inlen,ity . ,peci,l1ly ,ioce the source at 
ilS <honest dist.nce fiotn the average passengel"s eye'< i, roughly 300mm. SIU<\ie< 
underlahn by Ihe Shlhaura InsIIlLLlo of Tcchnoll}<~Y 'md Tu,h,h" Lighling and 
Technology Corpormion clarify the influence uf LED, 00 discumfort due to glare, 
~\ulliple 1 H), and ,'ario", arrangement' of LED, ha\'e heen to'IOO. The rc."carch 
describes Ihm the closer the rmio uf lumina",. of the peripheral area agaltl3t 
IUmLn"nCe uf the [ f-)) hghling (lllTmn"ncc of Iho pOliphenli ,,,e,, hlmi n"nec of the 
[ .f-;!) hghling) i, to I the sm.ller the di.,comf"t1 glare [94]. 
Spo!lmg is an effect produoed by the old ,ign.l epoxy-co.ted 3mm through-hole 
LED" The eifecl can uCcur when multiplexing 'mY numher of 'urface mounl [.U), 
(like the one, prupo;,c-d fo.- lhlS 'ystem). The jlunctuate (singular dOlled <our~o,) 
nalure of the malrix of an LED jixture further di,advantage, inlograting many 
lugelher inlo" flllmg 









lTniformity a" ro" the , urfac~ of iii ar~,,_ e;lcb indi, idual ""Uf"O in LED li ghl ing ,md 
th e 'p"cinl' in «--,-",1, hel" e~n sources are consi dc-,-~J imporl,ml r9~-
J. 7.2 Sparia/ di.",ihul;"" "I a .Iingfe [11.'""'0" fO '.f:/) (' .lInlh",';a" .,,,,,raj 
Th~ im pact {hat multipk LED, will h",.e on dimihmion pauom is im]Xltt;ill t 10 
con;iJer. 'is it is {OC ;lim (0 ,mooth {he disn-ibution p;lU. m ;lcross Ik d~,ired ar~a of 
illuminalion 
An ideal uniform ity cu,,'~ "Ilk point of ddeclion ,hould he !lat'o'on. unl ike loc 
distribution gi, en in 
Figure 42, Can thi s be "chi~Hd gi,~n lh e diJ~ram' for ,pe~t,"1 emi"i,.,',' Since lh ere 
is a ,ariation be{,,;e~n peak an<i min imum ml~n,ily. il ba, become J de;ign 
consideration. In "'her wonk "an the .ystom be dosignod using Ihe ,mgu l,,, roll-off of 
[.amocTli"n source," 
.. "'->'-" "~ ,----, -
I --, -I ,~ 
' N 
~ 
'" " " • • , ". " " II> ' ''' ---"""""'" ,,..,.,,,, 
t ;RO" .1: ('omp";'''" b .. '~ ,",'n ,p.,la{ ,oJ; .. ;"" of ill.mi",,,," photon"",· 1<,,,,1 ".I 
Roniopho'."'''''' I'P,,·,;,-.l) "-,,,,1 ,;n¥k I.u""n® Kl LF.I>. I 11 0 fo,.,", il "",d ., , t:(T 










.I. 7.3 .I1ultipl~ LEI), u"d di.llri/"'Iio" 
The initial e'timate, of the ore" 10 b, iII LJ min"l"d 1J]1< 1or the e,,,,,,'I" oflhc I.H) "1mfil 
llclp,d [(, pUL [he ,nleraClion of each lit area per lumillaire illto comidcralioll . The 
'llere "as sufficient em" illumination "'", ,'on,idcrcd. In doing '0 v.e first looked al 
e",'h li gllt ><Jurec. Then. hem lhey v. oul,i [,Hen,e' v. hen lined up on " peR 
11 <Oil b. '''" '" 
f" igu" 41Ih,,, the spaLial dimihurioLl of lll e ,illgle LED doe, not change moch "hen 
Iwo LE I),"" pl"e,d ,,, "'P"T"[O in[er.·"I, ,bpile [h ere ocillg a challge ill [his imerval 
di,t"l'ICo. II is tho peak inten.,ity and the full width IMlf moximum (FWH~l) tIm is 
funh,r ,~","'kd, eh"nging 'he "wrage illumi"ance lowl ILl a narm" region b.lo" the 
unl' .. The 'palial di,tributioll ors" K2 I HJs ,"p"",nt," ,iml\," p"Hcm. S", Fi~u", 
-,* 
i 
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-'I.I! l'roposcd So lu!ion 
The h"lf_int"n"ty "ie" ing angle of the cho,en ",1m" LED i, '0 large (120"). the whu" 
LED, had lo be placed along Ih" cmtml a~" du" n the length of the filling , Thi, "'"' 
done in order In ""pi'"'' the widc,l ray, of light from lhe ,,,urcos, Sec Figure 45_ If 
ray' " f lighl arc lo't due to rdlection and ab,orpliun on lh" m, iJc ",rface of the llle ta l 
ca,ing the total light ou tp ul would red uce an d inten,ity of lhe jimng "",I empirical 
predLclions would become in,""lid_ \\ih"n cl u, tered closer togethe r. there arc h,,", 
c"<Jllv"ctiun and ~onducli o n problem' that lllust b<; cunSldercd in the meclwnical 
















.I. R. I Fint S'lUrcc Te.'·' He,mit.\" 
The fluorescent fitting was tested m (he ,ame beight a;; wa, te,{ed i" th" hLJ' (1.3m). A 
si" gle LED was al;;o {e;;ted_ ['hc", rCSLJIt, are "ngnJ"ant nr the I;,ct that the 
pll'J10metrio te,(ing equipmenl of Ih e bm company and the one used for lah t",llllg "'" 
of lbe ,ame lype (purpo,e) bLll ate nOlthe same ki nd (hr"nd) hnm here on though, 
"II t",to w"re tn f><; don" WJth the ",m<; Ex lech illllminaoce photometer [95 ] Sec 
Appendix C for {he photome{e,"s data.,beet 
.J.S.2 Pla,:emellt 'if LED." 
for uni form 1 ight dislrihution, tlVo cboice;; e,i,,- Ei th~.,- 'P""" I h" li ghls d%e1' 10 each 
nth"r '0 Ih"l th"re " r,,,th,,- nycrl"pping. or introd llce collimming oplic;; to refract 
ra<.iiallighl rays from {he outer edge, oft)", source clo,,,, 10 th" ,kl,,,,,d illuminated 
"",a 
A 200 h"lr-"ngic "",wing angle rnr U-:D beam intersection was first considered. This 
g"vc " ,ii"""ce or 29mm f><;lwc"" Con",""livc opti,"1 "xes, ExtlllpGlati"g li'om an 
o,'erlap of peak intensity in addition 10 twice the inlen,it}' ol 20" (92% nr re"" 
imensily) give, the approximate illu"""aoc" alth" dc"i",d ,ii,wnoe, The towl ettect i, 
a mulliplicalion of 2..1 of/he inre>15iry The lux level at the ~en!er region, of the filting 
( if LED, remain in (he linear armngemeut) a di'tance of 1.3m oway" predict",i to bc 
3.12 (- 2.4x1,3), Th" i , nnt (h" 1no>-l npli",,,l ,<""idermg Ihat the column of light 
bclov. the ce"tet of the l1uing is hound to h" th" mosl co"ccnl"""d with hghl. The 
lumimire will be viewed by a passenger who,e expectation i, {hm the area bclow it he 
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'I~" ... ~ : ,\' ~"I" <l1'I,l.""",,,, .,d ,d.,h, in"n'i!)' ". <,I. p b.,<d ". ,~" 1,1 .. """"" "r l~ • 
• "d , I. 1.1Ih "hh • 10 d.~",· 100,,, ... <li,,,, [~ I "";I' .I ""." of Uat,,~«, inlv,,,,""" I 
T~ liN [i<)11131"'<) j, th ~ leng1h ~'w.'-" ",ure~ a11d 1,-",,- '\'L • ,Ii,un<" (\f ~O"'m 
b<:!WCt" .QU'~'" ""Il l~n' , Ike rIM,·..,om of ~ LED, j, d";ig",,,d '''' foltQ"'" l.;'nl( 
")" hl~"rJ'- 1110 LED! a ..... ntctltal~d t 4,'m "'''y rrcm ~a"h ,,1),.,,- I'h" ,-, ~ '"'")' l~r8C 
dj't:I.I ... ·t ,"'lbiJ,:,in,: ,1\:0, ~ po;", ...:1<,,..,0 '-, tlo """" than a f", 'qw,c n,illim~'L"" ,n 
",e. Ihi< '''to.::"al<pac''i! ill runh~r rrd",..,d h"Ci'...,C ,h~ mdal "",in8 giH~' h~' 
(i,\l-lS It,ll "," h... ,,,m~i""t h' hold 1\ Lr.D<.lI that 'I""';ng 
I he ""~!, .. h ... I,,,",· I,e a tdati. 1>11,' im''fr'~talton "r mlL-n,ny h~'L-d (In ang"bT 
iO'~I"'«1too of sp;l1I11 d"",b"n,m .,,.J Ih.· p. .. 1. "r <1rull.,.'l b.!IDl, :rnd 1\.:.1" t~ 
'" ,,.lal'l'in! (I f ~~"h ~M" ~n,'1:1< ,h~ <>th~, This is w\m' " L-'P.'-"1L"<I (and g.linOO) i f 
noth'ng S(J'.orJI~' hgltr ....... ,," (",m iiI .... ,uOnm"nt It will. 10. d<'g' ..... L~'mr<--n'''te 
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Fi~u,,' .), 'n~"b, dhpl,,-,',",,", .nd ,,'I. ,h,- i,','"';') " ,,'. I,p b .. ,d"" t~(' pl.«m." , 01 '''0 
"n" ,i, LEI"" "I. • W d,~,· .. ;n' ''-''T'io" IM.nipll'","" uf Il""hm illform""'"1 
- --, , -, , ,. 
j - , , , ~ .. C-• -I •. H--- T • .. ~ . - < < < . < " , . , • • • • , .-,...~- ...,.. . _ .-,- -",,,,.,, 
in"",it}' "~(' " Vl'ci"~ ,,," U l~"< to~ .. ~"., I "" po int !"urm <p,,,d t. on"" I' "~"'< <"cn 
,,"reo ,mill 5ll"'. of it! I><,n\l in""'i ~, !'1, nip "IOCio" of Lu,"on 11:2 lJ,u'~«l ;,,[0''''"';''"1 
R"f"rrin~ to the '"S,, [t, in T"bte [7 , th.:; pcak inte" ,;ty results ofa ,i ngle LED ",;11 not 
be sufficien t;il" di,wn"c or [,.1m, <;om;rlcring tllm the centre of tile LED "'as so ughl 










4.9 1 nhcrcnt q unlitic, of Ll:J), ami optic ~ ulut iun s 
' t"l", tedmo logy loa.' been de;;igtled to reduce the thermal SU"ess on tll<: di, in order lhal 
more light is oxtwcted [rom the ,." ti", p acka~e, How""r. ""cause of tile tlew LED 
e,wap,ulant design. the viewing angle is so large and has a ha lf-inten,il)' vlCw lllg 
angle of 1200.140°, Thi' ""ult, in a 10'" o f li~ht inlo a 'pac, needi ng tlO light 
For wh ite LED, it rnay seem cotllril<lictory to me optic, "' th. technology Tadi:!t" in 
a 2., hemi'pher. as oppos<od to "ilCuum lub<: kchn()logy that radiate itl an entire 
,phe", (4n), The Idt."''''t LED, ray' in F igLLre 49 me redirected, A[ter working oul 
th e I>hysicallim its ofllle propo,.d optic used to inerea," Ih, efficrcncy for Ih e iinai 
fmrng, we [abricalC-U a Ie." ,. 
\ 1/ " " 
fi~"" H: C.II;m";"~ opri" "'" t he ,,,"<cl'\ ,,[ 'enwion , ,<froNio . and "nWio.·r,f .. ",io" 
'0 .h ,p' li~ht r";', t. "H'""'" ""j"J J;,\rih , 'i,,,, (kf< on,,,' LED) 
4.9.1 Type, of(lpti{"ul 'T"ems 
For thi' 'y'1em. it w", nec."ary to di"",iminak b<:lwecn lwo ",ain 1"'1"" of optic" 
M lnely IIMglng and tlotl ·im.1ging systems , Imaging sy'tems u'an,[(O, a represcn,"ll()n 
o[ the object '0 Ih, (kkctor (i ll uminance photo meter. eye etc.). In thi' "ppiicatKlll we 
Jo 'lOt require imaging. :>Ion-imaging ,y"em, co llect. d"p<."""', resize. locu, or 












\to"urc, energy tra'l< ,mttcd th roll~h tllC 
I CLl> ,v,!em 
S~'''cm' .bilily 10 .croLlLHlc>{),le br_~c tielcelur Me" 
(I{ "'<"" si", -.-. __ .. -
MlnLIIlUIIl 'ULg,Mr >ep,,,,, ,ioo '''<tieti bel"'«n l "U 
,-",jeel' LlL ' ''-OCT fN len' '~"I<IIl 10 JI>lLlLg,"']' doell] 
Th~ {Ii,tance ii-om len' 10 o~jc"I/" "Jr"c or ICl1~lim,ge planc Iypifics lhe 
Ch"n,Cleriz'l ion c)f an oplical syslem ,olurion . The rei'li on,h ip i.' ~n c)wn "' the 
coni"gme di,,,,,,ee,. Appli""liol1 M,lulicHl s can bc di,·idcd inlo Ihree Iype, of 
Cc)njLLgmes; FinildFinil~. In/;nite!!,,/;nil" an(i In/;"ildFinile_ A finite/fi nite cc)njugate 
design IOcu,cs ligh l rmm " ,ouree ,]own 10 " .'poL An tllfini lciinfil1ilc eCHljugalc 
"rplic"lion l.kes incc)ming collimJle(i (parallel) hihL c h.ng~, the heam diamder 
accoaling 10 the ,n;'gni I1c"tlOn roml ,md emi r., Ihe co ll il11a lcd ligh l, whil e "n 
mfil1 ilc/fil1ilc C,)\,jLLgalc design cc)mhitles Ihe pt'oce" of fc)Cl"ini a .,ourcc pl.ced al 
infinilY down 10 a s"1<,11 'pol. This "rpli"mion i, an infi>lirdfjnire one 1%1. 
4 .10 liI al Frcmd Optic 
While t'c.1lizing Ih.11 OLLr aim wos Ie) re(iir~CI p~ak inl~nsiry of Ihe K2' , (ii.mihmion 
I'allern, prc'Sc"·,, li Ol1 or Ihe liXhl energy i.' esscnli aL Thi.' tnw;! ~e d!mc wilhoul 
squ.;;hing Ihi.' (ii>lribUliOt'l pan",-n by a random scmtor of ltghl. Collimating oplic" 
"Orru; in Iwo ",,,-iel ies: 
• Rcllcclin~ 
• R~fi-acring 
Rcned i n~ element' commonly use cayiries wilh rnetalize<i coating. They hav~ a 
stmight or r,,,abo lic rroflle. Rcfrading "olfim,"ing orlics has bccn "",d c'lcnsi,ely 










.. k'''~I'''~~ Idu~1 pl~1)" ~,o.d ",11&1","<11. Rd=nng ~l" " ~'" m""-~ ~n;"tc" 1 oW 
un, (orm than Ih~.,. rtll«IUl& (lfId ""n-<.-."llim'Hnt: d .. ",~ 
Thre.. lens f)Pfs lhal are f>O>s,blr "",,,,,1) c"DCap>nla, ,,m. nat F ..... ""l or Total hUrInal 
i!en"c:uon l n Rl lenoes. Wlto:n e<.>nsillfiing Ihe phy, ..... l ronsua,ms .nd Imn",,' raclOrs 
rrlJ.ed IU .h,s apph~auon tl>c flu f" .... nd IS ,he ",,,.1 """"",a., De!i'n" Ihr aMoc:iatrd 
kr< ..... 11«.' 11 ... f'""",,1 ,,·,11 he 11$,,-"<1 ,n Ihe n"'~...., di'...:tion,. can be ~ ... n on r~u.~ 
" 
Mmimal 
loss be tween 
optiCS 
. 
















The rrcsn~J optical .Ielllellt is " r~fr"Cljng Iy p" co li im<ll ing l~n' and FiguT. 53 is " 
grapb ieal rcpr~,.ntation of tho concept of 'h~ r ,esn.1 that turns" 1m-go plano -c'ollvex 
c,pli~ with cur\'allO'c (a'pheric sur/;,ce) into jagged edges_ 
1 - -~, 
L[ --'---'Drafts L-'_~-Slopes 
rhe [irst of 11", rerrading _lype len' Jc,iW'cJ" a In .. itliona l Fresnci wllh cCKl~cn"ic 
Jagged-edged prisms that form" l.llS, S~" Fi~'ln. 55. It sball be rd",,~d to as th. 
Ci,,"la, Fresnci. The second, an a<iaplalion of the firsl design. is ,-albl Ih c Linear 
Fresnel. It extends the j"~gcJ edge , o r the Fresnci rc~ion down the I ~."gth urtbe lens, 
Sec ri~urc 56. Laborawry te'tin g and then tillal manipulmion of th~ luminair" lbr 
implemen ta tion on the b",,, dj,c u.~,cd in dewil in the nexl cl,"pler fnvC.'lig"ling the 











'.~ .~ ...... 
, , .... .' 
• 
11 i~ ~,ptC1Cd d~ll 1hc hglll1r3\~ls lrom the "hite LED 10 3 lID'qU.;ly d~Jgnc.J lens 
""(;"'~ ""', "h~"~"" lh~ ,h''''li,~' of Ihc ..... 3'1> nf h,;hL The ~~'lfll""~ UflJ:I .. 10 II,~ 
""'''''ll of Ih~ LEO (len",,' <Jf U : I) die) ,..,11 b.:("()TT1C .mal!;'-. al .t..: r ... fid.J 3, a lesuh. 
Th~ ,it:at;ra"'. 3I'~ a ""''''1",111'''''' <If the 'r.a!ial ""t.:1I(Oll palk"n" (If "hile Larnl"' .. "~n 
Ll'.lx T"'" ,~I~liOl"h,p IJf the"! 1igures " that {lief. i, an angculJr chango. Ir"t11 0-
(1l','.1\; mlcn,ityl '" lJ') ' ("10"",, fero mkn'''yl rhe manipul",i"" of tl", ,pccific 
outf>U1 pmo!'!! , ~ ",,~,I ()I I '''''Shl frn'" """,ce Ie' 1 .. ,,_ distance hoetw"",,, """h ."'''lrec 










The r~ason why we had chosen a L""a" f"eslld arra"gelncm " Ixcau,c Ih~ hu, 
lighllng arrang~IIKonl ll1 ,k,oc In ~ partIcular f"'hion. See Figure 40, The lJgh{ ,{ the 
top and bonom of {he rectangle with shorler wiulh ",mall" ulKoollimaled ... hdc Ih~ 
rays lhat ar~ likdy to hlilhe ~y~, ofpa,,~ngcrs alnllg the ai,les ond to the window ore 
lumcd ,k,wnwanh. It is 0);;0 ba,ed on glore reduc,ion for passe"gers that 'talld in lh, 
bu" 1<", all pa"eng'rs are ,eated ",hell the h",,, \11 u,c. bllmallng the ongle of each 
1ll1car groove wm, done using Snell'" law of RefractiolL Th"ee groo,'e, 011 each ,ide 
were u,ed i"i,ially from ,l,., opLieal axi, to cojjimate the lIght. The fir't order 
approximation is Impo"ant for maklllg initial estimate, aod desig"illg a system alld II< 
limits (ho", loose yoo warn to he on efrlei,"cy of collecting the light). 
The rotio of the sine of tile angle of incidellce to the ,ine of tl,., a"gl, or rcfraClinn ;, a 
co",tant given ,ha, the inciu'''1 ray, rcfrac{cu ray and ,h~ normal to th<: surface at the 
po",t of incidence all lie in one plone. The refractive i"dices of illcident alld ]'efr""'ed 
ray In,uiums were con,idcred_ S","c thc anglc that we have cho,en to limn {he 
Fresnel i, a 60" viewing allgle, {hi, has ,et OUl' placemel~ of ,ach LED 011 Ihe ",me 
,url"cc al a particular ,h"~l1C~ fmm ~aeh other. Nnw we can ",' the final orea oj 
illuminmion ond the limn of the angle of di,,,,butioll_ Thi' '''gle ",illlJe ill the angle 
of",fiec,ion al 'he edge ofthc Fr~'ncllcns, A, th~ <xlg~ ray (limit), the calculation or 
angle which we "et to ~(f' from the optical axi". The mecho"ical axis is !l",,, take" as 
[)'" epicenter ofa ,i"gle LED_ 
w~ have cho,en lhat 'he ""ensily rallge or I(J'JY, 10 ~O~'. w,lllx tnm'mi11~d wlIhnUI 
any refraction. The half-,mgk Vlcwing angle from 0° to oppro,immely 35" will "hine 
directly through {he convex-shoped Ie",. The next ,{ep j, to define {he ",eiuent angle, 
of ,he h~,"cl and with whal accuracy we wi,h to r~l;-aCI the light wltb a vIewing 
angle l>etween 3Y ond 6(10. We "hall hep {he initial ue,ign "'''pie a"d use th]'e, 
grakd angle< On ~aeh ,,,Ie "fth<o optie~1 a,i, 
The center of each i, set to ",m the angle, to colli mote the outp,K of the LED, _ These 
incidem roy angle, are 39.1", 47.4' and 55 _8". The ongle of the refrac{ing 'UI'face 










Table 22: Physical characteristics ofthe linear Fresnel lens design 
Linear Fresnel 
Radius curvature (mm) 
Facet Number Facet angle (8) Pitch (mm) Relief (8) 
1 54 4.165 0 
2 61 8.33 0 
3 66.5 8.33 0 
In trying to work out the angle of incidence, angle of refraction and the angle of 
orientation of the top exiting surface of the Fresnel we needed to manually draw and 
calculate angles. The top surface is then worked out based on the initial refracted 
property. By extending rays and normals to surfaces we were able to solve for the 
angles. We then realised that these results were limited to a certain orientation. A 
more comprehensive set of result was needed. Thus, manually calculating the values 
of the incident and refracted ray angle from the normal had to be done when the 
orientation of a parallel surface - to the first medium of contact - was changed in a 
clockwise direction. See Figure 57. 












4.10.2 Other configurations for the lens design 
The design of this lens is being checked against another. Although the fundamental 
technique for collimating the light rays will remain the same, a Fresnel with 
concentric serrated edges will be used to see the effect it renders. 
4.10.3 Incident and refracted ray angles for multiple media 
For clarity, Figure 57 should be referred to in the following discussion of ray-tracing 
design. For the region of Fresnel refraction: 
• Incident ray OP has a calculated angular range between 35° and 60°. 
• The angles are split up in three divisions so that each will have their own 
'Fresnel edge'. 
• All angles between 35° to 60° are converted to radians. 
• The refracted ray angle to normal is calculated from Snell's Law 
n, = sin(i)jsin(r) 
The condition of these tests and results are that the distance between the source and 
bottom surface of the lens cover (focal length) is 35mm. The Excel spreadsheet allows 
us to plug in any desired distance from source to bottom surface. 
The angles of the edges of the Fresnel are floating in space. It was necessary for us to 
calculate systematically these angles in reference to the optical axis and the initial 
plane of contact of incident ray. 
The refracted ray PQ is treated as the incident ray for orienting the exit rays in a 
parallel fashion. The incident angle is taken from the desired exit ray QR that is 
parallel to the optical axis (centre of the LED). 
• Second plane of incidence is rotated in the clockwise direction. 












• Now sin(r)/sin(i) = n is the equation for the calculation of refracted angle to 
incident based on the material's refractive index. 
The difference of the angle of refraction, the amount of angular rotation about the 
point of incidence and the initial plane parallel to the first incident plane is calculated. 
If the calculated angle is 90°, then the collimated ray is perpendicular to the first plane 
of incidence. 
Once the angle of incidence of the ray PQ is parallel to the normal of the second plane 
of refraction the values of incidence and refraction become negative. This does not 
cause any problems in calculation. Our intention was to find out the angles of the 
Fresnel edges for an intensity range of50% to 100% of the Luxeon K2 white LED. 
These three angles (relative to the the first point of incidence of ray OP) to the right of 
the optical axis when looking down the length of the luminaire are between 53°-55°, 
60°_62° and 65°-66°. For the left side of the optical axis, these angles are 180° minus 
the range. Thus, they are 125°-127°, 118°-120° and 114°-115°. 
Table 23:Physical characteristics of concentric lens design 
Circular Fresnel 
Radius curvature (mm) 
Facet angle Pitch Relief 
Facet Number (8) (mm) (8) 
1 54 7.2 0 
2 61 10 0 













Figure 58: Ray tracing at critical angles. Light is extending from source through the plano-
convex lens to the lit environment. 
4.11 Lens dimensions and calculations 
4.11.1 First order approximations 
In designing the convex section of the concentric Fresnel lens, a first order 
approximation that does not account for aberrations of the system is done. This also 
known as geometric optics. Properties of the optical platform such as height and 
conjugate distance are variables considered through the design phase. For the lens 
itself, the parameters such as the refractive index, medium it occurs in and the radii of 
the curvature of the surfaces can be calculated by using a 'lens-makers' formula. 
Two steps are considered. For the area between the optical axis and edge ray i.e. 
before the beginning of the Fresnel design, a geometric optics technique to collimate a 
point source's rays is considered. 













f = focal length 
n = index of refraction of the lens material 
R 1 = radius of lens surface nearest the LED 
R2 = radius of the other lens surface 
T = thickness of the lens 
The focal length is long (i.e. the thickness of the lens T is less than one sixth of the 
diameter of the lens). These two conditions and a final consideration, the light 
sources' flux distribution, change the above equation. 
A correction factor C for the spherical aberrations that occur due the edge rays of the 
LED not being close to the optical axis, is used in the equation. The radius of the 
bottom surface tends to infinity (Rl = 00) thus the final equation becomes: 
~= c(n-J-l ] 
j LR2 (4.2) 
The correction factor of C:::::1.35 will produce good results. The question of under-
collimation and over-collimation, and efficiency of light capture and transmission are 
treated generally. There are more advanced methods of collimating light but it is far 
too involved for the application under consideration. Maintenance, cost of purchase 
and vandalism are also deciding factors in the choice of design and material used. 
What we want to calculate it the radius, all the other variables are constant. 
R2 =jC(n-l) (4.3) 
When n= 1.5, C= 1.35, f= 35mm the radius of the curve of the lens will be 28.64mm. 












__ F __ --' 
Figure 59: Infinite/finite optical system 
4.11.2 Paraxial elements 
These paraxial elements (equations) have been taken from an industry application 
brief titled, Integration of Optical Systems [97], produced by Edmond Optics. They 
are renowned for their optical systems. They serve to predict throughput of the lens. 
(4.4) 
where NA is the numerical aperture and e is the chosen viewing angle of the LED. 
The numerical aperture is the cone of light accepted by (or emitted in other cases) by 
the lens. 
f /# = (1/2NA) = f /CA (4.5) 
Where f is the focal length of the whole system and CA is the clear aperture of the 
lens. It should be noted that the larger the f /# the smaller the throughput of the optic. 
An increase in NA occurs with a decrease in f /#. 
a=tan-I(Hi/f) (4.6) 
Where Hi is the image height. Since we are designing for each LED to be fixed along 










When 8 is 70°, the numerical aperture NA is 0.57 and the diameter of the convex part 
of the Circular Fresnel will be 45,89mm. The f /# is 0.8717. 
4.12 Etendue concerns 
Etendue is a geometric quantity used to characterize an optical system independent of 
its flux content in order to conserve energy in light collection. Etendue determines the 
maximum energy transfer of the source and thus the system of components will not be 
able to transfer any more energy than the smallest etendue element [98]. The aperture 
and cone angle define it and a system can only conserve it or decrease it. 
Theoretically 100% etendue conservation is possible (but practical 100% flux transfer 
is not - the etendue formulations are not concerned with optical loss from reflections 
and absorbance). For example, if each successive element in an optical layout has 
slightly larger acceptance etendue than the previous, the etendue at the output should 
not be reduced [98]. Etendue equations are taken from [99] and [100]. 
Etendue is as follows: 
£ = r.: .II cL-lcosecD (4.7) 
For a small source area of A,..: 
£ = Ac I cose dfl (4.8) 
Since the radiation pattern can be defined by a cone of half angle B1 : and the integral 
is integrated from 0 to this half angle, the equation becomes: 
(4.9) 
It is common for the projected solid angle D.,.., .to be defined: 












Thus the etendue becomes: 
(4.11 ) 
The optic etendue can be expressed in terms of the focal length, f-number and CA as 














It is likely that the product of the aperture area of the collection optic and projected 
solid angle is less than the limit for the system. There will be a loss in efficiency. If 
the optic's aperture is not big enough to overcome the etendue of the source there will 
be additional losses [91]. 











These losses may be calculated based on the condition that Ailiource ~ AQaptics . 
The area of the source times the projected solid angle of emission defines the limit of 
etendue. If the product of the aperture area of the collection optic and the projected 
solid angle of the output light distribution is less than this limit, there will be an 
efficiency loss defined as follows [91]. 
AQoptic 
Effic i e ncy: ------''-------
Ailiource 
(4.17) 
Another consideration is that efficiency may be changed (increased or decreased) 
either by changing the focal length or the aperture area. This will be shown through 
experimentation in the dark room. In Table 24 it can be seen that shortening the focal 
lengthffrom 35mm to 25mm for each of the four lenses, the efficiency is increased. 
Each element (of which there are six in this design) has an equal efficiency with no 
element being different in structure. It should be noted that the maximum aperture 
area is fixed as this is a constraint of the luminaire's metal casing. No comparison can 
be made between the etendue of these lenses and their respective configurations and 
that of the fluorescent lamp. 
Table 24: Table of optical collection efficiency for the two lens designs and their respective 
orientations 
Lens CA f f-
half 
Optic Source Collection 
angle 
type mm mm number 9 etendue etendue Efficiency 
CF 104.0 35.0 0.3 56.1 17.3 25.1 68.8% 
CF 104.0 25.0 0.2 64.3 20.4 25.1 81.2% 
ICF 100.0 35.0 0.4 55.0 16.9 25.1 67.1% 
ICF 100.0 25.0 0.3 63.4 20.1 25.1 80.0% 
LF 145.0 35.0 0.2 64.2 20.4 25.1 81.1% 
LF 145.0 25.0 0.2 71.0 22.5 25.1 89.4% 
ILF 140.0 35.0 0.3 63.4 20.1 25.1 80.0% 











4.13 Utilization of light 
Better illumination is not about more lumens but rather the ability to collect the usable 
light efficiently [101]. This is the true measure of success of the design. The 
redirection of the light traveling at degrees beyond 71 0 is done in order to use that 
light within a specified area. The graphs for the representative spatial distribution for 
the white LED array and the optic solutions are an indication of the ability to render a 
more efficient solution. Conserving the available light is what is being attempted by 
using more of the available light at the detection surface. More of the light energy that 
is produced is now used. 
4.14 Circuit solution 
4. 14. 1 Using Luxeon's K2 HB LED 
In deciding on using one of the three listed LEDs, flux per package and current drive 
played a significant role in this choice. The Luxeon K2 offers higher lumen output at 
lA with the capability to be driven, if required, to a current of 1.5A. The trade-off 
though lies in dissipating heat away from each package/source effectively without 













































The efficiency to current drive is approximately linear but negative relationship and 
there is no best/optimal operating current that would allow us to drive the array at a 
particular bias except that a lower current would render a better efficiency (lrn/W). 
Based on the datasheet, each package emits 100 1m at IA. This gives an equivalent 
luminous output to the fluorescent fitting. The optic will increase the intensity in a 
particular zone below the luminaire but the transmission of lens and proposed optic 
solution reduces the expected usable lumens by approximately 15.4% from 600 1m to 
507.6 1m. 
4.14.2 Design of drive circuit laboratory testing 
Interior illumination of automobiles reqUlres reliable long-life solutions. A circuit 
forms part of this long-term solution. The energy source of this automotive 
application is a dc battery rated at 24V. Typically, a battery does not get charged to its 
set capacity. Usually it is considered within a range of output voltages based on state 
of charge, use etc. Variations in battery supply voltage may depend on load and age of 
the battery too. The choice of 6 LEDs is primarily to do with the optical requirements 
of the application. However, the forward voltage bias of the 6 LEDs also matches the 
input voltage supply from the buses battery supply, which makes the design process 
less complicated. Because optical efficiency is one of the primary considerations of 
this thesis electrical efficiency will also be discussed. Circuitry with dissipative 
resistors will have to be considered initially so that the laboratory tests can verify the 
electrical characteristics of Luxeon K2 over a range. 
Given the multitude of available power supplies that may be bought 'off the shelf the 
efficiency of a circuit designed for laboratory testing was not strictly set. A simple 
solution that would operate within range of the bias conditions and limit current flow 
beyond a set maximum drive became the parameters of design. 
Range tests (like that of Figure 60) were important because illuminance output versus 
power over the range of the current needed to be represented and then chosen. A 
linear regulator was used. A positive voltage regulator, LM317, was chosen. It gives 
an output voltage adjustable over a 1.2 to 37V to supply more that 1.5A of load, hence 











VI LM317 Output 
Input VADJ 
Ci t R1 Co 
001"FI IADJ r 1W 
Figure 61: Linear regulator circuit design (Source: LM317 datasheet) 
For an input voltage of 24V and a forward current of lA, the output voltage can be set 
to 22.32V with the following equation taken from the datasheet [l 02]: 
( 4.18) 
Setting R2 = 90 gives R
J 
= 10. Capacitors are neglected. The thermal shutdown 
occurs when nearing 1.5 A in the case of this application. 
4.14.3 Bus Implementation Circuitry considerations 
Given that we are using 6 Luxeon K2 LEDs, variations in temperature, production and 
supply: 
• Forward voltage range: 18.18V - 29.4V 
• Battery voltage range: 18V - 28V 
• Temperature range in bus: 5°C - 50°C 
The ability of the design to deliver 1A with little variation in lumens delivered is 
important for longevity and task perception. It has been pointed out earlier that current 











4.15 Th~rmal Consideration. 
• lIow muc h h~'l",~ we ~xl"'cllng to nlnawai' 
• Consider cost constmJnls In relation 10 thi, [her"'al ,"U" (hf~time 
degradation) 
• What are the curronl design cllnslrainl,? 
-I.H.i importunt Thermal Propertie,,' of i.E IJ.I' 
Ou, aim i, (0 e", ur" that th~ litdime of the LED i, optimised through managi n ~ thc 
many lomrcr"lmc phenomena. IJal,,,,hee'" for the li ght ,ouree, descnbe the effecls 01 
multIp le LEOs on on" PCB and how to "",t arrange tlK:m tll reduc~ th" impact they 
will h"vc on each olh or. It must he nLlted lhal the cllnJillon, un{io, which we a'e 
le,ting this lin ing aIe din;'",nt to the dynamic conditiL"" of the bus. Anothor CLlnCefn 
is that we are unable to .strielly stick tll the instrucli Ll'" given in the,~ dL>cumenl> 
[1031 1'0 10" lhe li fe-tempe,a lllre UepenUe'Ke of Ihe LEOs wou ld iJe " ti111e 
com ummg exe,""e, for the "wlieation. the illumination k,t, are mo,t important 
l[ll"'C',"" il I.S imro rtan l tll show lhal wo havc de,i b'Tl e{i a p"",ive heal , in king 'y,lem 
""coaling to well-known procedure. TI,is data will th~n guid~ u, in making 
rccllm" "'ndallLln, fll' "roaling tho CLlmplole lumina i'e. 
-1.15.1 PCB ThermallJe.l'il:" 
for the I'''t design, 4 through-ho le via, ",ere drilk:d unde r e""h LE IJ, 11,e PCH "a, 
dlL),SL"Tl 10 hoc douf>ie·,ided, 'lbe Ihroug h-hole via, were plated to lurther incI~JSe the 
heat conduction path. In exc~s., llf .UW from eac h ,llm,e mu,l hoc d i"'p' tod 1'0 
cn,me lhal Ihere i, phy'ical conlact belween the iJa,e plate of the LED. conducting 
gre".'" between PCIl upp e1' surfac~ and the LED" was u,ed 
,'Ie have ,emoved other e0111p<lnem, li"e r~sistors and curr~n t contml circuitry from 











,mn~gement Qf thc light sources will k _ Ttk ctk,-!S of agillg h"d lxcll considered " ' 
lhe daL!,h~~" 'P'-"";< Ihal each I1 ghl '"' ,Hee r lateaLJ ~fier an initial fX'al: [IM]_ We 
-ran- tile LEDs for li nigh' ~f,'rc t~,l' ,,1x:1-~ dnll e. I -h~ cLJfTent r~m"i",-d c"",I,ml 
thr~ugillhe "our,e ~f th~ t~st, and anrihme it w running the device ~\ ~rnight 
-1.15.3 Thumal rnis/m,a of mul/iplc-~miller Luxeon SJ prnduCls. 
rh~rm"1 r", iswnc~ is J~,eTl~eJ as Ih~ rali" ,'f "-'"p'-.,-aILJr~ difference to lhe 
"'fTespomling PO" or di<sip"' ion 
Junction tcmpcmt Ul" 












Mulliple wUO'ces cin'ten,d together' 
RII, .=RII, ,IN (4 ,:' 1) 
Thcrm10l tc,i'Lance e)f multiple emine", 
./.15.4 Choos;"C Q Ileal Sink 
Ii i, imporLanl La !lut, thal all tost rosuils from the Luxee)n 1")l;'e[ light ,ourcc ther",.1 
design .pplic·mian brief 11031 are 'aken frurn a ,Iu,cd volume to<t f,{" te) oontrol the 
frcc Ce)nvcrtion and to lmprewe 'CI",mahility. Initially 0 nominal temper"tur< of 2ye 
was taken hut a, the LED, reaohed titeir 'Leady-'t.lC temperature,. illis temp'ramre 
ch''''ged. With illese bets in mind. the ,pplication brio[ was ' till suught JUT d"il,'ll 
inj,'rrnatian, Th, ,pacing t><;twe,n ~TI[ille" ,,25mrn hUI they al,o give spccific.!ie)ns 
fOO' ,whoe OrCO' of [JO"ible hem sink' when the PCB is densely pac·ked , Fwm Figure 
9 in [IO:!l an oV"·OSlimate of Lhe ,urface . rC' to amnien! to ba s< therm'l 
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The design need, [0 "" rc, i,ed [," a mm,rn,r " f rc""",,s, I-he UnlortullJte thing about 
n,ing gl"" tiber b:;[W eell copp.,,- cladding i, lhal [hey ar, 1"'<" [hen;,al cc.ndUCtor<, 
"j,h ~ lhermal cnnduct; "ily of 0.0_' IV mk A ,il1gl~ fw:"t-s:n k ,,,,, ne~ded. ~ca= lhe 
spHcing "f lhe LED, were ;.0 clo,e to e~ch other TIli, CO "'pOLHld~d Ir.e amounl of 
heal :h~llleeded 10 be di"ipmed ~nd Ill" lr.en,,"1 ""rael On ""ch ':ght ,ouree, The 
physic"i h",i" nflr.e ;m, would TI()~ ali,w. for i: 10 tll 11c,,,ly illlo Ih~ melal ca;ing of 
lb. lnl11inajr~ Th~ orienmioo of~ s ink "freel, de"gn, aTld 'hi' PUt the cnrr"11I design 
m" i\mher di>Jd\,.mi1g,,_ 
n",,; il be"~me· nece"",, for each oflhe Ij-: I), to b:; mounted direc:ly omo ii' o" n 
.lIuTTlmiuTTl heal ,mk, Un I" 0 full longtl" of wrolxnrd_ 6 iC]lli1rcs Ihe si/c of ~ h~ whil~ 
LED b",e where· cbisekd ~w~y 10 ~1l0\, direct "nnLacL I-he kgs w~re hem upw"rd, :0 










J'1<.h LUA,;(ln K: h1J >I, o"~ )"J I ""~ r", 1,,0 TO""'",. I)" r,\~l. OC",,,,," In, "",,,of 
,,,el, I ~I) P"u i, ,,,'1 ~ lecl.;""lly ","'un.\, ,,00 ,econdly. Ihe h,"1 g.neroteJ i, in .xc." 
N 3.S\\' fQr .'a;:]' d,OOc 
Con>locnng lhe: vJriJt'Q1ls ,n ' ''!lpl y. \'o l,"~" and current" ,j ngle he~"ink /'0. ~""h 
"hilO lrrJ II,JI c~n reduce J.mcl ;"" l"fflr-:,"lu,C !If arl"o,i ma,dy 1111'(' ;, .s 
loilo" I. These cquJIl< ,nl a,~ ul..o" rn,," [ 11)11· 
(4 21) 
"hen: iuro;,;un ~"'~!1m: .s 11(1'(' and lh. "OJ>I--{" .... aml>icllI lCmpn.ll UK i~ 5(I"C. 
J "",,';0010 3",tn~m "",1~N.'· ",II h.: '" toll"". 
Nil ._ ( r . _T,) 1' - (1~O-SO) 3.n - 188'C II" 
II i< lh~ ha5e 1.<l Jmh'''''1 1"""",,1 rc,i,lanox 11'3' ",II tJ.; m,N ,mronan! or • • 1>0""1lg th, 
h.;~t'tnk R'r e~"h ,J,<Ide. m" '~III<: may he: .lIlainal b~ ,ubtractin~ ~,., Ju''''t;"n t<l hal~ 
(eH") '~IJe from lile JJllC';(Jl' '" amhiClIl \31w.:. "n", jut"'(;"" (" "",,,, \JI....: ,,'.~~n 












118. ,~II(!,,~RB, . ~ 18 . 8 9=9KCIW 
Thi, \'alue n l' 9.8°C/W give, us a jjTHl ed heat 'inl: of the following dirncn,iom : lenglh 
40,8mrn. width 26,9mm and height 12,5mlll. See Appel1dix h for hcal,in" <Ial",h"cl. 
We ran the LED fo .. ,evc ... l period, in exce" of 10 hours witb llO,i(i\'e r.,ults. No 
dcgra<lalion in iiluminanc. was recorded 
4.16 Summary and condus;nn 
Thi' cbapter ha, de""ribed ho" the aulhor arTiv",1 al Ihe GABS inlerior light 
application, Thc (1)<.''-[[1 a1. elcc lrical ,md op(i"al considemTions of th",e LED, ,uilable 
fnr Ib e llllllinaire is given while a single LED i.' cbo""n 10 illu,lra(e thc <k'i!,n nf al1 
interior lighti "g application for abu" QLLalllif)'ing the efficienoy of oplies a,""ilable, 
Ill ermal pressures by The higher cu .... enT requiren"' ''l' and managil1g thc PCH, have 
becll Ji,cussed. 
The spaTial J is{fibuliol\ pane", of Hfl I.hl), wa' thell la""" as Ib e unique problem and 
lhLL' hcCOHlC' lhe Jc,ign con,lrall11, which ne",le<1 to t>e overcOITlC. The use of nOI\-
imaging co llimating optical elemenTs we .. e >oughl to lum ray' (owa,d, lh e srcoifle<1 
a .. ea for ililUllinalio" The ulili/alion nf li ghl i, fur lb er cnhanced. a, Ib e intensity of 












RESULTS OF LINEAR, ClRCULAR A:"fD AVBRII> LENS 
FRESNEL DESIG :"fS 
5. Introduction 
This chapter dis.cus.,es the criter ion for uniformity , Linear and Circulor fresnel ic<" 
designs have been lesled. n,e re, ult, were .-eritied against thi' set of criteria The 
information from the resnlt' and ,na lysis feed, inlo lhe recolllmenualion.' for a new 
ue., ign (hal rodicoL1Cs 'he pe"k "CO" bolw"e n 71J% and 11)1)% oftl,e inlonSlly ]<1be o[(ho 
LlLXC<ln K2 whltc l.ED. The ,uh,equent do,igns are called the Hybrid Linear and 
Circu lar F ,e,~1 lense" The l1,,-,thou, rOT codiT<;c,ing ray, or lighl have hoc-n delailed 
to meet Ihe,e criteria, Results limn testing include efficie ncy plot' ,nu Ji",inmion 
cham 
S, I U niformil) - Lack of st;.ndurd for interior automot i.-c application 
Unhke plants, ",I,iel, react to light roughly linearly, human.s ~,cei\'e differences in 
inlOmily m" I'Jg",ilhmic fa,hion l105, l06J . Tl,e crit.rion for uniformity and how the 
human eye ~rceives uifference, in imen,ily, (0 enSlL", ,·isual COl11ro,t ,nd 'a,k 
p~' loTmance on a ,uTrace " di ,lance a"'ay r'<1 m Ihe """ce, i, impOllJnt gi"on (I,is 
i"ue or pefccpli'ln. n,e IES~A Lighting Ilandbook 1'05 been consulted extensi,'ely in 
oHlel to fully underStand the lahoratory resul" lh' l on Ilrs' impTes.,ion sho" (li,(inCl 
dirrerenccs in inlen,ily and llni lilITmty. It ,t"los Ihal Ihe appearance and chamcter of 
'paces i, greatly depe ndent on dislI'inlllion "w:i the p'llern orligh 1 "nu shaJo" r 11)6]. 
III re lation 1<1 passenger vehIc les, ill uminaoce level, have ,ecommendmions for 











5.2 I umin3nce ratio 
A L'''' imp(JrlaTll sub;C'Cl' rcqu"" dc~ni l i,,,,, aL lhi, "age, lhe,e Lkfll1iliol1' have been 
wh,n ti-nJn 111)6- I-hey an; 'ptlliai di.<rribmion, a perso n-, d"ual field and the 
wIOli{Jl1,hip OL i ,,,"il1J"'Ll ,urf",,, f'nghll1"" knoWl1 J, Ihc luminall/" ratio. ,\ 
,kfiniliOTl for ,pmia l di' lribulioll i, Ihal --in general the lllDre uniform the light 
diwibutiGl1 '11 [he \ i,ml Geld and [he larger ,h ,- arC. II,,, "isuol Lield "nve", 'he beller 
,,,,c ,"eS Ihe visu"l l",k_'-
The \isual Geld C''''Si'l, of ,I~'cc /,'>nC, 'Ihe LiN i, Ihc u"k. ,he ,,-cm,,1 i, lhe 
imrrx:di'lte 'ufT()ul1dil1~' and Ihe Ihini mne " Ihe genon,1 ,urrGunding" n", 
luminance ratio is an "cce)ltable range (difLerel1"e in /,'>nal lum ill allce) Ih,,. hum,m, 
~"T1",,'II}' fee l cOn1L,,,I,,bk ,iewil1g ,-,I,J"c-" ,md c;myil1g nut t:"b . Luminance is 
npressed in candelas per ;.quare met., (cd m') "here candelo is ll"-' SI ulli, LOT 
IUllllTll1L'" inkl"i,y_ ror "i;ual comLorl.lhe lumimm,'e nHioix;lwCCl1 zone I ,md /(~lC 2 
is between 1/5 and 5 times the tasllumil1ance, TI,,-, ratio be lweel1 /,011":\ and la,'" 
1,/10 and 10 li111'> the las. 1,,,,,il1anc-,,, Th<; "" rd" liGn,hips >1~'uld not"'" e,ceed.d for 
lhe )llrpo,e of ,-i,ual ,'Gmt"", in \'i ,nally MmaJlding ta,k, meh as ,tudyillg, '''\\'ill~ or 
~"odi llg !91: 
5.3 lJekctable diffc~ence, 
r" 0 sets nf infonna!i"" ma,- be dn,wl1 from 10 OCticr 1111<krsUmd llUlllal1 re,pOl1,e, 10 











n",,,, "cl '" gui,!,:li1\,;' '\ lbrigll1 ond Both in re>eareh (,)ward unifmm i.'g/IIjni? 
systems for greenhouse emp gre", lh, menti,)n the ",,,,iti, i li", of hllm>,n, ,n ," Iati,m '" 
illtensity dilT""","",, The aUll1m, "ote that light intell,ity (candda) must el1an~e by 
30 to 50'% r,)r Ille l1uman eye to re")g1,,,e the diflcrence [105]. ,\I ,f'Il '''gh If'Ic If-:SN,\ 
T. ighlillg ~hll\h: 1 ,rak Ihol il i, dime"lt 10 Jel1i." a uniform ,"Iue eHry-wiler. witll in 
a 'pae", ~n a desk or e>"en ~ "'mkpbce: a 15% variation 11' Illuminan"e f()f" t",. is 
genen,l ly 'h)icrahk;' [106], 
alld b,:"m.,hal'mg light ,y'te lll rd;;" 10 tile differences in ,p'ltial dimilllltion of 
lamhettian (,osine) "nd "'''''l11g emiller< They "ate th"lth.; laller produces m"" 
u11]foo11 illumination aero". ourJace [107.1, as oppmed I,) the former. but d,) ,wt 
ment ion the eriteri~ again" "hich Ulllfi>rmily w,,' d.",ked . Figure 6~ ill ustnHe< the 
~"~ '-~ "'"""""" """'" ., .. --... '" ....... ~ .. --,-, ,'"'~~ eo.,.· ~_ ,"" .,....,. .... .. ___ , 
l~t\ : 1,j~~ 
., '" .. ". " " ,"' ,'" "':. " " " " ,,, . . ,. ., ,, " .. ..,,3 .. _._. _. ....,. ~""'~ _ , ..-......,.".... --. 
T!J,; abo"Clne ntioned specificmi ,)llS are for ,,",ioli ,)n, In /a.<k illllminance, The 
pu')",,,, of lighli ng in [he bu, is nCJ< f" r a sr>"",r,c la;,k hUl fi>r passenge, safely ror 
a'pcct of de,igll . I{owe,'er. '" il a;'e been de,ign ing a llllninaire retr,)fit \\here a 
byollt dl.1Llge lIla[ necessilates ",,,,-e lumi""ires is undc,uahl". and "",""e unifnrrnity 












L Seemg ,one', luminance ("dim') ie"cl, 
2. Noticeable human difference in illl"n.,il)' (cd) (30-_IO~'. ) 
3. IlllLmmance lc"ci (II'S"A ,c"ommo:;nlicd 3111.\ for ra""ng~T lramportmiun 
.-chick,) 
-i. C)llccli ,)n effICiency (e(cmlue) 
III term, of the crilcl ia and the 'LLb'<>1LLCT11 ana ly,i, uf (h" r"s" lis !,ained, Ihe nUlllc,,;,,1 
ll1""crs arc nol Ihe ,,,me, ' Ih; illurninanw , ',lues detected need to b. converted 10 
int"".,i!y (cd) and luminance (cd/m') . T hi s w"' ,],)[]O 3ml Can f>c [')lLnci In T"bk 25 
(cunl";,,, illullllnance \'"Iue, frum 11027) and Table 26 (contains yalues from 28 to 
55). 1I ,)W~ve,., since we afC able to .;;C" the differencc", .'palially and Ii,,,, Ib" 1m,,!,", 
for ,paliai di,lribulion b",,, been R."dcrcd "'ing Ib" dctcon:d illuminallce vallle,. all 
analy,i, i, based on the.<e. And e,;;e ntially. each of the ,)plieal pn)l"'rlic< C.n l'C 
lciated l<) illuminance by u.,ing lh" labk,. 
The dlLLminance On a plain al a p,,,licLLlor di'lOn"" i, ucl""I,,d. The area uf Ihe 
deleclion de\'ice (since we are only using an illuminance plh)tomclerj is measLLred 
The C,)ne and angk or emill"n"e is wor'cd 0111 from these conslants (height and 
ucl"clion area) ami renders ,olid angle ('teradian) , Lumens. luminance and mlensit}' 
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5.5 I" ilial laboralory {eS IS of lens ob jec ls 
We looked al the ,Ii,tflbution p"ltern, of [he LED, with no kn" with I~n,~, and 
Ln v~rting lh~ I ~n'_ Reading' "r~ tak~n on " gr id with 15 po int, The nllor~sc""l 
proollces the following dimibutwn pall.In , wll.n runnmg "long the ,-.nt,,,1 "X; , of the 
lumLt'"LfC and ov~, [he I's t." PO"lt' 
Compori''''' ci l CQ I.oo.nl I¥llh' ,nd ',-,ilhDlI' I, n. oonl 
10
1 
-----e- No L>rs 
















5.6 Testing of the integ rated optical ,}"iCm 
Ihc numencal efficitnc), doe, not give any idea of the uimibulicH' of li ght aem" " 
hctrizo nlal ,ur/ace " cii ,wHee aw"y from the illmi,,"ire. 1\ few laoora!Ory tests were 
carried (Jut fOT Nllh dc" gn,_ The," rt<ull, arC dtLailcd in pornl fc.rm hcluw 
l. A , inglc IYI) w", [eSleu and compared to that or a len, be'WCL'f! 'OUT,C and 
detection , ur!ace 
2. The etllire lumi".irc i, [esteu for efliciency Tni , i, dOTlC 10 <co whether theT, 
i, • l>art icular power at which the ~ign" more efli"i~m in producing light. 
}, A comp"ri,un of Ihe perform",,,,. or l~ len,e" unde, norma] and lnYL'twd 
<>tientation. is done "nd compared to the b",e condit ion ,GAllS LED ,enof.! 
having no Ie",). This percentage of loc i ncrc,,,~ in Ih~ Inlon,i!y of li ght from 
an illu minance photo meter at " ti~.d poilll directly beneath {he celllcr of the 
luminair, i, plou,d 
-1 The panern of di'tribntion of tbe LED, was cbecked, lso-illum m"oce plots are 
looked at {o see {he dit1;"-ellces ill intens ity "nd {be place, a{ which {hoy occur 
When innrli ng Ihe len",;; the di s{I'iilli lion pattern changes. Th i;; is proved 
empiric"lly, 












5.6.1 /.jn ~ar "'.we/I,ens 
rhe Imear lon' i, abk to tum Ih e ray' along the lenglh an J not the width of the fining 
downward_ 
li~"" n, Sid, im .~" of tI." lumi"i", r~< d"~<d Ii"," .,,' 1~" ",," ,,[ coy, t~"' "".hl ''',..- if 
no I.n, <\i",~. -I ~" lin, .. ~., i~n tU<n ' th'" " ) ' '."'old, 'h , ,.,~"t Il lumi,,"I,," ''''. i"'p "I 
,hi. im'~') 
The 'ratial di",inution when <om r aring a ,ingle LED with no len, and with J linear 
Fr.snd (IF) Ie", is given in Figur, 73, This ha' been expeeied fOT two rca'on.< , A 
10,"" expeTlenced m th e tran,mi«ion of light through a len,,_ Ko light guiding ortic 
i, perfect enough to ha\ie no 10'""', It i, predicted here thai a 10" i, also ",perien<ed 
because lhe dislance l>etw .. n source and J.tector is large, A compari,on [",tween Ihe 
Jala,hce!"s luminou, nux ( 
Figure 74) and detected illuminance ( 
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Too effi~ i e"~y , U'"\" ,', for rh . I " OT~ ~"cn in 
"i~",~ ,~, WhcT1 domg tile 1<51 f," "~ch e rri ci"n c}, Clltv., the Ih~rm"l p'''''n1CI~r' 
"ould not "noll' Ih~ ,' ''ITCn l 10 remain at l 500mA for """C Ih.n a fel>. minwe,_ Li ght 
nutput Ln1,ll("J'~tely b':~i'" I ~ di mini '" until there i, noll~ emitted, h'ch ,eo,l fie ld (he 
c"m:nl rM a r" .... ;~..:ond! btfof~ a rca<ling .... ," l:lk.,, _ 
_ ~c_t_~. 
--;;-;';-~;';':";-:':'~-::-~;';;';;;' :";';';-~' ,. 
Tht di stri bution of6 I "Ih ,p.J.c~d ')5mm _ran with and without" I ~ I"",,,,, 11 i. 
""l,en ~y f igurt 77 tllat th~ "bil;'}, "f'he or1ic to tur n the ray' ofint~n,ity be,we"n 














:!£ " • 0 c IS • ,, 
10 
" 
Compo", ,,, of "", or ".0001 I, n< cont.r}I"'IIO~ 
---0-- No Lon; 
---+-LF 1-3S 
~l2F~~'L-: t~r~"~~ 
~. -~~ .. ~ 
-D_~ 
Fi~"re 77: The !Ibm,) .1 ' h" oP'"" ' 0 (,.lIim.w inl<n,iti" of ~~h t "j,hin 'he h,ll' ,nlll' ,-i. "lnl 
.n~I" j. pro"n. Lomin,j" "",d 1m .~,~ trQ", '00,'0< 
When comparing the re"ulm from a ,ingle LED ",i!h and ""lhOll!. LF .mi" c"mplelc 
lumina",. " evi,ie"i (ha( (he "d<imv • .tre" of multiple point >Durees and m1e1'v"I, 
between them ai,,, pl.), a role in1he eoneentralioo of int .. n,ity.t. task I",int 
c· 
\ ~ " 
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0.2 H C6 oa 
I"'M'~ u,,'" "ldr~ ""~ h r">IIo; "~lh 1-2.50111 
0.5 C""""""":" 
o \ I ~ \ l~) }) i) 
~;-~~/ 
,,!----",OC--,:~o-.~ - ---",," , 
., .{IS .(16 -G ~ a.. c c] J~ C6 Ja 
lon<J1~ In) 
/ 
n ..: (olhm3hn~ ploptny of !h .. d~SI~n l:"'''' OPI'f<lx,,,,,,(d;' a lh=f"IJ 11IC,~a>" In 
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-' .0< 
-I , 1 
.~ , , A -, , 
• • 
I 
• '" "' '" "., ' '''. ,'." "". .-
I-he Nne,nt,;" desigl1 is [he mo't cffi~i""t ill lurning Ihc m:, loward, the task 3.; it 
takes the emire COlle of lighl .",ined between imon,jly range or 50''/, and ~()% d"",n 
lo",ard.; the Ulrgcl . 
~ 
~ 
Compo""',, 01 ere"", ",e'" '~:']-~t-'-'f'-"~-'~-=-=:C'c:='ll 
----ti-- tfo lo" 
----{!- ICF '=3 5 
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c , -J~ -1]4 -D2 O.C 
C. ntro l hi; (m) 
The Dff-a~i, <Iistributioll of the CF "nd ilwen"tl CF occur, becau,,, of aiignmc\lt 
Alignme nt oL'><lurces with artie m"q be complet.]y accurate wi!n lhi.' de,ign. Thi , i, 
not ideal . It 'hall be scen in tn. cham ofiso-iliLLminancc for these I.nses that pooh 
()C"lIT 31 odd pl""c~_ If [he aligl1ment can he made casy Lhrough " "lip_om sleu,,!urc 










(he l unlln~n..,_ Ap"11 frum (h~ .h~"'rn.:1U 1>."..,." (here ., ~ 2:J..1~. met,'",,' n, 
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- '"'" 
nl' .. ~l' n .. _ . ,_,«""~.d,fl ' ......... ,. m",.i.. . ",n", ~"~fO" 00 ., •• , .> .....,. "u'h< ~ 1 '"'0/1,",.,;,,,,, .... ~ ~. n. " 
(l r I F am' ('F " ala 
I he lin~...- I~n' , allh",,!!h h 
di<tnb"r y n..!Ur~ I~ "ul -hf,' " 
((In of C!<Ch I ~ " L""'" ~II. ,("", ..... ,."r~ h1/h. or ,'''' 
un<k<i"bl. a.>..,1 po.~'c ... !!>.: ahil", ,,( - . ~n"',' CQIlC (If 
oul by the: d . ' ~ to.: '" r e .. gl1. nllS,x,;-' )' g huh, fr' ' 'i"dJmibute,l' L' .. <J"~"ca' 
J ~ ,,(m a fif _ LJ , 0,,,, fa,h,on 










wilh a slower gradient over th" 'p"'cifi"J ar"a. The ,llu"""'a"cc 10",,1 is not me l, The 
sp"ciug of tile current 'y'tom ",oulJ have to h<; reduced by I m to 1lI,,.t tile 
reqUlrcll"''' tS. There i, 110 m"rked differellce ill distribution wll"u changing tile f()cal 
l"ugth The panol'l\ anJ ill um",a,tce love ls 'cilia,,' Ihe '''llIC, 
Wheu compal'iug the case, ()fwhilc LED, \qth II, ' lon, co,"", 1<' Ihal oIthe colICentric 
deSlgll. even thO\,gh th"" i, an increase in th" detected iliumillallce. tho distribution 
an d un iformity of pattern "cross the pia"" of detection of ,he' " ,,,Iut,,,n, a"J their 
respective coufigurati",ts are t,~, com,aSlillg. TIle po:;"k imcn,ity i, Illcrc"""d by " 
f"""" ,,[ 3,1 "nd 3 1'0' the no",,,,liy-ori,,ntffi 35mm ""d 25nun focal leugth 
cOllfigurations l'"spoctiv"ly. For tll i.' tk.,ig" ~) he accepkJ thero would n, ,,d 1<' b, "n 
IlJer,,,,,,,, III Ih e Imninance al each elld of th e "r,," of the visual field Th" .'p<llli11£-
dfc"'t i. s"eu to occur twice whon challgi"g 'h" [,,,,,,I kng,h o[ thc 0'- 1<' 15n1m. 
lm'mlllg Ihe d,Slgn re",io:;r, a ,imilar 'pNlmg dfeCT except thm gain in inteu , it), " 
reduced i, '0= ill'tauC"', Tho FWIIM of tho lC~ with J-25mm i, Joubl"d in 
cOlllparl.'o" to the ml"', "",r, ~u,,,'i()II' as a ""ull of th, ,h,'ncr f,,,," 1 lenglh, 
LOn> h),:.lll'"lt. 
_"!IP!___ om1 
F I [>0I"OI.e onl 
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All illumi"a"ce Jaw haJ h,e" conv"ned '" lumiLWlCC. Hut si "cc [he 'p"",,1 
JiSlributi,"" had be"" '''Presclltcd 111 illumH'allCC. II made" easy to eomp",e th e 
v"l"o, "I' the h,millall "" rati," fo' the vlS",,1 tidd. "hich h"' be,n represented as 










peT ,teradian peT n;;;teT ,~uaTed) ",hile illuminatlCe i, the flux per unit area (lumens 
per meter 'quared), 
Two lenses were produced_ Tile Linear "nd ('ircul"r FresJ1Cl ,how di,tJn"( difkTcnc", 
in distribution at a poitl!, deteoted a di.{ance away Irom the source, The concept for 
Ih, tWO d",ign, ",os Ihot th" inl"n,i{y arca of (h" lobe het",een 'W% o"d W% he 
red irected from tile outer edges down toward, the task "rea, The my' of light exiting 
hom the len, 'y,l"m would J1<)W b, pOTalld {o Ih, o,"'Ta l ax" (mechanical axi,) of 
the LEO,_ The m,Lt' de,ign trade-off i, that although we have been , ue"essfLtI in 
in<:rea,ing the utilization of light from Ih, LED, wilh thc two designs w, nove not 
been able to make a more uniform spati"l distribution at a delined level An"",' dcsign 
is s,,~gc,(,d ",n",c the peak of the ,"t"",it)' lobe bet""e" 70% and 100' ,', be directed 
outw"rd" 
We ,,"n 'pe"k of on-axi, inl"nsity g"in. the chang, In FWHM of ,n" new k'" 
~'()nfigUTalion a"d the ,'ariance from maximum to nlJnJmum of the detected 
illumin"nce le"el owr the plane of d"le"tion, Th", "'" labuial"d I(l[ ,aen of Ihe k'" 
de.igns a"d focollcngth eo" ['guratio", and ",n be found ,n Appcndix 1'_ The ,'alue, 
lor ;""n,ily and illumin'nec arc Ihe ,a"", ,inc" the di,t",wc b,,(wc,n ""lTce a"d 
surl""e is 1m "way_ The main design trade-oil is (hat although "'e h",e been 
_,uc",,,ful in i"eTc",in~ the utill/,otion oLliglH fTom the LED_, with the two de,i~ "', 
we have not been able to make a more uniforlll 'pmial distribution "t a defined lewl. 
S.I! Rl~d i rl..,ti n g pCll k intens ity "f the lobe 
Without ch,mging the spe"ification of the LEOs, the directi"e now i, to integrate an 
optical element into the exi_'ting de_'i~ns to redirect the peak area of the eo,ine 
dlSlribution in an ,J1Crgy dlici"nl mann"r. I'h, author is "","rc th"t '''pprc"ing th" 
peak of lhe lambenian di,tribution of while LED. i. nO! de,irable, The author looked 
at the di_,tTibulio" "f a Le\\' desi~I" a"d LEll di'lnb,,,ion potlerns, The ""Ond'T)'. 
oplic ""d on sidc-cmitting LED, "nd th" b"twing LED distribution wa, used as the 












I'hi, is lfw radiation r"llcm or an LED m which th . P"",IUl11LnOLlS intensity ,,,,cms at 
aplTo~im"tely 4(f' Ii-om the n<>rma l. \ 11'Ioro go"en,] <iescription is tl1J1 lhe m.axil1lul1l 
lumiLlo us inton, il), L, angularly di,;pbceu hUl ,[ ill symmetrica l "houL the ,c'11I,.1 axis, 
A batwi ng lens di,nibutes light "ith Il1i , ",me principle Til . peak inten,ity i5 at "" 
angie; ""oj' from th e norm.ai to the centrol axi, y~L <ymToclri cai "OOul LL Ihc end 




F; ~"" ~.l, n,,,, i"~ I,n, 1I~ l lt dl" t1bu'[o" I I OUI 
lOW GlAk[ BATW,NG "NS 
' \ 1--"""" " .. " TA'" l ..... ' -" .,--.,----~'-, , ,,'WOHO llN' 
--,.,c,,"'" 
,.>-.. TW .. ,lIN< 











5. 10 lI yhrid I. CD. rrcs ncl Ocsil(D 
The arealx:lw~et1 70% anu IOO,}; (which tramlale., 10 lhe half-angles of:\5° w if) of 
the spatial (hslnbution pattern of lho K2 I.uxeon LED" 'nOW designed in .,,,ch a way 
that it is directed away Irom the eenu'al a~i, and wward, +45' from lh~ emlral axi, 
Collimation for the pU'P"'" 0 f uli li'ali ot1 "f light 'lill exist, for hoth de,ign." Thi, is 
done for f.()" 10 .15" 
Tho halwmg area i, chat1ged 1" ~d"e~ I",,., to a graded ,lope l""king any draft" S", 
Figure 53, 
5, /0.1 Im'idell/ ,/tid relruele,/ raj' ""g/e' Iur multiple media 
Figu" 57 ,h'Ju ld ~ referred 10 in tM following discussion of my-tracing design , for 
th~ region of batwing rerraction 
• Inciuent roy , herw~en 0" and 45" are rehaeted to an angle of 45" from lh~ 
c,ntral axi' 0 f ,aeh l.l, D hy man ipulaling the cur-'am" of lhe lens. 
• The angles are split up in nine divisions so th't e""h 5" ,egmenl from 0' will 
ha", lhe" own 'Ihl'" Lng angle' 
• The ~f,..c{ed roy angle kl normal i, calculated hom Sne]]", Law 
n. = sin( I) j,in( /') where ns i, lhe refracli ", index 0 r the malC'ri.1 u,ed 
Th, conditiot1 of lhe,"" 1,,1, at1d r",ull, are that lhe di,tanee between the ,ouree and 
hottom surf""e of the lens cover (focal length) is 3 5nun 
The angle, ofth" lacet5 of th" Fresnel are noatlng in 'pace, It wa, t1eee"ary fnr u, to 
calculal" ,y'l,malically lh,,,, angle, wilh "re"nee to 1M optical axis and the initial 
plane of contacl of incident ray. 
Tho refracted ray I'Q i, 1",al,d a' lhe it1eidet1t ray for orienling the nil ray" in a 
pamnel /;'"hioll. The incident angle i, laken /romlhe desired exit ray QI{ ,,45" frtlm 











• Seco"d pl"'lC ofinc,ucncc" To taleu In" dockwise fo,I\; (", . 
• Incident ,mgte, between 45' ami 61f' Ofe collima ted wilh three grooves. 
• It must be nOled now that the w}' of LED light is moving li'om " den;;, 
medium inio o,,~ (hat L' les" de",,, 
• Now _,in(r)/,jn(i) _ n is the equation for the c"lculmion of reii'acted aTlgle 10 
,nciuont ba;;ed 0" the mmeri"r, rdrocl;," index. 
The dlffereTlce of {he JTlgle of ,.efrJction, the onlOll"! of ""gu lar [OI"tion afxlut the 
point or incidence "nu (10;; i"ilial pione pOTu!!d 1" ii,,, iTlcideTlt pl"lIc " ""iculalc,!. If 
the c"lcuialeu <lngle j . 90", then {he collimated ray is perl"'ndiclIlJr to {he first plane 
"fincidence. 
Once (he "ngl~ of incidonce of the ray I'Q is p,wliel to th. n,,"""t of lho second plane 
of TO fraClion {he ,'oiue;; of incidence ,,"d refraction become ""gallve, This ua.:s "ot 
cause "ny pwblems in ""leulat ;o" Our i"tentio" .... ," t" fin<1 ,,"t the 'mgles "f the 
Frc,nd teeth for an imensit}' wnge of 5()'% to 7ff% "nd 7()"/, to I OU% of the Luxeon 
K1 white LED. 
S.l! H~brid Line~r Fres n~l 
Tho hybri<1 Imear lens produce, go"d di,trihution, 1 re,ulb ue'pi!c the reduction in 
illuminance O\'er the test oreo . Larger " iew ing field with slowly decreos ing rate along 
the central axis r"no .... s the nature of the on'ginai dlStrihutio n "r 6 l.ED, with 110 
mtermeJi'te len" Appendix (, holds information of the optical ch,,"cte.-istic;; of the 
linear kn' and (Ii.,trihutio", Tan le:'R rcfcr< to the ph},,;""i Jimen,ion' ofthc f,ed, 
and Figurc 95 graph ica lly represents the compamon between the ,'arLom 
oonfigura!ions of the hybri<lli"ear len, and the ca,e of no len , whe n ",,,cling ,Io"g 
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5.12 l1ybr i<l Circul~r Fresnd 
Th~ hybrid circular l~n' withf- 35mm an d the in\'~l1~J hybrid l~n' atf- 25 mm and it' 
test confIgurations be,t fil th~ cl'it~ria ""t out ~arli~r in thi' chapte,. Th~re i, 'ymmetry 











a~is. A spacing change within the bus would need {o be cOll<iocrcd bUl lh,., wOI.IIJ b" 
a minO! shift (approximately D.15m - D.2m). 
TI .. OCCllrr.nce of two spots in tbe .;hortened focal l~ngth for thc nO<l" aliy o.-LenkJ 
lens put< it out of cousidera{ion dc,pile a collectiou efficiency of 7~,3 ~' •. 'Il", physic"l 
pma meters of the design, which i, d.-ame,.;. causes tb ere to be no bu",a nl y vis ible 
,ha,low, a{ the p lanc 0 1' detection rhi, i, also ,bowu in Ihe sp"iLol di,lributlons 
genemted. Thi, "'0' someth in g (hot cO<lld possibly h"ve been perceived by the U.;er.' 
ofth",,, Iliminaire, !;IYCn lhal lhc pcak arCa i< bein!; rc,l"",,,,J COlllple tely, ,'ppcudix 
G holds inforlll"tion of tile optical cha",cteri,{i" of the circul"r len, and distr ibution. 
rable :19 give., lhc pbysical prorct1ie, of th~ design's facel' lor ~Le coillmaling "rca 
and for the batwing di,tributlon, 
Tablo " '.- l'h) l i co l ehorw,ej"i" of h} hrid <ir<.l. r len. d"i~n 
II}'hl'i,[ 0","1 .. 
f---- -Fre."e! 
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The batwing hybrid lens with two regions of refraction is displayed. The results from 
the spatial distribution of the hybrid circular fresnel lens offers a distinct difference 
from those generated in Chapter 7. The ability to redirect light is a powerful ability to 
possess. 
The etendue of each of the new designs is lower than that of the circular fresnel and 
linear fresnel designs of Chapter 7. The visual field performance is stuck to in this 
design, despite the application not requiring such strict performance. This is a 
recommendation set out for 'task' lighting. 
The two lens designs, based on the criteria given, helped to make more uniform 
distributing luminaires, which may find application beyond the bus. It is important to 
note the following: 
• A uniformly distributing luminaire is an ideal case but not the best-fit solution 
given that multiple luminaires are required for the bus application. 
• The bus application has a general layout but varies based on the bus model. 
• When spaced within the bus, the spatial distributions of each luminaire 
overlap. At the plane of detection, the illuminance is bound to be more 
uniform given this interaction between multiple luminaires, but this needs to 
be verified through modeling software or physical implementation. 
Light at the horizontal plane is greater because of the new designs. Light that has been 
redirected from the outer reaches (widest viewing angles) is now normal to the 
luminaire. For the new design this may decrease unless other optics solutions like 













The use of modeling software and its value in designing non-imaging optics and 
spatial layout according to specification is discussed and then proposed. 
Theoretically, the tools to increase user perceptions with optics are available. If the 













CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Conclusions 
The range of information in the case for LEDs swept across social, economiC, 
location-specific and other intangible (and oft forgotten) factors such as human needs. 
The case for the application of white LEDs validates the need for research and capital 
investment into this energy efficient device. 
In this thesis an example was used to best display the challenges that were initially 
identified in the Western Cape and the rural pilot project of Namulonge. The example 
of Golden Arrow Bus Services allowed us to tackle an interior and remote application 
with specific illuminance requirements in one. The electrical, thermal, mechanical and 
optical issues for successful integration were researched. The luminaire, as an entire 
structure encasing all things related to this lighting system, is designed according to 
the required criteria and available standards. 
Quality of lit environment and quantity of LEDs were important issues. Since cutting-
edge technology is over-priced due to market barriers and research and development 
funding, these aspects of quality and quantity found prominence through the 
investigation of a suitable solution. As few as possible light-emitting diodes were used 
with the aid of optics to tackle the problem. 
The following milestones were met: 
• The operating current was chosen in accordance with the lighting needs and 
available specifications 
• A spacing criterion was developed 












Three sets of optics applications were adapted using an Acrylic material to realize the 
designs: 
• Non-imaging systems (collimating lens) 
• Batwing lens from prismatic fluorescent lens covers 
• Automotive forward lighting using Fresnel lenses 
The priority was to conserve the available energy. Etendue of each optic solution was 
calculated to numerically quantify what available flux was collected. 
Finally, lenses were developed in consideration of passenger safety, human perception 
and visual comfort. They are the Circular Fresnel, Linear Fresnel, Hybrid Circular 
Fresnel and Hybrid Linear Fresnel linear lenses. These were done on a milling 
machine with a small test bed area of 200mm by ISOmm. Each of the lenses was 
tested in a dark room with a constant environment in the normal and inverted 
orientation at a focal length of 2Smm and then 3Smm. 
Uniformity criterion was researched and applied to the spatial distribution on the 
horizontal plane over the detection area. Photometric criteria such as luminance, 
illuminance and intensity were also used to check the four lenses. 
Through novel placement of heatsink and LED mounting mechanism the author 
attempted to derate the high power LED, given the luminaire constraints. This method 
proved successful given that no degradation was experienced during the testing phase. 
6.2 Recommendations 
The recommendations are primarily for the GABS example. The rest of the subjects 
covered in this thesis have been concluded upon in their respective chapter. 
Uniformity of spatial distribution can be adjusted through computational modeling of 
optic elements and placement of sources. These user-defined criteria can be modeled 











to reduce time in production. It is recommended that any demanding application use 
computational design tools to do so. 
More groove angles/edges should be modeled and used to lllcrease transmission 
efficiency and the collimating property of the lens. 
Transmission efficiencies should be checked computationally and practically with the 
appropriate devices (like an integrating sphere). 
It would be productive to research other spatial distributions (e.g. batwing, etc.) in the 
far-field and see what spatial distributions they render on the horizontal plane. This 
would allow for more efforts into uniformity and the possible use of optics that can 
best utilize light from other LED types. 
The circuitry for the GABS application needs to be developed further to enhance the 
luminaire's robustness and longevity. 
The pre-implementation human factors analysis excludes subjects of localization such 
as bus internal reflectance and the trade-off between CCT and CRI even though a 
match for the fluorescent was found in the type of LED selected. This study should be 
carried out before installation. 
To gauge whether the technical specifications are relevant to the application it is 
suggested that feedback from commuters (after empirical testing) is gained. Quality of 
light is about human perception and the interaction with this lit environment. 
Feedback from commuters will help future installations, which only use white LEDs 
for the entire interior lighting of the bus. 
Now that the main illuminance demands have been met, an economic appraisal should 
follow to validate the design. 












• All automotive lighting applications (interior) 
• Interior applications for human use employing LEDs 
• Grid and renewable technology connection circuitry for LEDs 
This thesis, a manual of application issues, has put emphasis on energy efficiency, 
adapting to constraints, a clear systems approach to design and the need for an 
integrated approach to rural and remote areas needing light. To further elucidate the 
white LED, the author hopes that reader's research more about LEDs, implement 
them where possible and create enterprise. All of these actions would help the greater 
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:1~l:lly I:lfmmat eill 
LUXEON'" is developed, manufactured and marketed by 
Philips Lumileds Lighting Company. Philips Lumileds is a world-class 
supplier of Light Emitting Diodes (LEOs) producing billions of LEOs 
annually. Philips Lumileds is a fully integrated supplier, producing core 
LED material in all three base colors (Red, Green, Blue) and White. 
Philips Lumileds has R&D centers in San Jose, California and in 
The Netherlands and production capabilities in San Jose and Penang, 
Malaysia. Founded in 1999, Philips Lumileds is the high-flux LED 
technology leader and is dedicated to bridging the gap between 
solid-state LED technology and the lighting world. Philips Lumileds 
technology, LEOs and systems are enabling new applications and 
markets in the lighting world. 
©2006 PhillP3 Lumlleds lighting Company. All rights reserved. Product specifications are subject to 
change wltheut notice. Luxeon IS a registered trademark of the Philips Lumileds Lighting Company In 
the Urllted St3tes and other countnes. 
Lu M I LEDS 
LIGHT FROM SII...ICON VAL.LEY 
Philips Lumileds may make process or 
materials changes affecting the porform-
ance or other characteristics of our 
products. These products supplied after 
such changes will continue to meet 
published specifications, but may not 
be identical to products supplied as 
samples or under prior orders. 
L U MIL E D S la'" 
~J FUTURE ELECTRONICS 
WWW.LUXEON.COM 
WWW.LUMILEDSFUTURE.COM 
FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE OR THE 
LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST SALES 
OFFICE CONTACT ANY OF THE 
FOLLOWING: 
NORTH AMERICA: 






800 5864 5337 OR 











Lead (Pb) Free Product - RoHS Compliant 
ZWW5SG 
Besondere Merkmale 
• Gehausetyp: wei~es SMD Gehause, farbiger 
diffuser Silikon - Verguss 
• Typischer Lichtfluss: 60 1m bei 500 mA 
• Besonderheit des Bauteils: hocheffiziente 
Lichtquelle bei geringem Platzbedarf 
• Farbort: x = 0,33, Y = 0,33 nach CIE 1931 (wei~) 
• typische Farbtemperatur: 5600 K 
• Farbwiedergabeindex: 80 
• Abstrahlwinkel: Lambertscher Strahler (120°) 
• Technologie: ThinGaN® 
• optischer Wirkungsgrad: 40 ImlW 
• Gruppierungsparameter: Lichtstrom, Farbort 
• Verarbeitungsmethode: fOr aile 
SMT -Bestucktechniken geeignet 
• Lotmethode: IR Reflow Laten 
• Vorbehandlung: nach JEDEC Level 4 
• Gurtung: 24-mm Gurt mit 800/Rolle, 0180 mm 
• ESO-Festigkeit: ESD-sicher bis 2 kV nach 
JESD22-A 114-B 
Anwendungen 
Aur..en- und Innenbeleuchtung im Automobilbe-




Leselampen (Flugzeug, Auto, Bus) 
Ersatz von Kleinst-GIOhlampen 
Fassadenbeleuchtung im Innen- und 
Aur..enbereich 
• Display Hinterleuchtung mit hohem 
Helligkeitsbedarf z. B. TFT 
• Dekorative Beleuchtung 
• Signal- und Symbolleuchten zur Orientierung 




• package: white SMD package, colored diffused 
silicone resin 
• typical Luminous Flux: 60 1m at 500 mA 
• feature of the device: high efficient lightsource 
at low space 
• color coordinates: x = 0.33, Y = 0.33 acc. to 
CIE 1931 (white) 
• typo color temperature: 5600 K 
• color reproduction index: 80 
• viewing angle: Lambertian Emitter (120°) 
• technology: ThinGaN® 
• optical efficiency: 40 ImlW 
• grouping parameter: luminous flux, 
color coordinates 
• assembly methods: suitable for all 
SMT assembly methods 
• soldering methods: IR reflow soldering 
• preconditioning: acc. to JEDEC Level 4 
• taping: 24 mm tape with 800/reel, 0180 mm 
• ESO-withstand voltage: up to 2 kV acc. to 
JESD22-A114-B 
Applications 
exterior and interior automotive lighting 
(e.g. front light) 
Flashlight 
backlighting (illuminated advertising, general 
lighting) 
reading lamps (aircraft, car, bus) 
substitution of micro incandescent lamps 
indoor and outdoor commercial and residential 
architectural lighting 
display backlight where high brightness is required 
e.g. TFT 
decorative and entertainment lighting 
signal and symbol luminaire for orientation 













Typ Emissions- Lichtstrom 1) Seite 18 Lichtstarke2) Seite 18 Bestellnummer 
farbe 
Type Color of Luminous Luminous Ordering Code 
Emission Flux 1) page 18 Intensity2) page 18 
IF = 350 rnA IF = 350 rnA 
<l>v (mlm) Iv (mcd) 
ZW WSSG-HY JZ-SKBL white 33.000 ... 71.000 17.000 (typ.) Q6S110A3B01 
Anm.: Die oben genannten Typbezeichnungen umfassen die bestellbaren Selektionen. Diese bestehen aus wenigen 
Hel/igkeitsgruppen (siehe Seite 6 fOr nahere Informationen). Es wird nur eine einzige Helligkeitsgruppe pro 
Gurl gelieferl. Z.B.: ZW WSSG-HYJZ-SKBL bedeutet, dass auf dem Gurl nur eine der Hel/igkeitsgruppen 
HY, HZ, JX, JY oder JZ enthalten ist. 
Urn die Liefersicherheit zu gewahrleisten, k6nnen einzelne Helligkeitsgruppen nicht bestel/t werden. 
Gleiches gilt fOr die Farben, bei denen Farborlgruppen gemessen und gruppierl werden. Pro Gurl wird nur eine 
Farborlgruppe gelieferl. 2.B.: ZW WSSG-HY JZ-SKBL bedeutet, dass auf dem Gurl nur eine der Farborlgruppen 
-SK, -SL, -6K, -6L, -7K, -lL, -BK oder -BL entha/ten ist (siehe Seite 5 fOr nahere Information). 
Urn die Liefersicherheit zu gewahrleisten, k6nnen einzelne Farborlgruppen nicht bestellt werden. 
Note: The above Type Numbers represent the order groups which include only a few brightness groups (see page 6 
for explanation). Only one group will be shipped on each reel (there will be no mixing of two groups on each 
reel). E.g. ZW WSSG-HYJZ-SKBL means that only one group HY, HZ, JX, JY or JZ will be shippable for any 
one reel. 
In order to ensure availability, single brightness groups will not be orderable. 
In a similar manner for colors where chromaticity coordinate groups are measured and binned, single 
chromaticity coordinate groups will be shipped on anyone reel. E.g. ZW WSSG-HYJZ-5K8L means that only 
1 chromaticity coordinate group -SK, -SL, -6K, -6L, -7K, -lL, -BK oder -BL will be shippable on each reel (see 
page 5 for explanation). 





ZW WSSG-HY JZ-SKBL 
2006-05-16 
Lichtstrom 1) Seite 18 
Luminous Flux1)page 18 
IF = 350 rnA 
<l>v (mlm) 
33.000 ... 71.000 
2 
Opto Semiconductors 
Typischer Lichtstrom2) Seite 18 
Typical Luminous Flux2) page 18 

















Operating temperature range 
Lagertemperatur 

















Warmewiderstand4) Seite 18 









Symbol Wert Einheit 
Symbol Value Unit 
Top - 40 ... + 110 °C 
Tstg - 40 ... + 110 °C 
Tj > 150 for short °C 
term applications 
Tj 125 °C 
IF 100 mA 
IF 500 mA 
IFM 2000 mA 
VR not designed for V 
reverse operation 
Ptot 2.0 W 













(TA = 25°C) 
Bezeichnung 
Parameter 
Farbkoordinate x nach CIE 1931 5}Seite18 (typ.) 
Chromaticity coordinate x acc. to CIE 1931 5}page18 
IF = 350 mA 
Farbkoordinate y nach CIE 1931 5}Seite18 (typ.) 
Chromaticity coordinate y acc. to CIE 1931 5} page 18 
IF = 350 mA 
Abstrahlwinkel bei 50 % <l>v (Vollwinkel) (typ.) 
Viewing angle at 50 % <l>v 
Durchlassspannung 6 Seite 18} (min.) 
Forward voltage6} page 18 (typ.) 
IF = 350 mA (max.) 
Sperrstrom 
Reverse current (max.) 
Temperaturkoeffizient von VF (typ.) 
Temperature coefficient of VF 
IF = 350 mA; -10°C::; T::; 100°C 
Optischer Wirkungsgrad (typ.) 
Optical efficiency 





Symbol Wert Einheit 
Symbol Value Unit 
x 0.33 -
y 0.33 -
2<p 120 Grad 
deg. 
VF 2.7 V 
VF 3.2 V 
VF 3.8 V 
not designed for 
IR reverse operation ~A 
Tev -4.0 mV/K 










Typical Representative Spatial Radiation Pattern 
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Figure 24: Typical Representative Spatial Radiation Pattern for Green, Cyan, Blue and Royal Blue Lambertian. 
Typical Polar Radiation Pattern 
for Green, Cyan, Blue and Royal Blue Lambertian 
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Figure 25: Typical Polar Radiation Pattern for Green, Cyan, Blue and Royal Blue Lambertian_ 










Typical Radiation Patterns 
Typical Representative Spatial Radiation Pattern 
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Figure 22: Typical Representative Spatial Radiation Pattern for White Lambertian. 
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Figure 23: Typical Polar Radiation Pattern for White Lambertian. 










Current Derating Curve for 1000 rnA Drive Current 
White, Green, Cyan, Blue and Royal Blue 
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Figure 20: Maximum forward current vs. ambient temperature, based on T JMAX = 150·C_ 
Current Derating Curve for 1500 rnA Drive Current 
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Figure 21: Maximum forward current vs_ ambient temperature, based on TJMAX = 150·C_ 










Current Derating Curve for 700 rnA Drive Current 
Green, Cyan, Blue and Royal Blue 
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Figure 18: Maximum forward current vs. ambient temperature, based on T JMAX = 175·C. 
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Current Derating Curve for 700 rnA Drive Current 
Red, Red-Orange and Amber 
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Figure 19: Maximum forward current vs. ambient temperature, based on TJMAX = 100·C. 

































Current Derating Curve for 350 mA Drive Current 
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Figure 16: Maximum forward current vs. ambient temperature, based on TJMAX = 150°C. 
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TA - Ambient Temperature (OC) 
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Figure 17: Maximum forward current vs. ambient temperature, based on TJMAX = 150°C. 

























Current Derating Curves 
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Figure 14: Maximum forward current vs. ambient temperature, based on TJMAX = 150·C. 
175 
Current Derating Curve for 350 rnA Drive Current 
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Figure 15: Maximum forward current vs. ambient temperature, based on T JMAX = la5·C. 










Relative Luminous Flux vs. Forward Current for Red, Red-Orange 
and Amber, Junction Temperature, T J = 25°C 
Note for Figure 13: 
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Figure 13: Relative luminous flux or radiometric power vs. forward current for red, red-orange and amber 
at T J = 25°C maintained, test current 350 mAo 
Driving these high power devices at currents less than the test conditions (350 mA or 1000 mAl may produce 
unpredictable results and may be subject to variation in performance. Pulse width modulation (PWM) is recommended 
for dimming effects. 










Typical Relative Luminous Flux 
Relative Luminous Flux vs. Forward Current for White, Green, Cyan, Blue 
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Figure 11. Relative luminous flux or radiometric power vs. forward current for white, green, cyan, blue 
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Figure 12. Relative luminous flux or radiometric power vs. forward current for white, green, cyan, blue 
and royal blue at T J = 25'C maintained, test current 1000 mAo 
Notes for Figures 11 & 1 2: 
Driving these high power devices at currents less than the test conditions (350 mA or 1000 mAl may produce unpre-
dictable results and may be subject to variation in performance. Pulse width modulation (PWM) is recommended for 
dimming effects. 










Typical Forward Current Characteristics 
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Figure 9. Forward current vs. forward voltage for white, green, cyan, blue and royal blue. 
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Figure 10. Forward current vs. forward voltage for red, red-orange and amber. 
Notes for Figures g & 10: 
DriVing these high power devices at currents less than the test conditions (350 mA or 1000 mAl may produce unpre-
dictable results and may be subject to variation in performance. Pulse width modulation (PWM) is recommended for 
dimming effects. 
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Figure 7. Relative light output vs. junction temperature for white, green, cyan, blue and royal blue. 
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Figure 8. Relative light output vs. junction temperature for red, red-orange and amber. 










Pin Out Diagram 
~ 1 
, I 1 ,~ 
·.1 j 
Figure 4. 4-lead Gullwing Pin Out Diagram. 
Wavelength Characteristics 
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Figure 5. Relative intensity vs. wavelength. 
White at Test Current 
Junction Temperature, T J = 25°C 
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Figure 6. White color spectrum of typical CCT part, integrated measurement. 
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Solder Pad Design-SMT Lead Form 
Notes for Figure 2: 
Conductive 
Pad 
Figure 2. 4-lead Guliwing Solder Pad Design. 
1. Electrical isolation is required between signal leads and hexagonal heat slug contact. 
2. For optimal thermal performance, maximize board metallization at hexagonal heat slug contact. 
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Figure 3. 4-lead Gullwing Package Solder Pad Layout. 
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Reflow Soldering Characteristics 
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Electrical Characteristics at 1000mA for LUXEON K2, 
Part Numbers LXK2-xx14-xxx, Junction Temperature, TJ 25°C , ...... 
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Typical Electrical Characteristics at 1500mA for LUXEON K2, 
Part Numbers LXK2-xx14-xxx, Junction Temperature, TJ = 25°C 
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Electrical Characteristics at 350mA for LUXE ON K2, 
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Typical Electrical Characteristics at 700mA for LUXEON K2, 


















Lambertian LUXEON K2 at Test Current , 
Junction Temperature, TJ = 2S"C ..... ~ 
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Flux Characteristics for LUXEON K2 Junction Temperature, T J = 2S"C 
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power light source 
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Maximal zuUissiger Durchlassstrom 
Max. Permissible Forward Current 
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---- Ts 
Zulassige Impulsbelastbarkeit IF = f(tp) 
Permissible Pulse Handling Capability 
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dauer fUr mittlere Helligkeitsgruppe2) Seite 17 
Exemplary median Lifetime2) page 17 
for median Brightness Group 
Bedingungen mittlere Einheit 
Lebensdauer 
Conditions median Unit 
Lifetime 
IF = 250 mA 50.000 Betriebsstunden 
Ts = 25°C operating hours 
IF = 350 mA 10.000 Betriebsstunden 
Ts = 85°C operating hours 
IF = 500 mA 1.000 Betriebsstunden 
Ts=125°C operating hours 
TJ = 150°C 
IF = 500 mA 100 Betriebsstunden 
Ts = 150°C operating hours 
TJ = 175°C 
*The emitter die exhibits excellent performance 
but slight package discoloration occurs at highest 
temperatures. 
Zulassige Impulsbelastbarkeit IF = f(tp) 
Permissible Pulse Handling Capability 
Duty cycle D = parameter, Ts = 85°C 
OHL02701 
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Relative Vorwartsspannung2) Seite 17 
Relative Forward Voltage2) page 17 
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Farbortverschiebung2) Seite 18 
Chromaticity Coordinate Shift2) page 18 





















Relative Lichtstrom2) Seite 18 
Relative Luminous Flux2) page 18 
<l>vi<l>V(25 'C) = !(Ti ); IF = 350 rnA 
1.4 
<l>v 



























Durchlassstrom2) Seite 18 
Forward Current2) page 18 
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Farbortverschiebung2) Seite 17 
Chromaticity Coordinate Shift2) page 17 
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Relative Lichtstrom2) 7) Seite 18 
Relative Luminous Flux2) 7) page 18 
<DV/<DV(350 mAl = !(JF); TA = 25°C 
10 1 






















Relative spektrale Emission2) Seite 18 
Relative Spectral Emission2) page 18 
V("A} = spektrale Augenempfindlichkeit / Standard eye response curve 
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Abstrahlcharakteristik2) Seite 18 
Radiation Characteristic2) page 18 
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Helligkeitsgruppe Lichtstrom 1) Seite 18 
ZWW5SG 
Lichtstarke2) Seite 18 
Brightness Group Luminous Flux1) page 18 Luminous Intensity2) page 18 
<Dv (mlm) Iv (mcd) 
HY 33000 ... 39000 12000 (typ.) 
HZ 39000 ... 45000 14000 (typ.) 
JX 45000 ... 52000 16000 (typ.) 
JY 52000 ... 61000 19000 (typ.) 
JZ 61000 ... 71000 22000 (typ.) 
Anm.: Die Standardlieferform von Serientypen beinhaltet eine Familiengruppe. Diese besteht aus nur 
wenigen Hel/igkeitsgruppen. Einzelne Hel/igkeitsgruppen sind nicht bestellbar. 
Note: The standard shipping format for serial types includes a family group of only a few individual 
brightness groups. Individual brightness groups cannot be ordered. 
Gruppenbezeichnung auf Etikett 







Chromaticity Coordinate Group 
6K 
Anm.: In einer Verpackungseinheit / Gurt ist immer nur eine Helligkeitsgruppe enthalten. 
Note: No packing unit / tape ever contains more than one brightness group. 
2006-05-16 6 










Farbortgruppen5) Seite 18 
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The optical and physical characteristics of the Linear Fresnel and Circular Fresnel 
Lens No Lens Linear Fresnel Linear Fresnel 
Focal length Nonimaging (f=35mm) Nonimaging (f=25mm) 
Diameter (mm) 145mm 145mm 
Optcal Clear Aperture (CA) 145mm 145mm 
Thickness (mm) 4 4 
Material Acrylic Acrylic 
FWHM (±6) 35 37.5 
On axis intensity (cd) 17 22.8 21.5 
on-axis gain 1.341176471 1.264705882 
peak intensity at angle (6) 17 (0°) 22.8 (00 ) 21.5 (0°) 
Min. Illuminance (Ix) 3.8 2.3 2.3 
Max. Illuminance (Ix) 17 22.8 21.5 
Illuminance Variance over plain (%) 77.64705882 89.9122807 89.30232558 
Lens No Lens Inverted Linear Fresnel Inverted Linear Fresnel 
Focal length Nonimaging (f=35mm) Nonimaging (f=25mm) 
Diameter (mm) 140mm 140mm 
Optcal Clear Aperture (CA) 140mm 140mm 
Thickness (mm) 4 4 
Material Acrylic Acrylic 
FWHM (±6) 38.6 35.75 
On axis intensity (cd) 17 19.8 17.5 
on-axis gain 1.164705882 1.029411765 
peak intensity at angle (6) 17 (0°) 19.8 (0°) 17.5 (00 ) 
Min. Illuminance (Ix) 3.8 2.6 2.8 
Max. Illuminance (Ix) 17 19.8 17.5 











Lens No Lens Circular Fresnel Circular Fresnel 
Focal length Nonimaging (f=35mm) Nonimaging (f=25mm) 
Diameter (mm) 104mm 104mm 
Optcal Clear Aperture (CA) 104mm 104mm 
Thickness (mm) 4 4 
Material Acrylic Acrylic 
FWHM (±e) 10.2 10.2 
On axis intensity (cd) 17 52.9 52.3 
on-axis gain 3.111764706 3.076470588 
peak intensity at angle ce) 17 (0 0 ) 52.9 (0°) 52.3 (0°) 
Min. Illuminance (Ix) 3.8 1.1 1.1 
Max. Illuminance (Ix) 17 52.9 52.3 
Illuminance Variance over plain 
(%) 77.64705882 97.92060491 97.89674952 
Lens No Lens Inverted Circular Fresnel Inverted Circular Fresnel 
Focal length Nonimaging (f=35mm) Nonimaging (f=25mm) 
Diameter (mm) 100mm 100mm 
Optcal Clear Aperture (CA) 100mm 100mm 
Thickness (mm) 4 4 
Material Acrylic Acrylic 
FWHM (±e) 11.3 26.6 
On axis intensity (cd) 17 42.3 48.3 
on-axis gain 2.488235294 2.841176471 
peak intensity at angle(el 17 (0 0 ) 52 (± II"l 48.3 (0°) 
Min. Illuminance (Ix) 3.8 1.5 1.4 
Max. Illuminance (Ix) 17 52 48.3 
Illuminance Variance over plain 












The optical and physical characteristics of the Hybrid Linear Fresnel and Hybrid 
Circular Fresnel 
Lens No Lens Hybrid Linear Fresnel Hybrid Linear Fresnel 
Focal length Nonimaging (f=35mm) Nonimaging (f=35mm) 
Diameter (mm) l45mm l45mm 
Optcal Clear Aperture (CA) 145mm l45mm 
Thickness (mm) 4 4 
Material Acrylic Acrylic 
FWHM (±9) 35 31 
On axis intensity (cd) 17 14.9 14.9 
on-axis gain 0.876470588 0.876470588 
peak intensity at angle (9) 17 (0°) 16.9(± 11°) l5.9(±IIO) 
Min. Illuminance (Ix) 3.8 2.6 2.6 
Max. Illuminance (Ix) 17 16.9 15.9 
Illuminance Variance over plain 
(%) 77.64705882 84.61538462 83.64779874 
Inverted Hybrid Linear 
Lens No Lens Fresnel Inverted Hybrid Linear Fresnel 
Focal length Nonimaging (f=35mm) Nonimaging (f=35mm) 
Diameter (mm) 145mm 145mm 
Optcal Clear Aperture (CA) 145mm 145mm 
Thickness (mm) 4 4 
Material Acrylic Acrylic 
FWHM (±9) 34 35.76 
On axis intensity (cd) 17 16.3 14.8 
on-axis gain 0.958823529 0.870588235 
peak intensity at angle (9) 17 (0°) 16.5 (± 11°) 14.8 (0°) 
Min. Illuminance (Ix) 3.8 2.8 2.5 
Max. Illuminance (Ix) 17 22.8 21.5 
Illuminance Variance over plain 











Lens No Lens Hybrid Circular Fresnel Hybrid Circular Fresnel 
Focal length Nonimaging (f=35mm) Nonimaging (f=35mm) 
Diameter (mm) 95mm 95mm 
Optcal Clear Aperture (CA) 95mm 95mm 
Thickness (mm) 6 6 
Material Acrylic Acrylic 
FWHM (±e) 21.8 26.6 
On axis intensity (cd) 17 38.3 30 
on-axis gain 2.252941176 1.764705882 
peak intensity at angle (e) 17 (0°) 38.3 (0°) 30 (0°) 
Min. Illuminance (Ix) 3.8 1.5 1.3 
Max. Illuminance (Ix) 17 38.3 30 
Illuminance Variance over plain 
(%) 77.64705882 96.08355091 95.66666667 
Inverted Hybrid Circular 
Lens No Lens Fresnel Inverted Hybrid Circular Fresnel 
Focal length Nonimaging (f=35mm) Nonimaging (f=35mm) 
Diameter (mm) 91mm 91mm 
Optcal Clear Aperture (CA) 91mm 91mm 
Thickness (mm) 6 6 
Material Acrylic Acrylic 
FWHM (±e) 26.6 26.6 
On axis intensity (cd) 17 33.3 33.2 
on-axis gain 1.958823529 1.952941176 
peak intensity at angle (e) 17 (0°) 33.3 (0°) 33.2 (0°) 
Min. Illuminance (Ix) 3.8 1.5 1.3 
Max. Illuminance (Ix) 17 33.3 33.2 
Illuminance Variance over plain 
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PF Series Heatsink 
Details 
RS Stock No 
402-989 






tilATSINK PERFORMANCE TYPE PF523-526-527 
LOCAL AIR SPEED I MIS) 
J 25 2 '5 
m~~~--~--~--------~~ 
~ ~ ~ 
~~ 2~ 
~~ro 3~~ ;;t; ~ 4 ~~ 
om tno 
wii5 ~ 5 S~ 
~~ ~Hl cu ~ .a 6 ::Eu Q _~:55 
~~ Xl PF526 I ~~' 
m 20 ~523 z 




PF523 H = 12.5 
PF526 H = 19 
PF527 H = 25 
e = 9.90 C/W 
e = 8.80 C/W 
e = 7.3 0 C/W 
RS Cornpmmrs shall net be liatle for any liability or loss 0{ any nature (haNsoever caused and whether or net due to RS OOmpma1ts· negligEnce) 
which may Ie8IIIt from the use 0{ any informaticn provided in RS literature. 



































This is the heatsink datasheet used to run away the heat for each of the 6 K2 Luxeon 












3-Terminal Positive Adj ustable Regulator 
General Ol!$~ri ption 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Electrical Characteristic 
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EXTECH INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
Models 401020 (Lux) and 401021 (Fe) 
Light Meter Adapters 
• Connects to standard DMM for 
d l spl~y 
• MeascJres Tungsten, 
Fluor;:scent, SodIum Mercury. 
and Daylight 
• Status LED for power and low 
battery 
• Ballary oper illed 
1 INTROOUCTION 
Congrall~stions on your purchase 01 Extech 's LIght Adapter. This professional deVice WIth 
proper care Will provKle years 01 sale re liable servIce 










2. SPECIFICA liONS 
2.1 Electrica I Specifications 
====jj~ 
2.2 Range Specifications 
lit! 
2.3 FreqUen"vr'~"~:~'~'="=.m======::;:;:~--======~ 
\ o .~ 
0.' 
0' 
'lOO ~oo ~oo 
·"''''velength (nm) 
3 FRONT PANEL DESCRIPTION 
1 Power ON status LE:D 
2 Low battery status LFD 
3 Power ON I Range select switch 
4 i.ight sensor 
5 Meter to sensor connect cable 
fl DMM banana connector plugs 











4.1 II\."ure lhat a fresh battery is installed in the adapter by moving the PoweriRange 
Select sw"itch from the OFF position to One of the range se lect positions. If the Power 
ON tight doesn't glow or if the Low Battery LED does glow. check the battery. 
4.2 Connect the adapter to the COMMON and VOLTAGE inputs of a multlmeter ~ia the 
adapter's banana plugs, The polarity of the connection shoutd be reversed if a negatIVe 
light level reading IS indicated on the multimeter. 
4,3 Set the mulitmeter to the mV Or higher DC voltage position. Adjust the range to suit 
your d'isplay needs, Do not use autorange if possible. 
44 Select the maximum range via the Range Select Switch and move lower in range as 
needed 
4,5 Hold the Light Sensor so that it faces the light source to be measured. The 
multimeter's display will ind icate light l e~e l readings, Refer to Sections 5 and 6 for 
additiona l meas urement considerations, 
5 CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF LIGHTING 
The light adapter IS cal ibrated using a 
preci~;e "Standard tungsten light source 
of 2856oK". If the meter is to measure 
a different type of lighting, the 
correction factor table, below, should 
be applied to the readings, Multiply the 
multimeter readings by the factors in 
the right column for a particular lighting 
type shown in the left column 
6 RANGE SELECTION 
The meter has th ree measurement ranges (0-200, 0-2000, and 0-5000 Fc) or (0-2000, 0-
20001), and 0-50oooj Lux), The proper range selection will produce the most accurate 
read ill g, Always select the range that produces the maximum number of digits without 
exceeding the maximum count for that particular range, For example. a reading of 1456 Fc 
should be read on the 0 - 2000 range , not the 0-5000 range 
7 BAnERY REPLACEMENT 
'NIlan the Low Battery status LED glows, replace the battery as soon as possible. Open 
the Battery Compartment by removing the rear screw. Remove Ihe battery, replace it 
"ilt ~ a fresh 9V battery and re-assemble the meIer, 
8 CALIBRA liON I REPAIR SERVICES 
Extech offers comp lete repair and calibration services for a ll of the products we sell, For 
perimli<: calibration, NIST ceoillication or repair of any Extech product call customer 
service for details on services avai lable. Extech recommends that calibration be performed 
on an annual basis to insure calibration integrity. 
9 WARRANTY 
EXTE;-j If.:STRUMEf.:TS CORPO'<-,,-TION w,m.nts trj s ~"stlllOO~1 to be rrH; 01 defects in p:01s .m 
",,:.1<:rn a" ship for Olle ye<r" frotr date r:i shlproo~1 I. SIX 'm nt o Ilmlte-J ,,'<Yra."ly applies on sensors .m 
c:ables), II it shou(j oo,omB neo;:<£Silry to rffiurr ItlE r SlrllTlErl for sen';Ul durrg c< ooyord h ",.rr.nty 
peri cd, cont~ct the Customer Ser";';:e Depilllrnerl ~t (7Bl) B:<O-744~ for ~ ut:'oriz~t&, A Return 
Authorization IRA) numb", mu,t be issued belJre ",y pre<J uct is returned IJ Exlech. T'e send", is 
respo~sible br shrppi r.:; c'o dges, fr~i:J ht insur~e .m ,..-oper pockaging to prevent d.tr<lge ~" tr.ns', 
Tois wal ra."ly does ~c, apply Ie- ,:!elects r0.dtir.:l from xr t -n of th<c u,er ",:h .s misuse, ,r~IT-PBf ,,'<i"g, 
aper~too oo lsoje of specificaton, itrpropol m~:" le"~ rK;e (J repair, C{ unaLihoriled me<Ji"c~lion, iOxte,h 
iPecif~aI~ d&:I~m; ~ny m~ied w<lfr«"lIes c< merchiO;lt~b i it, (J fitr ess Ix ~ sp~ifk pu rpose iO;ld wi l not 
00 i . ~e Ic< a.",' direct, im ire,!. irK;oj ent.1 Or cors"'1uenti at d~rr<lges, Ex!oc:", 10!a! li~bility is i trilEd!O 
repair or repbcrtrent e-I toe proo t.o:;t 
The wnamy svt fonh ~Ix'\"e is ;~cl lIsi l'e ~m r.:;, c,her 'IIar.nt~ whd'er '1Int~e" (J Olai is e1.pressed (J 
imp ied. 










TYPICAL LIGHT LEVELS 
COMMON CONVERSION FACTORS 
11 ~lm ll a",.e iVis;r.1e Flu > C"Ilsit,'} 1 1 ~1,'~2 1 Ill' (I x 
W4 1'T1tm2 
W4 p"ct 'P'" 
",Z;~, W 21rT\'lt 2 
9,280, 10-2 tCJ,-c"n"e, 
L'Jn'i earr:e {V'siIJe F ~J~ D€ nsi;y pe' Sc ld ,I;]g le} 1 rn'm 2/,,_ 1 ca,.,.if,I,/m2 
Lun'i eclJS IntenSit fVis~e Flu x er &J ~ d ,I;] , 1 m's'- 1 czsldeila 
L<Jm i"CLlS FILlX i 'ii,i l:j c Fillt) 1 ,men il:n:1 1.464 x 10-3 watts :fu 555 en" 
Copyright €:I 1999 Extech Instruments Corporation. All rights reserved 
including the right of reproduction in whole or in part in any form. 










W Prolight Star 
Feature s 
High Flu~ p"r LEO 
ProLigh! PGl N-1 LXS 
1W Power LED 
Tec hnical Datasheet 
Version: 1.0 
Ve r~ I"" . Op eralln~ IlleiU'P to 100. nOllr&) 
Availab le in Woil e. Warm W Olle. Green. Blue, Amb er, Red_Or"". eand Re~ 
Lamber!lan Or Collmaled Rad lati l)'l Patte' " 
More Energy Eft", ,,, "! Ih lln Incandes<;enl and m~1 Hal0:J M la "",$ 
Low Vo~a'l e DC ()p~,ated 
Cool beam sale to the touell 
Instanllig:'l1 iless tha n 10On~) 
NoUV 
Supenor ESD proledlOll 
SoIdllfing methods IR , ,,"em solde""9 and Hand soidenn!! 
Ty pical Appl icat ions 
Rea ding lignl s (car bu , aircraft) 
Portable (Ilash l ghl, bICycle) 
De<:orallve 
I\p~ ia nce 
Sogn and Cnan",,1 Leiter 
Arcn~etlu,,, 1 [Ieta,1 
Cove li~'lI'na 
lIuromollVe E~r"""r (5\011-T SlI· Tum CHr.1SL "'",or S"le Repe..t) 
















1 Si:U. ,n alum",um-oxe pca for Ml 0< #4 
moon~'n9 $C'e.w 
2. EIeClncallnlQ!(lOMe<;lioo p oo, Iab""d on 100 
ahJm;n..........c.O<lI PCB ""th "~ .. and " •• 10 denote 
POSItlV'! and nega~ve. ,e$pedi..ety All po.""'" 
pacb are ,nterconnected. as ate all negative pad •. 
allowIng for flu,bhly on a.ray Inten:onnectlOll. 
3 Oraw.ng root to scale 












Part Number Matrix 
'0" Emitter STAR Beam Pattern 
White PG1N·1LIM.C PG1N·1lWS 
Warm \,IlIhI!e PG1N·llVE PG1N·1LVS 
Green PG1N·llGE PGl N·l LGS 
e,oo PG1N·1lBE PG1N·1LBS Lambertlan 
Amber PG1N·llAE PG1N·1LAS 
Re<:·Oraro;le PG1N·1LHE PG1N·1LHS 
e" PG1N·1LRE PG1N·1LRS 
Flux Characteristics at 350mA, Junction Temperature, Tj=25"C 
Co"" Minlrncrn Luminous Flu x (1m) Typ ioa l Lc,minous Flux (1m) Beam Pattern 
""" ,te 30.6 " 
Warm White 23.5 " 
Green 23.5 " 
Blue 'e W Lambertian 
Amber 23.5 ,e 
Red·Oril~ oce " ee, 23.5 n 
Optical Characteristics at 350mA, Junction Temperature, Tj=25"C 
Dominant Wavelength W 
Pcak Wave length Ap 
Color T emperatureiCCT) 
Co"" M·,n Typ Max 
Wl1ite 4500K 5500K l0000K 
Warm """ite 2850K 3300K 3800K 
Green 520nm 530nm 550nm 
Blue 450nm 470nm 490mn 
Amber 584.5r~n 590rrn 597rrn 
R" j·Oril r» " 61 Cnm 617rrn 620.5nm 





























Optical Characteristics at 350mA, Junction Temperature, Tj =25'C 
( Continued) 
Totat tnctuded Arlgte V iewing Arlg te Typical Candela 
'''', Beam Pattern 8D 9v Idegreel 281/2 Idegreel on Axis (cd) 
\III'Me '"" '" 
Warm Vllhite 'CO "" 
Green ,eo "" ", Lambertlan ,"0 "" 
Amber ,eo '" 
Rod -Ora r>ge 160 "" 
Coo '"0 '" 
Electrical Characteristics at 350mA, Junction Temperature, Tj=25°C 
Fo" ... ard Vo ltage VI(VI 
Color M" Typ, Max, 
V\Ih ,te 279 3_55 ,~ 
Warm While 2.79 3_55 O~ 
Greerl 279 3_55 3.99 
e~, 2.79 3_55 O~ 
Amber ' 00 2_20 3.10 
l~od_Orang" '00 2_20 3.10 












Coefficient 01 Resistance 
Vf(mVI C) JUI1Clion 10 
iWlIfiTj BoardCCN1I 
., " ., " ., " ., 
" ., " ., 










Absol ute Maximum Ratin gs 
Parametcr ,!lIhitcflNarm '!IIMc/Grcen/B lue 
DC Fool/ard Current (mAl 350 
Peak Pulsed FOOo'nrd Current ImA) 500 
Averag e FOOo'lard Current (mAl 350 
Amb erlR ed-Orange/Red 
'0; 
"" "" ESD se!,sltrvity t16000V HBM 
LED JU 'l"ttOn Tcmp erature ee l 
AI Ln'II nl.111-core PCB TemperaturerC) 
Storage & Operatn g T emperalLXeC'C l -40 to +105 
"" '0; 
-40 to -+105 
260 for 5 second. Max 
Photometric Luminous Flu x Bin Structure 
Bin Code Mlnll"'l11 PhotometrK: Flu. 11m) Ma.:mum Photometr o;: Flu. (1m ) 
C '" , H 
~ '" " e ,, 
"' , 10,7 
M 139 , 1 8 1 
e 23 ,5 
0 30,6 
e 39,8 
• Tol er",","c On each Luminous Flux bin is t 15% 





• 1 ot,..-ance on eoch Color bin IS" 1nm 
Color Bins for Red-Orange 
""'" 
613 ,5 
• Tol erancc on each Color bin IS i 1 nm 
Prolight 
5 
'" '" C., 
"' 10.7 
1 3.9 
























• ToI emnce un e. cr, Colur bin is~ lnm 
Color Bins for Blue 
Bin Code Minitrlllm Dominant Wavelength (r",,) , , , , , 
o 
'00 
'" '" m 
'" .. ,
• I oI er.nce on eoch Co lor bin i.1 lnm 
Color Bins for Green 
" 
, 
'" , '" , '" , '" " '" • To lerance On each Cu lor bon i. ~ l nm 
Color Bins for White 
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Color Bins for White 
-- - ---- --GCT"';););), 
eGI ~mK 
GCT600QK 
_ CC I . """" 
-1 





1-----'" '=:'~:'~~C:f~:':::====~ , /" ' 
GCT 800:~ Xi...........- y-: , 




- - -y':/ ')~: ,~-: ­
<: vo/ " : ' ' 




Color Bins for Warm White 
B., Code , , Typ , CCT Bin Code IK) 
~,438 0.~12 
~,429 0.3 9~ 
'" 0.444 0,399 2950 03 0453 0.41£ 
0.438 0.412 
8.454 0.446 
0.438 o ~12 
" 0.453 0.416 295~ ~O 8,471 0.~51 
~,454 0.~46 
~,424 0~~6 
0.4 16 0389 
CO 0.429 o 39~ 3 1 5~ ~, 




C, 0.438 0.4 ~ 2 3158 
0,454 ~.44£ 
0.438 0.44 
• To lerance on each Colo r bi n (x , y)ist001 




~,409 " 0.402 0382 
0.4 16 0389 
0.424 0.40£ 
8.409 " 8,392 0.391 
8,387 o 37~ 
8.402 0.382 




8.438 '" 8A02 0.~23 
8,387 o 37~ 
8,383 8,36 
0.4 1 0. 37~ 
0.4 16 0389 
0,387 0. 37~ 
i 
! -, 
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Wavelength Characteristics, Tj=2S''C 




/ I / ':b , '-
;00 ,00 
Wavelength(nm) 





















(I 1', , ;I 
- - - -
350 400 45() 500 550 6(){J 650 700 750 800 850 
Wavelength(nm) 
F I~ u re tb . \'l/hlte Color Spectrum of Typ .::aI5500K Part_ 
Warm White Co lor Spectrum 
f 
1\ ! i , 
I 
. __ . 
1\ j\ " 350 400 ~50 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 
Wavelength(nm) 













Light Output Characteristics 
'" '" 
#. BO , 
'00 ~ 
0 "'" -§,100 . . 
~ 
• 00 
~ 00 • " '" 00 . 
00 
'"" 
'"" , . . . , ,eo 
~ '" S i'.' 
0 "" " , 
0 '"" ~ 
~ "" ~ • "" ,E 






Green Photometric - , - - -White PhotOO1etr.c 
.......... Blue Ptlotomelr" 
. 
--l-, , . . . - -. . f . . · • . . . • . . ~ · . . - ... · :::..- - -
. . .. 
JlX1ctlon Temperature rC } 
Figure 2a. Relative Light Output v. Junction 
Te~~ralure 
, 
1-Red Photometric ~ 
, . .. -..... Red·Orange PhO~:,,_~_"I~':_ 




. . , · · . . . . . .. · . , · . . . 
_. .. 
Jundlon TemperatureC:": ) 
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Ii. OC 5 11522_53354 
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!!: 00511 52253354 
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VF-F orwara V"haye(V) 
Fog) .. Forwara CUITer"!: VS 
F",warll \/"",,9" fur Whole. Wa'm 








o 100 200 300 400 
IF-Average F :wward C uITe<1I(' ..... ) 
Fig 4" . Rel ative lumnou, Flu x vs . 
forward Current for Whte, W anl1 




\/F -F o[ward Vollage(V) 
Fi';l 3b Forwara Current .... 
FOrw<Jm Vollage 101 Arnber Red· 
Orange a n" Red. 
1 CO zoe 300 4CO 
IF-Average FOfW<l,,1 Cuuenl(mAJ 
F';! 4b. Rclat'~ lum,Mus Flu ~ 
..,;. FaMar" C~"l!'I1t 11)1 A,"be, . 
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Ta-Amb ient Temperature n' 
F>:J 5a, Mad "num Forward Current ~s 
Ambient Temperatu re Derating based on 







Ta_Amb ient Temperature no' 
Fig 5b_ MaXimum Forward Current vs_ Amblent 
Temperature, O~ ratlng based on TjMAX=120'C for 












Typical Representative Spatial Radiation Pattern 
Lam belti an Rad iat ion Pane rn 
, 
~ , , 
c 
~ 
• > , 
• 
" 















" -100 -BO -50 -40 -20 
A~gu l ar Di . plao<Jr",,,,((Degrco) 
F '3 S Typical Repros('~tative Spatia l RadlahJn Pattern far 


























I Heat sink 
L'" ' o.ooe 
c 
1.9 (0,07$) 
17 (0 0117) 





0,0 1 (0, 004) 
-
l:;l l ;i 
" " oa.e ,. , . 
ACHTUN!l : Baim entnehmen aus dem Gurt darf der S i l l ko n~erguss nicht berOhrt waldan. 
ATTENTION: For the pick up tool, any panutratl c il of the sil icone has to be <lvQ<d!KJ. 
K~thodcnkennun g : 
C"thodc mark: 
Gewic ht l Appro • . weigh t: 
Glinung i Pol" riliit und Lag"A:';'- ,. 
Method of Taping ' Polarity and O.i"n l ,,'ioo"-'~ 





Verpackungseinheit 800!RoI le. 0 180 """ 
PacklJl9 uM 800lrt/ti1 " '80 mm 
0.3 (0 ,0121 
0310.
















Empfohlenes LOtpaddeslg n" ""' " 
Recommended Solder Pad"! I"'" 1,' 
IR Retlow Lilt"" 



















3 Latste llen 
3 sokier point. 
Therl'1isch optim enes PCB 
Then"al enhaoced rC B 




/- -r -', 1i=1'----. ' . 
" I '- I g; - - , ~.-- --j .-- ._-
" I , . . , 
' --_l "\ / 
04.0 (0 .157) 
~2.5 (O .ogB) 
r::l L6lstopplack 
LL:I Sokier r~siq 
11 ,6 
r7Z1 L6tpasten Schal:Aone 
L:2l SokJer ?aste steocil 
D Bare Copper Fre<(;f; K,opter 
I ,, ~4.()(().1 57) 






















IR-Reflow Lolprofil fUr bleifreies Liiten 
Vorbehandlung nach JEDEC Level 4 
Preconditioning ace. to JEDEC Level 4 
(nach J-STD-020B) 








If'~'c' - 3K1sim"xj 
f- 25·C 
Maximc.m S~ der Protile 
RecOOlmended S~der Profile ~ 
Mlnlfnum S~d~r Profil~ ,,-.,.. "-. _ 




120smax -. 1-- 10~\ma" 
. ---
, 
1 0 ~ 1 5~ 
~ --
260 ·C -' " ~ ·c 
245 ·C .L " " H _~235 ·C· 
tOsmin 
Ramp Down 





Anm .. Das GoMuso ist fiJr UltraschaJireinigung nichl geeignet 
Nota Package not suil,,/be for "llr" sonic c/e"ning 
2006-05-16 n 











Barcode-Prodllct-Label (BP L) 
Gll rtverpackll rl9 
Tape arid Reel 
OSRAM Opto 
5.mi<0"'""'",, 
Tape dimensioo~ in mOl iinch) 
" Po P, • 
4 + 0.1 112+0.1 
, 
24+ 0 3 
-D' (0 .1 57 - 0(04) 1 (0.472 +0.OD4) 





2 + 0 .1 
(D.D7e J.. D,004) 
-"'. "" """ l',··· 
,,, ... ,"" ' ''''''' ' ... 
G,~,'DfU(Jf. ,o:.~ ~~ 
lcor 'co:·.,., 
G,1cY><e E "". 
Tr:.1Ier 100:· """ 
-
'0 , 





(0.059 + 0.004) (0 .069 = 0(04)1 (DA53 - O,OD4 ) 
1&l(7J 24 (0.94~) r-.o (2.3.(;2) 24.4 I 2 (0,961 +0 079) 30A (1 197j 
2C101l-05-16 










Revision History: 2006-05-16 
II 
Anm .. 'i,m" /'" 60825-1 (EN 60825-1) gilt " 
LED STRAHlUNG 
NICHT DIREKT IN 
[ 'EN STRAHL BUCKEN 
LED KLASSE 2 
2006-05-16 




NOT STARE INTO BE,\M 











Trockenverpackung und Materialicn 
Dry Packing Process and Materials 
M:l~tLXe-'er\S li\'e lab<.' or print 
/ B.'code owel 
ZWW5SG 
Anm_ ' Feucil1eemprindlicllB ProolJklB sind verpackr In einem Trockellbeulel zu,-&mmf;n mit eillBm T rockellmillBl wH/ 
"ittor FO[ichloindibt"rk~rto 
&izijglich r rockenverpacJwllg fill den Sie weitere Hillwelse 1m Illtemel [iC/d 111 unserem Shart Farm C~I,,!og il11 
K~pi1e1 "Glirl<Jllg und VerpacklJllg" IJIl1er dem P'lnkl "TrockenYfJI{YlcklJ"g" Hier silld Normelloo2uge, un1er 
amiorem "I" hiSWg dar JEDEC-N(Jrm, ""lh~ltort, 
Nole: Molslure-selllSilve product Is packed in ~ dry bag co"t~inlllg deslccfXli and ~ humidity card 
Regardillg dry pack you win filld further information in the intemet and ii] the Short Farm C~l~log ii] cllaple' 
or dp<J a"d RiM!" linder lI)e topic °Dry Pack"_ Ilere fO'l will also filld !lie norm&live rBierence s like JEDEC 
Kartonverpackung und Materialien 
Transportation packin!::EI~_d __ M"'"'""O"""':";:;;;;\ _______________________ l 
2006-05-16 - ---" 











US 6 066 061 
US 6 277 :!01 
US 6 245 259 
Attention pl.as~ ! 
ZWW5SG 
I he inlormatkm describes the type (]I component and shall n(]t be c(]Midered as as>ured charatierislics 
Term, 01 de li "ery and righ t, 10 eh<>ngc des>;)n re wcy ud, Ow to tuchn>val mquiremcnts eomp0","nts m~y con tain 
dangerous .ubstancos. For infDrmatiDn on the typ€" in qLJestion plea,e conlact our Sales Organization 
If printed", downk,aded, I,ea,e lind Ihe la test "er> ion in the Internul 
Packing 
Ploase use the recycling operat",s kn(]wn tD yDU . We can alSD help you - get in touch with YDur nearest "ales off"e 
By agreement we will t~ke p~cl<ing maturial back, if It i. sorted, You must be~r thu costs of tra nspDrt. For packing 
m~terial thaI i. returned to us un.orted or which wo aro not oblfgod to sccopt, we shall ha"o to In"o ieo you fo r ony co.ts 
incurrCld 
Compon~nt .• used in l ile-support d~v;ceo ar .ystems muot be H Pre .. 11 autllOrized far such purpooe! Critic"1 
compo","nt.,"'''''''' may onl, be used In Ilfe-suppon dOYICOS Dr systems";" ,." with the oxpross wr tton app-o"al of 
OSRAM OS 
2006-05-16 











11 Hell':Jkeitswerte wef<.kn mit einer 
Stmmeinpr;;qedaller von 25 ms und elt",r 
GenalJigkeit yon ± t 1% ermitlell 
", Wegen def be,;anooren Praze<5I>eding ,""gen be i dcr 
Her<tellJng ~on LED k()nnen typi ",he O<.Ief vbgcleitete 
tcchni<cl1e Parameter nur "ulqrund statistischer 
Wertc ";edcrgcgeben wefoon. Diese stiml11en nicht 
nDtwendigerweise mit den Werten iedes einzelnen 
PfO<.luktes Uberein, dessen Werte sich ~oo typi<chcn 
und abg ele.teten Werten o<.kr typs.chen Kcn nlinien 
lInterscheidcn konnen falls erfDrderlich, z.B 
aufgrund techni .cher VerbesserlJngen. werden die. e 
typ«cOOn Werte ohn e weitere IInkiind>gL""g gean<.krt. 
" Montage aul PC-Board - Metalkernpla tine. 
FlaCM 950 111m', ~-1.3 Wi(I11·Ki. 
Fi;r weitere Informatioocn siehe Applikat"'ns. chrilt im 
Internet (www.os ram.os.com) 
" f arlxlrtqruppen we roon mit einer Stromein prlgedaLJer 
..on 25 ms und eirler Genauigkeit von ctO.01 ermi1telt 
" Sr~~nn,...,g .we~c wer<Jen I11lt ciner 
S1rome f1 priiged"'."r voo 1 m. lJnd einef Genalligkeit 
voo ~O .1 Vermi1telt 
" 1m gestrichelten Bereich der Kennlinien mlJs. mit 
erMhten Hell'qkeit.unte,"chie<.kn lIvis.chen 
Le ucht<J>a<.kn ·.., nerha lJ en er VefpackurYjseinheit 
gerechnet werden 
" Maf!,e werden wie fO>:Jt angegeben' mm (i"'hi 
" Ein kriti~che . Elautci i. t ein Bautei!. da. in 
leoonsemaltenden Apparaten oder Sy.temen 
eingesetzt wifd und dessen Defekt ~oraLJssich t 'ch zLJ 
elner Fehlfunktioo die,c . Icbcnscrhvltenden 
Apparates oder System. l ei nen ";rd odef die 
Sichefhe~ oder Lffekti~itat dieses flpparates oder 
Systems bee"' triichtigt 
" Leoon . cmvltendc Apparate oder Systeme .ind Il'Ir 
(al die ImplantierlJng in den men,chlichen Karper 
000' 
(b) fi .. die Lebenscmv lt,l1g be,timmt 
Fall. sie ver" '>':len, kann dmon vusgegoogen we-rden, 
dass die Ge.undheit und das Leben oos Patienten in 
Gerahr i.t 
Pubtish~d by 
OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH 
Wernerwerkstrasse 2, 0·93049 Regensburg 
WWW.oSram·O<.Com 





Brightness groups are te o.ted "t a current pulse 
du"'tioo 01 25 ms and a tolerance of ~ 11 % 
" Due to the special coodition< of the n",nlJlactll'ing 
processes of LED. the typical dvtv or caiculated 
correlatKlns of technical pvmmeters can onl y reflect 
statistica l ligLJres, These dG not necessarily 
corrc'PQnd to the actual parameters of each . ing le 
product whch cou ld differ rrom th e typical <Jata and 
calcLJ ated correlati,..,s or the typ ieal characteri.tic 
lhe. If roque.te<J , e.g. because 01 technica l 
imprO'>'ements, thes e typo data \'.ill be change<J withoot 
any hrther notice 
" Mounted on PC boord - meta ll core PCB, 
mea 01950 mm', ). r 1.3 Wl(m·K). 
For flrtMr Infomlat".., p lev . e lind the applicatKln oote 
,.., dlr web site (www.osram-os.com ) 
" Chram"ticity CGDrdinate groups are test ed at, current 
pulse dll'at"n of 25 ms and a to le rance of :!cO 01, 
,., Fon;.wd yoltages are tcste<J "t a cll'rent pulse 
durati,.., or 1 m. and a to h ance 01 ~O. 1 V 
'i tn the range where the line or the graph i. bro,en, you 
must expect higher brightness differences between 
singl e LED, within DnC packing unit 
, '. Dimens"ns are specified as follows: mm (inch), 
9;. A criticat comr>Onent is a component used In a 
lifc-, upport device Dr system whose faile re can 
revo.onably be e'pected to cause the fvil,rc of that 
life-s l.\'pr>rt de~ice or ~y'tem, or to offect it. salety or 
the efl'ecti~cne ," 01 thot device or 'ystem 
"I Life ,upp-o~ de~iee . or .y.tem~ are intenood 
(ai to be imp l,mte<J in the humvn Ixldy, 
(bl to support and.'Of l11ainta,n and . u,tain human lile 
II they tail, it is reasonab le to as. ume that the health 
and the life of the user may be endangered 
OSRAM 
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